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Dissertation Abstract 

The interaction between surfaces and adsorbates are discussed from the results of a 
multitude of different research projects. Single molecule adsorption, molecular cluster 
formation, and hydrogen bonded molecular networks were studied and the results hold 

promise towards a variety of electronic applications, even in the absence of detailed 
experimental data in some cases. Density functional theory, with implementations that 
account for dispersion forces, was used to investigate the electronic structure of iron 

porphyrin, monosubstituted benzene derivatives, benzimidazole, 1,2-dihydro-1,2-
azaborine, graphene nanoribbons, and croconic acid / p-benzoquinonemonoimine 

zwitterion derivative combined cocrystallization on metallic surfaces. 
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Density Functional Theory 

Paul Dirac said, "The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical 

theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, 

and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much 

too complicated to be solved. It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical 

methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an 

explanation of the main features of complex atomic systems without too much 

computation." This quote underlies the importance of the development of approximate 

methods to solve the Schroedinger Equation for systems with many electrons, in order to 

apply them to systems with many electrons. In the past few decades, theoretical chemists 

have developed a number of approximate methods, with the ultimate goal being 

achieving "chemical accuracy" (1 kcal/mol for energies). 

One of the first approximate methods to be developed was the so-called Hartree 

theory, which employed a wavefunction that was a product of one-electron wave 

functions for the many body system. Such a product wavefunction is, however, not 

antisymmetric with respect to exchange of electrons, which behave as fermions with half

integer spin. This assumption causes this drawback, but it brought to our knowledge that 

the free-moving particles within the system are dependent on each other as they interact 

with one another. 

The wavefunction rises in complexity for any system outside of simply one 

electron as the wavefunction depends on three spatial plus one spin degree of freedom per 

electron. From the Hartree theory mentioned, the Hartree-Fock theory came to light, but 

it is an approximate theory that was developed in order to exactly solve. By instilling a 
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single slater determinant for the wave function, each electron is associated with a certain 

spin orbital. However, it was found that Hartree-Fock (HF) theory does not properly 

calculate the energy, as it does not include the correlation energy in its calculation. 

A number of so-called "post-HF" methods have been developed in order to 

include electron correlation. Each post-HF method is typically more accurate, and these 

methods can take a longer amount of time to compute. The CCSD(T) method, one such 

post-HF method from coupled-cluster (CC) theory with singles and doubles (SD) 

excitations plus its triples being treated by perturbation theory [(T)], is often referred to 

as the "gold standard of quantum chemistry" for obtaining accurate bonding energies and 

molecular properties. Unfortunately, it is often times too computationally expensive to be 

applied to many-electron systems, such as those studied in this work. Hartree-Fock theory 

and post-HF methods can be improved upon, as all that is needed is an increase in basis 

set size and the number of slater determinants, but the increase in computational expense 

is incredibly unrealistic, especially for large systems. 

From post-HF methods, attempts were made so as to simplify the complicated 

wave function and probe information from it. In the Schrodinger equation, the 

Hamiltonian operator takes the form: 

_ 1 ~N ~N ZAZB 1 ~n n 2 ~N ~n ZA 1 ~n ~n 1H - - .L.A=1.L.B=1-- - - .L.1·=1 v S - .L.A=1.L.S=1- + - .L.S=l .L.T=l- (1)
2 r AB 2 r AS 2 r ST 

I Nuclear Repulsion I Electron Kinetic Energy I 

I Electron-Nucleus Attraction I Electron-Electron Repulsion I 

Designations are provided for each term directly underneath the equation in respective 

fashion. Equation 1, the Hamiltonian, requires that A -:f. Band S -:f. T, N is the number of 

nuclei, n is the number of electrons, ZA and Z8 are the atomic numbers for defining the 
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atomic nucleus, and r is the distance between two species, as the wavefunction depends 

on electronic and nuclear positions. 

Thankfully, we can use the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, which states that 

the nuclei will remain fixed at their set positions since nuclei move far slower in 

comparison to the speedy movement from electrons. This approximation allows for a 

strict focus on the electron density (many-body problem) by separating the wavefunction 

into a product wavefunction that depends on the nuclear coordinates, the electronic 

coordinates, and the spin coordinates. This allows for separation of variables and that the 

total energy is the electronic energy plus the nuclear energy. Therefore, the nuclear 

energy can be calculated classically under the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, but the 

electronic Schroedinger equation must be solved and have the wavefunction obtained 

from there. 

The dependency of total number of electrons (n) makes one notice that the 

electron density (p) being integrated over the entire coordinate space (r) is: 

n = f p(r)dr (2) 

From equation 2, integration over all spin coordinates of the electrons involved and all 

but one of the spatial coordinates will produce the probability density (p(r)): 

p(r) = n f d 3 
... f d 3rn ll' *(ri, r 2 , ... , rn)ll'(ri, r 2 , ... , rn) (3)r 2 

, where n is the number of electrons within the volume, the r terms are the spatial 

coordinates of the electrons, and note that d 3 r1 is the missing spatial coordinate. 

In the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems, a statement is made that the ground-state 

electron density can be used to determine the wave function and any property in the 

system. There are two major aspects to the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems. 
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First from the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems, there is a unique external potential 

generated by the nuclei (within which the electrons move) that produces a given ground

state charge density. The proof for this theorem is done through means of a textbook 

mathematical contradiction (reductio ad absurdum): an argument which attempts either 

to disprove a statement by concluding it leads to an impractical solution, or to prove a 

statement by showing that if it were not the case, the result would be impossible. 

Secondly, the variational principle is founded and states that for an approximate 

wavefunction the energy must be equal to or greater than the ground-state energy. The 

equality can only hold if and only if the wavefunction is the true wavefunction for the 

system. Therefore, there must be a functional that can partition the electronic structure 

and give the exact distributed density. The only crux to this is that there is no one 

functional for this due to the absence of a universal functional presently. 

Density functional theory (DFT) is one such quantum mechanical modeling 

method that solves for the electronic structure of such chemical many-body problems. 

DFT uses the ground-state electron density, previously mentioned, instead of a 

wavefunction for calculating the electronic energy and other molecular properties for 

chemical systems. In DFT, the energy is a functional of the density: 

EoFT = Er(P) + Ev(P) + Eu(P) (4) 

, where Er(P) is the kinetic energy term, Ev(P) is the external potential acting on the 

system (nucleus to electron attraction) energy term, and Eu(P) is the electron-electron 

interaction energy term. Due to the shear complexity in the electron-electron interactions, 

the Kohn-Sham approach assumes you have a non-interacting system that has the same 

electron density as your true interacting system. 
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Therefore, Eu (p) term can be set as: 

Eu(P) = Eip) + Exc(P) (5) 

, where E1(p) is the Coulomb energy and Exc(P) is the exchange and correlation energy. 

The exchange energy arises from the Pauli exclusion principle whereas the correlation 

energy is due to the Coulombic electron-electron repulsion, with this term holding all of 

the many-body effects. Just as these energetic values are determined as functions of the 

electron density, the electron density is found as a function of the three-dimensional 

spatial coordinates. This is why the term 'functional' is coined within and the energy is 

computed without the need of a wavefunction, formally. Therefore, using a functional 

can provide the solution to equation 4. This is especially so for the ever so troublesome 

Exc(P) term in equation 5. However. . . there is no one functional that does a spectacular 

job for the evaluation of the Exc(p) term. In truth, the exchange and correlation energy 

does not just encompass the electron-electron repulsions, as it also includes the difference 

in kinetic energy between the fraudulent non-interacting system and the realistic one. 

As the many-body problem is vastly complex, a way to simplify the Kohn-Sham 

equation was found with assuming that the particles are non-interacting. As discussed 

before, the electrons do interact with one another, but this can be corrected for. From 

referencing equations 4 and 5, which are representative of the Kohn-Sham equation, the 

kinetic energy term is able to be split into two parts, where one part is the kinetic energy 

of the non-interacting system and the other is the difference in energy between the non

interacting system and the true interacting system, which can be added in to correct for 

the assumption. If the kinetic energy can be corrected for, then we need to concern 
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ourselves with the non-interacting system and the orbitals involved. The kinetic energy of 

a system of non-interacting electrons can be calculated as: 

Tn =~I?· Orbitals f cf/[ (r)Vz cpJr)dr (6) 

, where cp'i, and c/Ji are the single particle orbitals. The electron density of the system can 

also be obtained from the one-electron orbitals through: 

p(r) = I?· orbitals cp'i, (r)c/Ji(r) (7) 

, where the summation is done through adding together each orbital multiplied with its 

complex conjugate. 

With the kinetic energy term better discussed, the other two terms must be 

elucidated for the purposes of exhaustion. The nucleus-electron attractive energy, under 

the assumption of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, is as follows: 

, where the denominator of the fraction is the distance between the electron and the 

nucleus and the numerator represents the charge of the nucleus. 

Since the exchange and correlation energy term from equation 5 has been 

discussed, the E1(p) term remains. This term represents the Coulomb energy, and this is 

approximated by: 

E (p) = ez f dr f dr' p(r)p(r') (9) 
1 2 lr-r'I 

This equation can be further broken down through the variational principle and the 

orbitals to give the Kohn-Sham orbital equation: 

, where the VKs term is the potential and is represented by: 
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, where the last term is the exchange-correlation potential. This is great for breakdown as 

it is seen now that electrons within a system can be seen as independent. The issue is in 

the third term of equation 11 and it has been discussed earlier in how to approximate the 

exchange and correlation energy. 

Thus, the sum of the orbital energies is related to the total energy in: 

Since the orbital energies are not unique, this equation holds true for specified choices of 

the orbital energies. 

Current DFT relies upon particular exchange-correlation functionals for 

calculating the exchange and correlation energy term. Various density functionals, such 

as local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 

functionals, attempt to calculate the exchange-correlation energy, albeit in different 

mannerisms. LDA functionals determine the value of Exc(P) from specific positions and 

the localized density around that specific volume: 

E}~A[p] = f p(r)Exc(p)dr (13) 

, where p is the electron density, r is a specific position, and Exc (p) is the exchange

correlation energy per electron. LDA does a great job, but only if the density is very 

uniform throughout the system, and this is usually never the case. A methodology that 

can fluctuate as the density does is required. Such functionals arose that are coined GGA 

functionals to tackle this issue. GGA functionals calculate the exchange correlation 

energy also using the gradient of the electron density at specific points in three-

dimensional space: 
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, where the fxc (s) term is the exchange-correlation enhancement factor and the s term, 

known as the reduced density gradient, is reliant on the changes in the density and is 

defined as: 

Overall, GGA functionals provide an immense improvement over the original LDA 

functionals, but the exchange and correlation energies are still not exactly solved. The 

first widely used GGA functional was developed by Becke, which is simply called 'B' . B 

holds the correct asymptotic behavior at long range for the density and it has a fitted 

empirical parameter to it that has been optimized through the exact exchange energies of 

the noble gases. There are other such functionals like B that can be used which use 

empirical parameters to enhance the performance of the calculation. Functional 

expansions to the gradient have been developed that differ from empirically assisted 

functionals such as B since they do not include such parameters. The ever so popular and 

praised PBE functional is one of these other alterations of GGA that does not include 

empirically driven values. The major condition to remember when applying this 

knowledge is that there are a vast number of functionals that may be used for the 

treatment of a system. Each functional addresses the exchange and correlation energetics 

in a different manner. The key is to pick the correct one for modeling the electronic 

behavior of the system being studied. A density functional that is not able to produce 

adequate results is a density functional that should not be used for that situation. 

Outside ofLDA and GGA functionals, there are hybrid, double-hybrid, long-

range corrected, and meta-GGA functionals in existence. These other functionals are 
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improvements to the GGA approach, which can be seen as simpler in comparison. 

However, when you attempt to calculate the energy with one of these other four 

previously mentioned methods, the time the calculation takes to run to its completion will 

be longer, yielding a different approximation to the electron density but with it not 

necessarily being a better result. Weighing time with accuracy is a decision that should 

not be taken lightly when choosing an approach to a study. 

Dispersion 

Overall, a system can now be studied through DFT in an efficient way that is not 

terribly time consuming and does give an adequate template of the electronic structure of 

study. For surface-adsorbate interfaces, this is fantastic as these systems are already 

incredibly difficult to model and compute due to the vast number of atoms required for 

both the adsorbate and the surface. However, dispersion forces, which dominate the 

interaction between the surface and the adsorbate, are not treated by DFT due to its very 

nature as a local method for structuring the electrons. 

To compensate for the lack thereof dispersion treatment in DFT, two very 

prominent methodologies were created to combat this need. The methods are DFT-D, 

which is a semi-empirical method for treating dispersion through an additive term, and 

vdW-DF, which is a more ab initio non-local correlation functional, which is calculated 

self-consistently within the many-body problem. 
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DFT-D employs an empirical correction to take care of the dispersion interactions 

within a system by simple addition to the calculated Kohn-Sham DFT energy: 

EoFT-D = EKs-DFT +Eo (16) 

, where EoFT-D is the energy calculated through the addition of the Kohn-Sham DFT 

energy, EKs-DFT, with the dispersion energy, E0 . Due to the simplicity of the method and 

also how easy it is to implement in practice, computational chemists use it immensely. 

The EO term is calculated through: 

ij 

Eo = -s6 'f,f;l Lj=i+l :~. fdamp(Rij) (17) 
lj 

, where n is the number of atoms, ci is the dispersion coefficient between the particular 

atoms being assessed in the summation, Rij is the distance between the atoms, s6 is a 

scaling factor based on the kind of functional used, and [damp is a damping function that 

ensures the character of dispersion is not mistreated at small distances. Without the 

damping function, the treatment of dispersion will skyrocket if two atoms are brought too 

close together. In the second version of this dispersion correction, called Grimme2 or 

DFT-D2, the dispersion coefficient was determined through experimentally found 

numbers. However, a more recent version called Grimme3 or DFT-D3 includes 

dispersion coefficient values from the CCSD(T) level of theory. The atoms covered by 

DFT-D include Z=l-94. No matter what, this method ends up being very computationally 

inexpensive as it is a simple additive term. The issue with it is that it is empirical by 

nature and relies itself upon the C and R values for retrieving the proper amount of 

dispersion for a specific atom pair. 

As it is more favorable to calculate dispersion interactions outside of an empirical 

term, it has been found that it can be done through non-local calculations. Note that DFT 
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performs its calculations through local means, but by instilling a grid into the system 

where the various grid points can be compared to one another, then you can achieve 

another way of calculating dispersion. This is called vdW-DF. This is done by: 

Et1 =; I d 3 r I d3r'n(r)cp(r, r')n(r') (18) 

, where cf> is a previously created kernel which depends on the distance between two grid 

points, and the r vectors are the grid points. The van der Waals forces are calculated 

through the determination of distance between species on specific grid points in the unit 

cell and it also provides proper behavior for dispersion. 

There are three major downfalls to the vdW-DF method though. First, it lacks the speed 

that the DFT-D method has supporting its usage. Second, it can only be purposed for 

software packages that support the installation of a unit cell for its calculations. Atom 

centered software packages are not able to position a grid as sufficiently as periodic codes 

are capable. Lastly, the vdW-DF method is a part of codes that do not tend to give good 

chemical understanding of the system. Because the vdW-DF method is often times used 

in periodic plane-wave boundary programs, which do not use atom-centered basis sets, it 

can be difficult to chemically decipher their results. This is a bother for those that are 

attempting to understand the behavior of a system through the eyes of a chemist. 
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Abstract 

Systematic density functional theory calculations that treat the strong on-site 3d 

electron-electron interactions on iron via a Hubbard Ueff= 3.0 eV and the van der Waals 

(vdW) interactions between the substrate and adsorbate within the vdW-DF framework 
are employed to study the adsorption of the iron porphyrin (FeP) molecule to the Pt(l 11) 
surface. The more accurate vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 functionals found the 
same binding site to be the most stable and yielded binding energies that were within 

~20% of each other, whereas the binding energies computed with the vdW-DF-revPBE 

functional were substantially weaker. This work highlights the importance of vdW 
interactions for organometallic molecules chemisorbed to transition metal surfaces. The 
stability of the binding sites was found to depend upon the number of Fe-Pt and C-Pt 
bonds that were formed. Whereas in the gas phase the most stable spin state of FeP is the 

intermediate spin S = 1 state, the high spin S = 2 state is preferred for the FeP-Pt(l 11) 
system on the binding sites considered herein. The spin switch results from the elongation 
of the Fe-N bonds that occurs upon adsorption. 

Introduction 

The investigation, manipulation and exploitation of the magnetism of single 
atoms is of substantial interest, both from a basic science point of view as well as in the 
context of applications in information processing and storage. Experimentally, magnetic 
moment bearing transition metal (TM) centers with localized d- and/or f-states are 

typically deposited on flat crystalline surfaces or template surfaces at low temperature 

using surface-science approaches. 1 Given the high mobility of those atoms at room 
temperatures, it is of more practical use to stabilize them using organic host molecules, 

such as for instance in single molecular magnets,2 spin crossover complexes,3 metal

organic structure frameworks,4 and other organic-containing structures. Organic ligands 
or molecules create a ligand field around the magnetic center, which typically determines 
the spin state, magnetic moment, and the magnetic anisotropy. Metal-center containing 
molecules are also amenable to 2D and 3D self-assembly and can thus help to create 

long-range ordered arrays of magnetic centers. 5 

Porphyrin molecules have attracted particular interest as hosts for magnetic 
centers. Nearly all 3d metals can be incorporated into the macrocycles and they easily 

10form non-covalent 2D assemblies on flat, crystalline surfaces,6
- as well as 3D metal

organic frameworks. They have thus become a prototypical system for the study of 

coordination effects and molecular spintronics, as is evident by the large number of 
9 11studies of metallated porphyrins on surfaces alone.6

- • -
25 The local conductivity of the 
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molecules correlates with the spin state of the central metal atom, 10•11·26·27 and local 

probes, specifically scanning tunneling microscopes (STM), can be used to detect and 

manipulate the local magnetic properties. 8·26 Other effects conveniently observable on 2D 

porphyrin layers are adsorbate and substrate effects, such as superexchange between the 

metal centers through the substrate. 11 

The spin states of iron porphyrin (FeP) molecules are intimately related to their 

oxidation state and geometry so they may be switched by external factors including 

ligation, temperature, pressure, electric fields and light. In the ground state in the gas 

phase, the Fe(II) center within the iron porphyrin molecule assumes an intermediate spin 

(IS) state of S = 1. Recently, it has been shown that the high spin (HS) state, S = 2, can be 

attained via surface adsorption. For example, density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations predicted that the HS state will be preferred when iron porphyrins are 

physisorbed on Au(l 11),9 chemisorbed to various magnetic substrates including Co(OOl), 

Ni(OOl), Ni(l 10) and Ni(l 11),7 or deposited at a divacancy site in a graphene lattice.28 On 

the other hand, DFT predicts that the S = 1 state will be maintained upon adsorption to 

the Cu(OOl) surface.17 Moreover, DFT calculations have shown that the spin state of the 

related manganese(II) porphine molecule can be perturbed via adsorption to the Au(l 11) 

surface, and application of an electric field to this system also alters its magnetic 

properties. 16 

For the FeP molecule, a ground state configuration of (dxy>2(dn)2(d2 2)
2 has been 

found via Mo ·ssbauer, magnetic and NMR measurements,29-34 whereas Raman 

spectroscopy suggests a (dxy>2(dn)3(d2 2)
1configuration.35 Theoretical methods can also 

yield different occupations.36·37 Results from calculations that approach the accuracy of 

CCSD(T), which utilize complete basis set extrapolation,38 are in agreement with the 

Raman studies. The CCSD(T) approximation is the coupled cluster method that includes 

singles, doubles and non-iterative triples, i.e., singly-, doubly- and triply- excited 

determinants, where the triples correction to the energy is evaluated using exactly the 

same formula as in fourth-order perturbation theory. Important for this study is that the 

dx2-y2 based molecular orbital, which is antibonding with the nitrogen lone pairs, 

remains unoccupied in the ground state. A mechanical strain that leads to the elongation 

of the Fe-N bond will therefore result in the lowering of the energy of this orbital. When 

the energy is low enough, the orbital occupation becomes (dxy>2(dn)2(d2 2)
1(dx2-y2)1, and 

the S = 2 spin state is assumed. The spin switching that occurs upon surface adsorption is 

due to elongation of the Fe-N bond, which may be a result of charge transfer between the 

molecule and the metal, epitaxial fit, or a structural distortion of the macrocyclic ring. 
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The rapidly growing number of mostly experimental studies calls for 
comprehensive, systematic and reliable computational data. It has been shown that an 
accurate description of van der Waals (vdW) dispersion interactions is crucial in 
obtaining the correct binding energies of benzene chemisorbed to transition metal 

surfaces.39
--4

2Therefore, herein we study the surface-induced spin switching within the 

FeP molecule via DFT calculations that include dispersion interactions within the vdW

DF framework.43
--4

6In the context of adsorbate magnetism, Pt stands out as a substrate 
because it can easily acquire an induced magnetic moment, contribute to the magnetic 

anisotropy of magnetic adsorbate structures, and has a relatively large spin-orbit 

coupling; thus it could be a component of organics-based spin hybrid systems.47-50 Our 
study investigates the adsorption ofFeP to the Pt(l 11) surface in a systematic manner to 
establish the correlation between binding sites, geometry, and local electronic structure. 

Computational Methods 

Periodic DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation 

Package (VASP) version 5.3.5.51 Each system was optimized with the vdW-DF

optPBE,43 vdW-DF-optB88,43 and the vdW-DF-revPBE52 van der Waals functionals, and 

the dispersion forces were accounted for within these frameworks. 44
'
45 These vdW-DF 

methodologies provide a better description of dispersion for surface-adsorbate systems 

over the standard generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals. 46 Experimental 
estimates for the binding energy of benzene to the Pt(l 11) surface range from 1.49-1.91 
eV (see Refs. 39, 40 and references within). It has been shown that the vdW-DF-optPBE 

and the vdW-DF-optB88 functionals perform the best for this system, with the former 

yielding smaller binding energies than the latter. 39,4o 

The projector augmented wave (PAW) method53 was used to treat the core states 
along with a plane-wave energy cutoff of 500 eV, and the C/N/0 2s/2p, H ls, Fe 4s/3d, 

and Pt 6s/5d electrons were treated explicitly. Mass-velocity relativistic effects were 
included, however spin orbit coupling was not considered because the computational cost 
involved is high and because it was not necessary to include spin orbit coupling to 

successfully theoretically study the adsorption of benzene to Pt(l 11).39
,
40 Ar-centered 

Monkhorst-Pack scheme54 was used to generate k-point grids and a 5x5xl k-mesh 

provided total energies and binding energies converged to within 0.60 kcal/mol per unit 
cell when compared to a 7x7xl k-mesh. 

The surface was simulated using a three layer slab containing 90 Pt atoms, with a 

~30 A vacuum space between adjacent slabs. The iron porphyrin adsorbate and the top 

layer of the Pt(l 11) surface were allowed to relax fully while the bottom two layers of the 
Pt(l 11) surface were kept fixed. The computed lattice constants of 4.00 A (vdW-DF-
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optPBE), 3.98 A (vdW-DF- optB88), and 4.04 A (vdW-DF-revPBE) were used in the 
construction of the Pt(l 11) surface slabs. The number of molecules per surface area of 

the metal surface, i.e. the surface coverage, was approximately 0.48 molecules/nm2
• 

The Hubbard U term was used to describe the d-states in iron.55 We employed a Ueff= U 

-J = 3.0 eV, as it has been shown to accurately reproduce the electronic and magnetic 

structure ofFeP in the gas phase.56
'
57 In addition, a UeffOf 3.0 eV has been successfully 

11 employed to study the adsorption of Fe(II) porphyrins to surfaces.1, ,
28 Benchmark 

calculations showed that a Ueff = 3 eV yielded the correct S = 1 ground spin state for FeP 

for all of the functionals considered herein. 

The AVOGADRO molecular editor58 was used for building and analyzing the 
structures, and the figures that illustrate the molecule adsorbed to the surface, the charge 
density difference plots and the spin densities were prepared with the XCRYSDEN 

software.59 

Results and Discussion 

F eP in the Gas Phase 

To get a better understanding of the electronic structure of the FeP molecule in the 
gas phase, we projected the Fed-states and plotted the electron density associated within 
energy windows that encompassed these levels, as shown in Figure 1. In addition to 
containing a small amount of Fed-character, the occupied peaks labeled as 1, 2 and 6 are 

comprised primarily of orbitals that stem from the porphyrin atoms. The regions 3, 5, 7, 
8, 13 and 15 are primarily of Fed-character, whereas 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14 contain a 
substantial amount of metal and ligand character. Comparison of these charge densities 

with the molecular orbitals calculated using the molecular ADF package60 
,
61 and the 

revPBE62 functional yielded good agreement. The gap between the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) was 0.7 
e V with the molecular code vs. 1.4 e V with the periodic program. The reason for the 
larger gap obtained with the latter is because a Hubbard U, which opens up band gaps, 
was used in the periodic calculations. Both the molecular and periodic calculations 

indicate that the S = 1 state has the (dxy)2(dn)3(d2 2)
1 configuration, in agreement with 

computations that approach the accuracy of CCSD(T)38 and with Raman studies. 35 A 
similar plot for the less stable S = 2 state is provided in Figure 1 as well. 
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Figure 1: The projected densities of states (PDOS) for the Fed-states in the isolated S=l 

and S=2 FeP molecule, coupled with isosurfaces of partial charge densities for the 

various peaks (isovalues = 0.01-0.1 e/A3
) calculated with the vdW-DF-optPBE 

functional. An isosurface of the magnetization (isovalue = ±0.01 e/A3
) is in the inset. 

Adsorption of F eP to the Pt( 111) Surface 

In order to find the most stable binding site, the geometries of eight high 
symmetry configurations ofFeP adsorbed to the Pt(l 11) surface were optimized. Figure 2 
shows the unique binding sites considered in this study. The Fe atom can be centered on a 

hollow hexagonally close packed CHhcp) site, a hollow face centered cubic (Hfcc) site, a 

bridge (B) site, or a top (T) site. In addition, the porphyrin ring can be rotated by 45° with 

respect to the [ 100] lattice plane of the surface. The binding energies, select geometric 
parameters and spin states of the optimized systems are provided in Table 1, Table 2, and 
Table 3 for the vdW-DF-optPBE, vdW-DF-optB88, and vdW-DF-revPBE functionals, 
respectively. The Fe-Pt bond lengths are also provided in these Tables, as are the shortest 
and longest C-Pt bonds found in each system. For comparison, the most stable adsorption 

site of benzene to Pt(l 11) is the B30 site with the distance between the carbon atoms and 

the metal surface measuring 2.1-2.2 A with the functionals used herein.39
•
40 Benzene 

undergoes a Kekule distortion upon adsorption to Pt( 111) with the hydrogen atoms 

puckering away from the surface. 39 
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The most favorable binding site for adsorption ofFeP to the Pt(l 11) surface was 
the B45 site for the vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 functionals, as shown in 

Figure 3, while the preferred binding site for vdW-DF-revPBE was the Hhcp-45· In all 

cases, the high-spin S = 2 state was the lowest in energy. The binding energy of the most 
stable site, computed with respect to the optimized S = 1 state, was -105 .13/-119 .48/ 

-66.27 kcal/mol for the vdW-DF-optPBE/vdW-DF-optB88/vdW-DF-revPBE functionals, 
respectively. The trend in the strength of adsorption illustrates the well-known trends of 
these functionals, with vdW-DF-revPBE being the most repulsive functional and vdW

DF-optB88 being the most attractive functional. 40
,
63 For the sites considered herein, the 

corrugation energies were calculated as being 27.48/32.71/24.14 kcal/mol for the 
aforementioned functionals. The large corrugation energy and short substrate-adsorbate 

distances are indicative of chemisorption. It has been shown that the binding energies of 
benzene to the Pt(l 11) surface calculated with the vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 

functionals give the best agreement with experiment.39
,
40 Because the porphyrin ring is 

planar and aromatic with sp2 hybridized carbon atoms like benzene, it is likely that these 

two functionals will provide the most accurate results for the FeP system. We focus on 
analyzing the results for the vdW-DF-optPBE functional, whereas those for the vdW-DF
optB88 functional are given in parentheses to highlight the similarities. 

Binding Sites 

Figure 2: The binding sites considered for FeP adsorption to the Pt(l 11) surface. The Fe 
atom can lie on top of a bridge (B) binding site, a top (T) binding site, a hollow-hep 

(Hhcp) binding site, or a hollow-fee (Hfcc) binding site in the 0-configuration (left) or the 

45-configuration (right). The difference between the two configurations is a 45 degree 
rotation of the molecule about the z-axis. The white/black/blue/orange/gray colored balls 
represent the hydrogen/carbon/nitrogen/iron/platinum atoms, respectively. 
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!Intermediate Spinl IFe-Pt Distance! 

Figure 3: A top-view and side-view of the most stable adsorption geometries (B45 site) of 

FeP on the Pt(l 11) surface for the intermediate, S = 1, and high, S = 2, spin state obtained 
with the vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 functionals. 

In the most stable B45 binding site, the C-Pt distances of the hydrogenated 

carbons ranged from 2.18-2.60 A (vdW-DF-optB88: 2.17-2.60 A). The C-Pt distances of 
the carbon atoms bound to nitrogen were longer, measuring 2.75-2.91 A (2.74-2.89 A). 
The hydrogen atoms bonded to those carbons that are closest to the surface pucker away 
from the surface, similar to what is found for adsorbed benzene, because these carbons 

become sp3 hybridized upon coordination to the platinum surface. To calculate the charge 
density difference (CDD), the charge density of the FeP molecule and the surface (in the 
geometry of the optimized FeP/Pt(l 11) system) was subtracted from the charge density of 
the full system. The CDD plots shown in Figure 4 illustrate a loss of charge directly 
above and beneath the platinum atoms that interact most strongly with the adsorbate 
because charge flows from the surface into the FeP-Pt bonds. This electronic 

reorganization results in a build-up of charge roughly midway between the hydrogenated 
carbon atoms and the platinum atoms closest to them, indicative of chemical bond 

formation. The CDD also shows elements indicative of the sp2 
-----+ sp3 rehybridization of 

the carbon atoms that bind to the surface. Very little charge reorganization is seen 
between the nitrogen atoms and the surface, as well as between the carbons bonded to 
nitrogen and the surface. If these carbon atoms were to form a chemical bond with the 

surface, one of the other atoms to which they are bonded would need to move away from 
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the surface because of the change in hybridization, leading to substantial distortion within 
the porphyrin ring. Nitrogen loses charge in its lone pair, but there is a gain of charge 
along the F e-N bond. 

Whereas the shortest distance between the Fe and Pt atoms, 2.69 and 2.72 A (2.64 
and 2.68 A), are indicative of bonding, the N-Pt distances, 2.48-2.81 A (2.48-2.78 A), are 

too long for bond formation. This is in stark contrast to the results computed for the 
interaction ofFeP with the (001), (110) and (111) surfaces of Co and Ni where the 
formation of nitrogen-surface bonds was found to be crucial for dictating the stability of 

the binding sites considered.7 The reason for this difference is that the atomic radius of 
platinum is approximately 0.3 A larger than that of cobalt and nickel, resulting in a longer 
metal-metal bond and concomitantly a larger distance between the substrate and the 

nitrogen atoms. The Fe atom in this system dips closer to the surface so that the C-C-N-

Fe dihedral (for the carbon and nitrogen atoms in the pyrrole-like ring) is 158-166° (157-

1660). The CDD plots clearly show a gain of charge between the Fe and the two Pt atoms 

that it straddles, indicative of chemical bond formation, and charge loss in orbitals that 
have Fed-character. 
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Figure 4: Isosurfaces of the charge density difference (CDD) for the B45 site were 

produced by subtracting the charge density of the adsorbate and the surface, in their 

distorted geometries, from the charge density of the interacting system. The distorted FeP 

molecule had the same spin as the one accrued on the surface. The CDDs are shown for 

the most stable FeP-Pt(l 11) structures found for the vdW-DF-optPBE functional. The 

isovalue was set to ±0.04 e/ A3 and the red/blue isosurfaces represent a gain/loss of 

electronic charge density. 

The Fe-N distances in the molecule in the gas phase were calculated to be 2.01 A 
(2.00 A). Upon adsorption to the most stable binding site, they stretch to 2.11, 2.11, 2.19 

and 2.24 A (2.11, 2.11, 2.19 and 2.21 A), as shown in Figure 3. Calculations wherein the 

Fe-N bonds were uniformly stretched in the gas phase FeP (but the rest of the molecule 

and the spin state were allowed to optimize) showed that at a distance of 2.18 A, an S=2 

state is more stable than an S=0 or S = 1 state even with the pure GGA revPBE 

functional, which has a strong preference for the S = 1 ground electronic state. We also 

optimized an intermediate S = 1 spin state at the most stable binding site. This system 

was 10.20 kcal/mol (8.16 kcal/mol) less stable than the preferred S = 2 state. The main 

difference between its geometry and that of the high spin configuration is that it has 

longer Fe-Pt distances of 2.88 and 2.90 A(2.84 and 2.88 A). Because the iron atom did 

not pucker down towards the surface (C-C-N-Fe dihedrals of 168-172° (167-173 °)), the 
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porphyrin molecule remained relatively flat, but the Fe-N bonds still elongated to 2.04, 

2.04, 2.13 and 2.14 A (2.03, 2.03, 2.12, and 2.13 A). Single-point calculations were 

carried out on the distorted FeP geometries from the FeP/Pt(l 11) systems wherein the 

spin state was varied. As illustrated in Table 4, the most stable electronic configurations 

of the gas phase systems were the same as those on the surface. The increase in the Fe-N 

bond distance and the preference for the S = 2 state occurs even for a simple model 

system when a neutral ligand binds to the FeP molecule at one of the open coordination 

sites on Fe. Thus, the switch of the spin state of the FeP molecule upon adsorption is a 

result of the geometric distortion it undergoes upon adsorption, and in particular by the 

elongation of the Fe-N bonds. Moreover, it may be that this system is susceptible to the 

surface trans effect where the substrate, Pt( 111) in this case, acts as an axial ligand. 64 

The CDD of the intermediate and high spin states are qualitatively similar around 

all of the atoms with the exception of the iron atom. A contour plot of the CDD that 

bisects the Fe atom shows that for the S = 1 and S = 2 systems there is charge gain in the 

region between the two surface Pt atoms and the Fe atom, but the region directly below 

the Fe atom loses charge density. The amount of charge accumulated in the Fe-Pt bonds 

is larger in the S = 2 system, but in the S = 1 state charge is gained above the Fe atom. 

Closer inspection of the CDDs suggests that charge is lost in the Fe d2 2 orbital upon 

adsorption in both systems. For the HS state charge accumulates in a Fe dxy orbital and 

in the IS state the gain occurs in an orbital of dn symmetry. 
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Table 1: The binding energies, BE, ofF eP to Pt( 111) for various binding sites. The 
energies relative to the most stable binding site are given in parentheses. The shortest Fe
Pt distances are provided with the number in the brackets corresponding to the number of 
these contacts. Ranges of C-Pt distances that likely correspond to bonds are provided 
with the number in the brackets corresponding to the number of these contacts. The 

distances between the surface and the N atoms were obtained by subtracting the average 
of the atomic coordinates in the z-direction for the atoms in question minus an average of 
the z-coordinate of the atoms in the top layer of the Pt(l 11) surface. The spin state, S, of 

Fe and the average Fe-N bond lengths are provided. The S = 1 spin state for the B45 

binding site is given as B45-IS (intermediate spin). The data herein was obtained with the 

vdW-DF-optPBE functional. 

Site BE (kcal/mol) Fe-Pt (A) C-Pt (A) N-Pt (A) Fe Spin Fe-N Bond Length (A) 

8 45 -105.13 (0.00) 2.69,2.72 (2) 2.18-2.27 (6) 2.50 2 2.16 
Hrcc-45 -101.29 (3 .84) 2.67,2.68 (2) 2.19-2.28 (4) 2.63 2 2.15 

Hhcp-45 -96.32 (8.81) 2.78,2.78 (2) 2.18-2.30 (4) 2.53 2 2.12 
8 45-IS -94.93 (10.20) 2.88,2.90 (2) 2.18-2.28 (6) 2.50 1 2.09 

To -89.62 (15.51) 2.54 (1) 2.15-2.28 (10) 2.60 2 2.16 

Hrcc-0 -89.59 (15.54) 2.65 (1) 2.19-2.26 (3) 2.86 2 2.13 
Hhcp-0 -88.51 (16.62) 2.76 (1) 2.22-2.26 (3) 2.91 2 2.12 

T45 -80.46 (24.67) 2.50 (1) 2.24-2.26 (4) 2.75 2 2.06 
Bo -77 .65 (27.48) 2.72,2.73 (2) 2.23-2.24 (2) 2.87 2 2.12 

Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for the vdW-DF-optB88 functional. 

Site BE (kcal/mol) Fe-Pt (A) C-Pt (A) N-Pt (A) Fe Spin Fe-N Bond Length (A) 

845 -119.48 (0.00) 2.64,2.68 (2) 2.17-2.33 (10) 2.48 2 2.16 
To -113.89 (5.59) 2.47 (1) 2.14-2.31 (12) 2.45 2 2.15 

Hrcc-45 -111.65 (7 .83) 2.63,2.65 (2) 2.18-2.33 (8) 2.51 2 2.15 
8 45-IS -111.32 (8.16) 2.84,2.88 (2) 2.17-2.35 (10) 2.47 1 2.08 
Hhcp-45 -109.24 (10.24) 2.64,2.65 (2) 2.18-2.32 (8) 2.52 2 2.15 
Hhcp-0 -95.77 (23.71) 2.63,2.81 (2) 2.19-2.32 (4) 2.63 2 2.11 
Hrcc-o -91.18 (28.30) 2.66,2.82,2.82 (3) 2.16-2.30 (5) 2.38 2 2.10 

Bo -88.28 (31.20) 2.69,2.73 (2) 2.20-2.29 (6) 2.86 2 2.11 
T45 -86.77 (32.71) 2.50 (1) 2.22-2.24 (4) 2.75 2 2.06 
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Table 3: Same as Table 1, but for the vdW-DF-revPBE functional. The S = 1 spin state 

for the Hhcp-45 binding site is given as Hhcp-45-IS. 

Site BE (kcal/mol) Fe-Pt (A) C-Pt (A) N-Pt (A) Fe Spin Fe-N Bond Length (A) 

Hhcp-45 -66.27 (0.00) 2.76,2.78,3.20 (3) 2.18-2.31 (3) 2.94 2 2.16 
Hrcc-45 -65.64 (0.63) 2.82,2.84,3.15 (3) 2.21-2.31 (4) 2.88 2 2.16 

Hrcc-o -62.18 (4.09) 2.87,3.14,3.19 (3) 2.23-2.32 (3) 3.02 2 2.12 
Hhcp-0 -61.64 (4.63) 2.98,3.17,3.22 (3) 2.24-2.33 (3) 3.06 2 2.12 

Hhcp-45-IS -60.72 (5.55) 3.27,3.29 (2) 2.17-2.32 (3) 3.03 1 2.04 
8 45 -60.48 (5.79) 2. 72,2. 79 (2) 2.20 (4) 2.62 2 2.16 
To -56.23 (10.04) 2.59 (1) 2.16-2.34 (4) 2.98 2 2.10 
T45 -55.41 (10.86) 2.61 (1) 2.40-2.41 (2) 3.16 2 2.10 
Bo -42.13 (24.14) 2.92,2.95 (2) 2.26-2.27 (2) 2.96 2 2.11 

Table 4: The energies relative to the most stable spin state of the FeP molecule optimized 

in the gas phase, and the FeP molecule in the geometry it attained at the B45 site on the 

Pt(l 11) surface in the S =1 and S =2 spin states. 

System S = 0 (kcal/mol) S = 1 (kcal/mol) S = 2 (kcal/mol) 
Gas phase FeP 12.2 0 2.6 

FeP from FeP/Pt(l 11) with S = 1 21.8 0 4.3 
FeP from FeP/Pt(l 11) with S = 2 28.9 16.1 0 

The S = 2 state was obtained for the geometry optimizations carried out on all of 
the binding sites considered, which further suggests that the Pt(l 11) substrate stabilizes 
the high spin system. Table 1 shows that for the S = 2 state, the most stable binding sites 
have two Fe-Pt bonds and between four and six C-Pt bonds. Geometries that result in 
only one Fe-Pt bond are generally less stable, with the system that has ten C-Pt bonds 

being the most stable of these. When listed according to decreasing binding energy, the 
trends in the binding sites were similar, but not identical, for the vdW-DF-optPBE and 
vdW-DF-optB88 functionals. However, in both cases the number ofFe-Pt and C-Pt 
bonds formed governed the binding site preference. In general the geometries optimized 
with the vdW-DF-optB88 functional resulted in a larger number of bonds between the 
surface and the substrate, consistent with the larger magnitude of the binding energies. 
For example, there are ten C-Pt distances that fall between 2.16-2.33 A for the vdW-DF

optB88 functional at the B45 site, but only six C-Pt distances that are shorter than 2.27 A 
for vdW-DF-optPBE. The increased number of C-Pt bonds at some of the binding sites as 
found with the vdW-DF-optB88 functional changed their order of stability as compared 
to what was found for the vdW-DF-optPBE functional. For the high-spin state, the Fe-N 
bond stretched for all of the binding sites considered. The elongation was smallest at the 
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T45 site with both vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88, and for the former functional 

we found an S = 1 state at this site that was only slightly less stable in energy. 

For the vdW-DF-revPBE functional, the high-spin state was the most stable at all 
of the binding sites considered. The magnitude of the binding energies were smaller than 
for the other two functionals, the Fe-Pt distances were longer and in general there were 
fewer C-Pt bonds at a given binding site. The molecule is tilted so that only one side 
binds to the surface. Two Fe-Pt bonds are formed and only three carbons are close 
enough to interact with platinum. The average N-Pt distance is almost half an Angstrom 
longer than for the other functionals. The geometry is consistent with the smaller binding 

energy and corrugation energy. The S = 1 state is 5.55 kcal/mol less stable than the high 
spin state. Based upon the previous benchmark calculations on the adsorption of benzene 

to Pt(l 11),39
,
40 it is likely that the results obtained with the vdW-DF-revPBE functional 

are less accurate than with vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88. 

A Bader analysis was carried out to determine the magnitude and direction of 

charge transfer between the substrate and the adsorbate . For the intermediate spin state, 
0.28 e were transferred from the molecule to the surface. The close proximity of the iron 

atom to the platinum atoms in the high spin state resulted in a somewhat larger amount of 

molecule-----+surface charge transfer, 0.34 e. The plane averaged CDD plots in Figure 5 

show that the maximum charge lost per Angstrom in the region directly below the 

molecular plane is similar for the high-spin geometry and the intermediate-spin geometry, 
-33 e/A vs. -35 e/A, as is the charge gained above the molecular plane, 11 e/A. Moving 
closer to the surface, we see a region of charge gain between the substrate and adsorbate 
consistent with Fe-Pt and C-Pt bond formation for the S = 2 and S = 1 systems (30 e/A 
and 33 e/A), followed by a region of charge loss (-13 e/A and -15 e/A) and then gain (27-
32 e/A and 27-31 e/A).The surface gains electronic charge, consistent with the Bader 
charge analysis. 

To determine how the electronic structure of the gas phase S = 1 ground state 

changes upon adsorption to the surface, the d-states for the Fe atom for the IS and HS 
states were projected, as shown in Figure 6. It was found that S = 1 surface adsorption did 
not affect which orbitals were occupied so the electronic configuration remained as 

( dxy)2( cin)3(d2 2)1
. For the more stable S = 2 spin state on the Pt(l 11) surface the occupied 

iron orbitals were determined to be the same as one would obtain for the gas phase 

system, (dxy>2(dn)2(d2 2)1(dx2-y2)1. Because the dx2-y2, which is antibonding with the 

nitrogen lone pairs, is now occupied, the Fe-N bond elongates so that the average Fe-N 
bond measures 2.16 A (2.16 A) for S=2 vs. 2.09 A (2.08 A) for the IS state. 
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The magnetization, i.e. the difference between the electron densities of the two 

spin components, is shown in Figure 7 for the S = 1 and S = 2 states that were optimized 

on Pt(l 11). The plots show that within the molecule the unpaired electron density resides, 

for the most part, close to the iron atom in both systems. The magnetization on the 

nitrogen atoms is aligned parallel to that on the iron atoms in the HS state, but anti

parallel in the LS state. In both systems the iron atom is in close enough proximity to the 

surface so as to induce magnetization within the platinum atoms in the surface. 
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Figure 5: The plane averaged charge density difference taken along the z-axis as 

calculated with the vdW-DF-optPBE functional for the intermediate and high spin states 

ofFeP adsorbed to the Pt(l 11) surface at the B45 site. The position of the porphyrin ring 

is schematically labeled as "Ads". Note that in the S = 2 state the Fe atom puckers 

towards the surface, so it lies below the "Ads" marker. 
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Figure 6: The PDOS for the d-states in the intermediate (S = 1) and high spin (S = 2) state 

ofFeP adsorbed to the Pt(l 11) surface at the B45 site as calculated with the vdW-DF-

optPBE functional. The coordinate system was chosen so that the Fe dx2-y2 orbitals 

pointed towards the nitrogen atoms on the porphyrin. 

Figure 7: Isosurfaces (isovalue = ±0.02 e/A3
) of the magnetization, i.e. the difference 

between the electron densities of the two spin components, for the optimized S = 1 and 
S = 2 FeP-Pt(l 11) systems as calculated with the vdW-DF-optPBE functional at the B45 

site. The purple and green colors denote the two different spin components. 
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Simulated STM 

The surface-adsorbate distance, among other calculated properties, are of course 
accessible experimentally. Notably, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful 
local probe of the structure and electronic properties of single molecule adsorbates. The 
tunnel current between the probing tip of the STM and the sample is directly dependent 

on the local density of states of the molecules, 65 so that STM is the method of choice to 
investigate local electronic properties, structural details and the spin state in many 

studies. To guide experimentalists, and to illustrate the delicate interplay between 
structural and electronic properties plus the spin state, we simulate here STM images for 
the intermediate and high Fe spin states ofFeP on Pt(l 11) using the vdW-DF- optPBE 
functional. 

Shown in Figure 8 are select simulated STM images at voltages of -1 V, -0.04 V, 
+0.04 V, and+1 V. Notable differences between images for S = 1 and S = 2 are visible at 
the site of the central Fe ion, where the Fe in the IS state appears brighter and more 
localized and the Fe in the HS state is darker and more blurry. As has been discussed, a 
HS state results in a short Fe-Pt distance, and vice versa. As noted previously, the 

computed Bader charges showed that a shorter Fe-Pt bond results in a somewhat larger 
molecule-----+surface charge transfer. This effect should, in principle, be experimentally 
observable with STM. The simulated STM images in Figure 8 were derived by 
calculating the partial charge density between the respective voltages and the Fermi level, 
and should as such be observable with simple metallic STM tips. It is noted, however, 
that the differences in the STM images are small and might be reduced further in 
experiments where tip convolution effects contribute to a reduced lateral resolution, 
however, the simulation illustrates a basic mechanism on how the molecular spin state 

can modulate the tunnel current in STM. This contrast mechanism is different from 
standard spin-polarized STM imaging where the tunneling of electrons between tip and 
sample itself is spin dependent due to magneto tunnel resistance effects based on 

asymmetries in the DOS for up and down spin electrons.66 
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Figure 8: Simulated STM images ofFeP on the Pt(l 11) surface using a voltage bias of 
±1.00 V and ±0.04 V, and a tip height of approximately 3.5 A from the top of the Pt(l 11) 

surface for the (top) intermediate and (bottom) high Fe spin states as calculated with the 
vdW-DF-optPBE functional. The Fe atom in the IS state is brighter than in the HS state, 
and the Fe atom in the HS state appears blurrier. 

Conclusions 

The value of this work is in the systematic comparison of the computational 
results obtained on a popular experimental system. Our first principles studies of the 
adsorption of the iron porphyrin (FeP) molecule to the Pt(l 11) surface illustrate that the 
van der Waals (vdW) density functional employed within the calculations can 

significantly affect the geometries of the most stable binding sites and binding energies 
for this chemisorbed system. In accordance with previous research carried out on benzene 

adsorbed to the Pt(l 11) surface,39
,
40 the vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 

functionals were found to yield similar results, with the binding energies computed for 
the former functional being somewhat smaller than those obtained with the latter. The 
vdW-DF-revPBE functional, on the other hand, yielded binding energies that are about 

half as large as the ones computed with vdW-DF-optB88 and the most stable binding site 
found differed substantially from the ones obtained with the other two functionals. 
Because of the good agreement of experimental binding energies of benzene to Pt(l 11) 

40with those calculated via the vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 functionals, 39
, we 

assumed that these functionals are suited to describe the interaction ofFeP with Pt(l 11). 

In the most stable binding site of F eP to Pt( 111) the iron atom lies on top of a 

bridge (B) site, resulting in two Fe-Pt bonds. The B45 site is more stable than the Bo 
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because this geometry allows for a greater number of C-Pt bonds to form. In general, the 

strength of the binding energy was found to correlate with the number of Fe-Pt and C-Pt 

bonds in the chemisorbed system, with the former interaction being more important than 

the latter for the vdW-DF-optPBE functional. 

Adsorption led to a switching of the spin of iron from the intermediate, S = 1, 

state with the (dxy>2(dn)3(d2 2)1 occupation that is preferred in the gas phase, to the high, 

S = 2, state with the (dxy>2(dn)2(d2 2)1(dx2-y2)1 occupation on Pt(l 11). The spin switch 

occurs because of the elongation of the Fe-N bond that is caused by the puckering of the 

iron atom below the plane of the porphyrin, which occurs so that it can bind to the 

platinum atoms. A Bader analysis revealed that molecule -----+ surface charge transfer 

occurs upon adsorption. The S = 1 configuration adsorbed to the B45 site was found to be 

less stable than the S = 2 state because it had a larger Fe-Pt distance. At all of the binding 

sites considered, the high spin state was preferred over the intermediate spin state. We 

demonstrated the correlation between the spin state, the bond length and the charge 

density at the molecule-substrate interface, which is experimentally accessible, for 

instance with STM. 

The demonstrated interplay between the structural properties of molecular 

adsorbates, energy level alignment, charge transfer, and concomitantly the molecular spin 

state, is of fundamental importance, and specifically the impact of the substrate on the 

adsorbate-molecule properties. The presented investigation can thus aid in the theory

driven discovery of useful molecular magnetic structures and of strategies to design their 

magnetic properties for applications. 
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Abstract 
Both revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, were used to calculate the electronic 

structure of monosubstituted benzene derivatives adsorbed to the coinage metal surfaces 
(Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), Au(l 11)). While DFT-D3 was found to consistently overestimate the 
binding energy relative to vdW-DF-optPBE, other computed properties with DFT-D3, 
such as charge, corrugation energy, surface-adsorbate distance, binding site, and bonding 
interaction with the surface were found to be in quite good agreement with those 
computed with vdW-DF-optPBE. Trends are reported upon from comparing the same 
adsorbate binding to each coinage metal surface and when comparing between the 
interaction of each adsorbate on a specific metallic surface, with the monosubstituted 
benzene derivative adsorbates studied being phenyllithium, hydrophenylberyllium, 
phenylborane, toluene, aniline, phenol, and fluorobenzene. 

Introduction 
Surface-adsorbate systems are complicated entities to fully detail computationally 

and experimentally due to a plethora of factors, such as epitaxy, charge transfer, Pauli 
repulsion, charge pillowing, geometric distortion, and coverage, being involved.1

-
24 The 

underlying principles to assert complete control over the surface-adsorbate junction, 
along with the self-assembly of these adsorbate molecules, is largely associated with the 
particular adsorbate and surface chosen.25

-
38 Recently, we have investigated benzene 

derivatives on the Cu(l 11) and Ag(l 11) surfaces, which lead to a better understanding of 
how functional groups can dictate the position and interaction of the molecule with 
respect to the surface.14

' 
20 But, a more thorough investigation of all the coinage metal 

surfaces (Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11)) interacting with a wide set of different atom 
types will better elucidate some of the many chemical trends at play within surface 
chemistry and physics, and being the motivation for this very study. 

The role of functionalization on adsorbate molecules, the resulting molecular 
networks/layers that form, and aforementioned electronic properties have been explored 
in a variety of studies, 14

' 
20 

, 
39 and there is a vast sum of theoretical and experimental 

studies focused on the adsorption of benzene to transition metal surfaces.4 
0---4

7 Among 
such studies, analyses of benzene on the transition metal (111) surfaces do show 
promising results from the van der Waals density functionals (vdW-DF) to correctly 
model these interactions, with vdW-DF-optPBE and vdW-DF-optB88 showing the best 
results relative to experimental measurements.45

' 
4s-so The adsorption of other arenes, 

such as anthracene,5 naphthalocyanin,52 perfluoropentacene,53 olympicenes,54 3,4,9,10-
perylene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (PTCDA),55 to metal surfaces have been 
examined theoretically using vdW-DF or semi-empirical DFT-D dispersion corrections to 
density functional theory (DFT). Therefore, understanding the pros and cons behind these 
two methods is essential to capturing information computationally for comparison to 
experimental qualitative and quantitative data. Herein, we use both revPBE-D3 and vdW
DF-optPBE density functionals to study how functionalization affects the electronic 
structure of benzene on the coinage metal surfaces in an attempt to uncover important 
periodic trends pertaining to the surface and adsorbate being used. 
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Within this study, phenyllithium (Li), hydrophenylberyllium (Be), phenylborane 
(B), toluene (C), aniline (N), phenol (0), fluorobenzene (F), and benzene (Bz - for 
benchmarking purposes) were adsorbed to Cu(l 11 ), Ag(l 11 ), and Au(l 11) to understand 
the impact of type of functional group and type of coinage metal surface on the observed 
electronic structure. 

Computational Methods 

Periodic DFT calculations (geometry optimizations, electronic densities of states, 
charges, electrostatic potentials, and wavefunctions) were performed using the Vienna 
Ab-initio Simulation Package (V ASP) version 5.4.1.56 

' 
57 The projector augmented wave 

59(PAW) method58 
' was used to treat the core states along with a plane-wave energy cut

off of 500 e V, and the Li/Be/B/C/N/O/F 2s/2p, H 1s, Cu 4s/3d, Ag 5s/4d, and Au 6s/5d 
electrons were treated explicitly. The following functionals were employed to account for 

63 dispersion interactions60 
: the GGA functional ofrevised Perdew-Burke-Emzerhof'1-

with the Grimme3 dispersion correction64 (revPBE-D3) and optPBE functional coupled 
9with the non-local van der Waals correlation functional (vdW-DF-optPBE)65 

---Q . The r
eentered Monkhorst-Pack scheme was used to generate k-point grid meshes, and the 
13x13xl k-mesh employed gave rise to energies that were converged to less than 0.2 
meV/atom for all systems when compared to energies computed with a 1lxl lxl k-mesh. 
Each Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11 ), and Au(l 11) surface was constructed with the revPBE-D3 or 
vdW-DF-optPBE computed lattice constants, plus a 35.0 A vacuum space, and 
implemented in calculations with adsorbates over each possible high symmetry binding 
site (Top (T), Hhcp, Hfcc, and Bridge (B)), with the most stable binding sites found for 
each adsorbate used for further electronic structure analysis. For benzene, only the Oand 
30 degree rotations of the molecule perpendicular to the surface above all 4 possible high 
symmetry binding sites were considered, while the functionalized benzenes added the 60 
degree rotation for consideration (see Reference 20 for further elaboration and/or Figures 
S1 and S3 in the Supporting Information Appendix (SI) for a pictorial representation of 
the modelling methodology employed). The adsorbate molecule energies were computed 
through geometry optimizations in unit cells of equal size to that of the surface-adsorbate 
models and the top two layers were allowed to relax within all of the calculations 
involving a 4 layer coinage metal surface. Note that the only atoms ever fixed in the 
calculations herein are the bottom two layers of the surfaces. A dipole correction was 
applied along the direction perpendicular to the metal surface using the LDIPOL and 
IDIPOL tags as implemented in VASP. Geometry optimizations were performed with the 
quasi-Newton algorithm implemented in VASP, the densities of states were produced 
with the LORBIT tag, the charges with the LCHARG and LAECHG tags, the 
electrostatic potentials created with the L VHAR tag, and the wavefunctions made with 
the L WAVE tag. Due to the vast magnitude of calculations performed and, thus, large 
sum of data, the most stable binding site for each adsorbate on each coinage metal surface 
is displayed compared to the least stable binding site through the corrugation energy 
herein. LOBSTER calculations performed on each surface-adsorbate system were 
calculated with atom pairings within 3.4 A ( 4.0 A for toluene) being considered for the 
interaction between the adsorbate and the surface, and the pbeVaspFit2015 basis set was 
used in these calculations.70

• 
71 Molecular calculations with the Amsterdam Density 
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Functional (ADF) software package were carried out on each molecule with the revPBE
D3 functional/dispersion-correction and TZP basis set in the gas-phase so that the HOMO 
and LUMO could be generated and inspected.72

-
74 XCrySDen was used to generate figure 

76graphics and Avogadro was used to build structures used within this study.75 
' 

Results and Discussion 

Benzene Adsorbed to Cu( 111), Ag(l 11 ), and Au(l 11) 

Studies in surface science show that vdW-DF-optPBE does quite well for 
computing the binding energy of benzene and 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborine (benzene with a 
B-N unit replacing a C-C unit) adsorbed to the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) surfaces.22

' 
23 Other 

studies have determined that vdW-DF-optPBE is accurate for calculating the binding 
energy for benzene adsorbed to coinage metal surfaces.45

' 
46 Previously, the estimate of 

the binding energy of benzene on Cu(l 11) / Ag(l 11) / Au(l 11) was found to be 0.61 eV / 
0.56 eV / 0.64 eV using temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments.77

-
79 Liu 

et. al. determined that the binding energy for benzene adsorbed to these surfaces is so 
similar that each system's binding energy is within ±0.05 eV of each other.47 Using TPD 
measurements, Liu et. al. reports the binding energy to be 0.69±0.04 eV / 0.68±0.05 eV / 
0.65±0.03 eV for benzene adsorbed to Cu(l 11) / Ag(l 11) / Au(l 11), respectively. 
Further, Murphy et. al. reports the binding energy of benzene to Cu(ll 1) and Au(ll 1) as 
0.68 eV and 0.69 eV, respectively. Therein, the experimentally determined binding 
energy for 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborine (azaborine) was 0.64 eV and 0.69 eV on Cu(l 11) 
and Au(l 11), respectively, with the computed binding energies using vdW-DF-optPBE 
being 0.68 eV / 0.75 eV (Cu / Au) and in good agreement with the experimental 
measurements as the largest discrepancy is within 0.06 eV. In Table I and from this work, 
the binding energy for benzene to Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11) was found to be 0.63 
eV (1.41 eV), 0.59 eV (0.98 eV), 0.69 eV (1.09 eV) using vdW-DF-optPBE (revPBE
D3), respectively. The agreement was determined by rationally producing a range 
between all the various binding energetic values from experimental TPD measurements 
derived, being 0.61-0.69 eV for Cu(l 11)-benzene, 0.56-0.68 eV for Ag(l 11)-benzene, 
and 0.64-0.69 eV for Au(l 11)-benzene, with our computed binding energies lying within 
the ranges. Note that the computed binding energies with vdW-DF-optPBE for benzene 
agree well with TPD determined values, while revPBE-D3 overbinds the adsorbates, 
where it was found that fixing the surface atoms in place during the calculation of the 
binding energy with DFT-D can cause smaller than expected binding energies.20 

Despite the slight uncertainties in TPD measurements and the disagreement 
within the literature regarding benzene adsorption to coinage metal surfaces, it is clear 
that revPBE-D3 overestimates the binding energy while the vdW-DF-optPBE functional 
and dispersion correction seems to be accurate for computing the binding energy. The 
computational cost for revPBE-D3 is drastically smaller than that of vdW-DF-optPBE, 
while the vdW non-local correlation functional scales poorly in systems with a profound 
number of atoms. 
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The plethora of electronic structure and pictorial-based data on benzene adsorbed 
to the coinage metals generated are presented in Table I and Figures 1, 2, and 3. The 
computations of benzene on the coinage metals resulted in a variety of surface-adsorbate 
distances and corrugation energies depending on the surface and functional-dispersion 
combination. On Cu(l 11), benzene lies 2.60 A above the surface when calculated with 
revPBE-D3, while the optimization with vdW-DF-optPBE produces a distance of 3.10 A. 
As for Ag(l 11), benzene lies 2.95 A or 2.96 A above the surface when calculated with 
revPBE-D3 or vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively, but there is more of a discrepancy with 
Au(l 11)-benzene between the two methods, being 2.66 A or 2.93 A when calculated with 
revPBE-D3 or vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) hold more variation 
within their surface-adsorbate distances, but this does not hold with the corrugation 
energy for Au(l 11) as it is calculated to be 0.12 eV with both functional-dispersion 
combinations. The corrugation energy for Ag( 111) was in good agreement between the 
two functionals, being 0.08 eV or 0.09 eV when using revPBE-D3 or vdW-DF-optPBE, 
respectively, but not so with Cu(l 11)-benzene since revPBE-D3 determined the 
corrugation energy to be 0.20 eV and vdW-DF-optPBE produced a value of 0.07 eV. 
The revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE change in workfunction values follow a trend of 
Cu> Au> Ag for benzene adsorption (see Table I). It is crucial to note that when the 
Cu( 111) surface is constructed so that the surface area of Cu( 111) is close in value to that 
of Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11), vdW-DF-optPBE determined a change in workfunction value to 
be -0.26 eV for Cu(l 11)-benzene, and thus 0.01 eV lower in magnitude relative to 
Au(l 11)-benzene. These workfunction changes are better elucidated visually through the 
charge pillow effect observed in Figures 1, 2, and 3, and shown in Figure S2. Since the 
charge pillow is larger on Au(l 11) as shown in Figure 3 for benzene, this explains the 
alteration relative to Figure 1 for benzene. The surface areas for the 4 layer and 120 atom 
count surfaces are 1.63 nm2

, 2.19 nm2
, and 2.22 nm2 for Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11), 

respectively, with revPBE-D3 and its determined lattice constant. As for vdW-DF
optPBE, the surface area produced with its calculated lattice constant for Cu(l 11), 

2 2 2Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11) is 1.73 nm , 2.27 nm , and 2.29 nm , respectively. When using a 
160 atom count surface for Cu(l 11) with 4 layers, the surface area is 2.17 nm 2 or 2.31 
nm 2 between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. The effect of surface area 
on observed change in workfunction can also be seen in Reference 23, where constructed 
surfaces of Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) with the same surface area give a larger change in 
workfunction for Cu( 111)-azaborine adsorption vs. Au(111)-azaborine adsorption, which 
is not the case herein for benzene adsorption to these two coinage metals. 80 This can also 
be seen through the adsorption distances of azaborine compared to benzene on Cu( 111) 
and Au(l 11) with vdW-DF-optPBE, as benzene adsorbs at 3.10 A and 2.93 A above Cu 
and Au, respectively, while azaborine adsorbs at 2.56 A and 2.92 A above Cu and Au, 
respectively. This detail clearly shows how Cu(l 11) does not always produce 
characteristically larger charge pillowing as benzene holds a weaker attraction in the 
computations of Cu(l 11)-benzene relative to Au(l 11)-benzene and Cu(l 11)-azaborine. 

The charge density difference (CDD) isosurface plots and plane-averaged charge 
density difference (P ACDD) magnitudes calculated for benzene on the coinage metals is 
observed in Figures 1, 2, and 3 from vdW-DF-optPBE. Note that subtracting the lone 
adsorbate charge and surface charge from the surface-adsorbate system charge produced 
the CDD isosurface plots, and then the PACDD (see SI) was produced by averaging the 
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CDD matrices for each computed surface-based system along the z-coordinate. Besides 
the preferred binding site varying from method used and surface employed, the CDD 
isosurfaces in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for benzene are virtually the same qualitatively, with a 
gain of charge laterally through the molecule and charge loss within the n system. The 
largest qualitative differences can be seen with Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) in Figures 1 and 3 
for vdW-DF-optPBE where the CDD has less isosurface density on the surface and 
molecule within Cu(l 11)-benzene, while Au(l 11)-benzene has more (see Table I and S). 
However, when using revPBE-D3 (see Table I and SI), the CDD of Cu(l 11)-benzene is 
much more involved and dense in its isosurface gain and loss compared to that of all the 
other benzene adsorbed systems, with Au(l 11)-benzene being more dense compared to 
what was computed with vdW-DF-optPBE. The Ag(l 11)-benzene CDDs with both 
methods were very comparable, with the charge pillow and charge under the adsorbate 
being 3.7 e/A and -3.5 e/A with revPBE-D3 and 3.1 e/A and -2.9 e/A with vdW-DF
optPBE, respectively (see Figure 2, Table I, and SI). Note that when computing the 
PACDD for Cu(l 11)-benzene with the larger surface area of2.31 nm 2 for vdW-DF
optPBE, the results did not vary whatsoever, indicating a large adsorbate-adsorbate 
separation between periodic images not influencing the pillowing and charge transfer. 
The Bader charges were calculated with each method and surface-benzene system, and 
found to determine the direction of charge transfer (see Table I). For Cu(l 11)-benzene, 
the Bader charge of the adsorbate was +0.02 e with both revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF
optPBE, representing charge transfer from adsorbate to surface as the adsorbate grew 
more positive in charge. Ag(l 11)-benzene has exactly 0.01 e more positive charge in the 
adsorbate vs. Cu(l 11)-benzene, producing a value of +0.03 e with each functional and 
dispersion correction. However, Au(l 11)-benzene is starkly different since its adsorbate 
charge was calculated to be +0.13 e and +0.12 e with revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, 
respectively, detailing a much larger transfer of electrons into the Au(l 11) slab most 
likely due to the occupied states being closer to the Fermi energy in Au(l 11)-benzene 
versus the other two coinage surface-benzene systems (see SI for the projected density of 
states). 

LOBSTER calculations were performed on each surface-benzene system, with the 
interaction between the carbon atoms and the underlying coinage metals being 
deciphered in terms of their integrated projected crystal orbital overlap population 
(ipCOOP) and integrated projected crystal orbital Hamilton population (ipCOHP) values 
per carbon atom.70 

, 
71 Note that the ipCOOP value denotes how antibonding or bonding 

an interaction between two species is, while the ipCOHP value denotes the energetic 
stability supplied by the two analyzed chemical environments. These values are 
quantitatively presented in Table I as determined from the surface-benzene models. For 
Cu(l 11)-benzene, it is found that the ipCOOP and ipCOHP were -0.110/-0.051 and 
-0.77/-0.29 for revPBE-D3/vdW-DF-optPBE. As for Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11), there was not 
as large of a divide between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, as the Ag(l 11)-benzene 
ipCOOP and ipCOHP values were smaller at -0.052/-0.050 and -0.29/- 0.26 with 
revPBE-D3/vdW-DF-optPBE, while the Au(l 11)- benzene ipCOOP and ipCOHP values 
were -0.045/-0.041 and-0.38/-0.31 with revPBE-D3/vdW-DF-optPBE. Overall, the 
trends drawn from the ipCOHP values agree well with the binding energy trends drawn 
for the benzene to coinage metal adsorption. The ipCOOP values are a bit different, as 
the ipCOOP values are largest for Cu and smallest for Au, with the negative values on 
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each ipCOOP representing an antibonding interaction with each carbon's nearest 
neighbor coinage metal atom. This trend aligns well with the Bader charge analysis, as 
the most antibonding system correlates well with less electronic transfer to the substrate, 
while the least antibonding system should have more charge transfer associated with it as 
shown in Table L 

Benzene BE(eV) D.,,r-.a,(A) E corr. (eV) ~<I>(eV) Ads. Bader Charge ( e) QPillow (e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS 
Cu(l 11)-revPBE-D3 -1.41 2.60 0.20 -0.48 +0.02 +6.6 -7.0 -0.110 -0.77 H ru,p-0 
Ag(l 11)-revPBE-D3 -0.98 2.95 0.08 -0.23 +0.03 +3.7 -3.5 -0.052 -0.29 H ru,p-0 

Au(l 11)-revPBE-D3 -1.09 2.66 0.12 -0.24 +0.13 +6.2 -4.9 -0.045 -0.38 Hrcc-0 
Cu(l 11)-vdW-DF-optPBE -0.63 3.10 0.07 -0.32 +0.02 +2.9 -2.9 -0.051 -0.29 H hcp-30 
Ag(l 11)-vdW-DF-optPBE -0.59 2.96 0.09 -0.24 +0.03 +3.1 -2.9 -0.050 -0.26 H roc-0 
Au(l 11)-vdW-DF-optPBE -0.69 2.93 0.12 -0.27 +0.12 +4.2 -4.0 -0.041 -0.31 H ru,o-0 

TABLE I: The binding energy (BE, e V), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the coinage metal surface (A), 
corrugation energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the 
surface ( e V), Bader charge of the adsorbate ( e ), P ACDD determined charge pillow and 
charge under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER 
ipCOOP and ipCOHP values for all C atoms in benzene with the underlying surface, and 
binding site of the benzene ring (BS) for the benzene molecule on the coinage metal 
surfaces as calculated with revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, as indicated. 

Monosubstituted Benzene Derivatives on the Cu(l 11) Surface 

The information computed in regards to Cu(l 11)-based data are in Figure 1, 
Tables II and III, and the SL The adsorption ofphenyllithium, hydrophenylberyllium, 
phenylborane, toluene, aniline, phenol, and fluorobenzene was investigated by, first, 
systematically varying the binding site of each adsorbate over the T, Hhcp, Hfcc, and B 
binding sites (BS) of the Cu(l 11) surface. As functionalization causes a large break in 
symmetry compared to benzene within these seven molecules and in relation to the 
surface, all the benzene derivatives were varied to one more rotational motif for energetic 
consideration of their functional group position (FGP), with this research methodology 
displayed pictorially in the SL The preferred BS and FGP for each molecule considered 
above the Cu(l 11) surface are displayed for revPBE-D3 (Table II) and vdW-DF-optPBE 
(Table Ill). Amongst all seven of the benzene derivatives, phenyllithium holds the 
strongest binding to Cu(l 11) with both revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, whilst only 
vdW-DF-optPBE interprets phenyllithium to lie closest to Cu(l 11). With revPBE-D3, 
phenylborane adsorbs closest to the Cu(l 11) surface, with hydrophenylberyllium being 
just a little bit closer than phenyllithium by 0.01 A. However, both revPBE-D3 and vdW
DF-optPBE draw a similar binding energy trend over all seven second-row benzene 
derivatives when adsorbed to Cu( 111), with phenyllithium binding strongest and 
fluorobenzene binding weakest. All of the benzene derivatives align in terms of 
agreement between the two functionals, except for toluene and phenol. Phenol is 
interpreted as having a -1.55 eV binding energy with revPBE-D3, and for toluene this is 
found to be -1.61 eV. This stronger binding for toluene is not the case with vdW-DF
optPBE, as phenol has a binding energy of -0.68 eV vs. the toluene binding energy of 
-0.67 eV. But, with the aforementioned discrepancy for phenol and toluene, a trend is 
drawn in regards to descending binding energy strength to Cu(l 11) when moving from 
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left to right across the periodic table in terms of functionalization of benzene, with aniline 
increasing in stability and being a break to this trend. However, if phenylborane holds a 
strong binding strength due to its pi-hole being attracted to a Hfcc site, so does aniline 
and caused by its lone pair affinity to bind to a T site on Cu(l 11). Therefore, binding 
energy strength descends moving from left to right across the period two benzene 
derivatives on Cu(l 11), with a slight exception met at aniline where the binding energy 
increases to being stronger than toluene or phenol. 

The variation of the binding sites over Cu(l 11) yields corrugation energies, which 
were quite different from revPBE-D3 to vdW-DF-optPBE. Overall, revPBE-D3 
determined the corrugation energies to be larger energetically versus its vdW-DF-optPBE 
counterpart, with revPBE-D3 displaying smaller corrugation energy for only 
hydrophenylberyllium vs. vdW-DF-optPBE. This discrepancy can be explained through 
the much closer adsorption heights of each adsorbate over Cu(l 11) with revPBE-D3, and 
also the overestimation to the binding energy that revPBE-D3 produces when adsorbed to 
metallic surfaces. To an extent, the corrugation energies are in somewhat good agreement 
between the two functionals. Take phenylborane, where the corrugation energy between 
the two different functionals is 0.11 eV apart but the binding energy holds a difference of 
1.27 e V, exactly half of the revPBE-D3 interpreted binding energy. With aniline, the 
binding energy from revPBE-D3 is larger than twice that of the vdW-DF-optPBE binding 
energy but the corrugation energies are 0.06 eV apart. As for the other five benzene 
derivatives analyzed, this decent agreement between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE 
corrugation energetics is drawn, and can also be seen through all the benzene derivatives 
having the same BS and FGP preferred locations above the Cu(l 11) surface, with toluene 
as the only exception and being with the type of hollow site for the BS and FGP between 
the two functionals. 

Moving to the change in workfunction, it is quite clear that revPBE-D3 and vdW
DF-optPBE agree quite well in their interpretation of the electrostatic potential within the 
vacuum space for all seven benzene derivatives. The largest difference found between the 
two functionals is 0.09 eV with toluene and fluorobenzene, and this difference is also 
seen in the surface-adsorbate distance with these two benzene derivatives. When 
inspecting the Bader charges and their interpretation of charge transfer, there is also very 
good agreement between revPBE- D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE. Each and every adsorbate is 
found to grow positively in charge, with the exception of fluorobenzene and 
phenylborane becoming negative in charge (see Tables II and 111). Also, both functionals 
find the benzene derivatives with the same functional groups to have charges on the 
adsorbates that are within 0.04 e of one another. In fact, binding energy strength 
correlates quite well with the amount of charge transferred between each adsorbate and 
Cu(l 11), with the strongest binding benzene derivatives having the most charge 
transferred. Interestingly enough, if one partitions the more chemisorptive Cu(l 11)
adsorbate systems (phenyllithium, hydrophenylberyllium, phenylborane) from the 
physisorption-like Cu(l 11)-adsorbate systems (toluene, aniline, phenol, fluorobenzene), 
it is observed that when the adsorbate gains electrons and grows negatively charged, the 
binding energy ends up being weaker relative to the systems of similar adsorption 
character that become positively charged. Therefore, Cu(l 11) gaining charge from the 
molecular adsorbate is preferred energetically over the opposite. 
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This aforementioned chemisorption and physisorption to Cu( 111) for the seven 
benzene derivatives can be seen through how strongly each system binds relative to 
benzene and the other molecules studied herein, and to a degree through the corrugation 
energy. However, with this method of depicting chemisorption and physisorption being 
somewhat difficult for the Cu(l 11) coinage metal surface with regards to benzene-based 
molecules, as the benzene ring tends towards physisorption to Cu(l 11), CDD data was 
produced and is displayed in Figure 1 for vdW-DF-optPBE. PACDD data, shown in the 
SI, was taken from the CDDs and is used to quantify portions of the CDD. Phenyllithium 
and hydrophenylberyllium hold an immense sum of charge gain at and above the surface 
while holding an adequate amount of charge reorganization about the adsorbate, being 
very representative of chemisorptive behavior. Phenylborane holds a significant sum of 
charge reorganization about its hollow placed functional group that is quite definitive 
chemisorption, while toluene, aniline, phenol, and fluorobenzene do not detail such 
behavior. Toluene is observed to be quite similar to benzene but with slightly more 
charge transfer activity created by the methyl activating group being included on the 
aromatic ring. With phenol a charge transfer event that places more charge on the 
Cu(l 11) surface is easily observed and with similar P ACDD based data to that of the 
other physisorption-like benzene derivatives, but this is not quite the case with aniline. 
Close inspection of aniline details isosurfaces that hint towards weak chemisorption 
between the nitrogen and top site Cu atom, with the PACDD showing quite strong charge 
pillowing and charge loss beneath the adsorbate compared to the other physisorptive 
adsorbates. Fluorobenzene is comparable to benzene, but with the fluorine atom causing 
charge transfer to be enhanced in its uptake of charge from the Cu(l 11) surface and 
making the fluorobenzene negative in charge overall. 

Relative to benzene, the LOBSTER calculations performed on the benzene 
derivatives provided interesting information regarding how the different added atom 
types to benzene alters adsorption characteristics. First and foremost, it is important to 
state that no matter the antibonding or bonding nature of the ipCOOP of these surface
adsorbate systems, the ipCOHP is always energetically favorable and thus negative in 
value. However, the ipCOHP is clearly lower in magnitude when compared to benzene 
derivatives of similar adsorption type ( chemisorption or physisorption) but with ipCOOP 
values that are negative and antibonding. Take phenyllithium relative to 
hydrophenylberyllium and phenylborane, where phenyllithium has the lowest ipCOHP 
value due to its antibonding ipCOOP value. Further, with revPBE-D3, phenylborane is 
observed to have a -5.67 ipCOHP, being smaller than the -5.94 ipCOHP value given for 
hydrophenylberyllium, but this is easily explained by the ipCOOP value being larger in 
magnitude, whilst positive for both adsorbates, for hydrophenylberyllium. This was not 
the case with vdW-DF-optPBE when comparing hydrophenylberyllium ipCOHP with 
phenylborane ipCOHP, but can be explained by ipCOOP values being closer together in 
value. For the physisorption-like benzene derivatives, aniline prevails as having the 
largest ipCOHP value and can be seen as this through its weak chemisorption between 
the nitrogen atom and Cu top site. Fluorobenzene, interestingly, exhibits a stronger 
ipCOHP value between fluorine and the Cu(l 11) surface compared to phenol using 
revPBE-D3, with this being the case most likely because of the fluorine atom pulling 
charge from the Cu(l 11) surface, as seen in the Bader charges. Using vdW-DF-optPBE, 
phenol holds a larger ipCOHP as was expected due to having an also larger ipCOOP 
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value compared to fluorobenzene. Toluene, though, holds the smallest ipCOHP value and 
an antibonding ipCOOP, while the other physisorptive adsorbates have bonding ipCOOP 
positive values. This is largely because the sp3 hybridized methyl carbon of toluene is 
being obstructed by the hydrogen atoms about itself in its interaction with the Cu(l 11) 
surface. 

The period two benzene derivatives yield important trends and data when 
adsorbed to Cu(l 11), with revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE holding similarities and 
discrepancies depending on the property being analyzed. Binding energies are quite 
variant, as well as corrugation energies and adsorption distances, but other than this there 
is relatively good agreement between these two different functionals. If analyzing a 
system largely for its charge transfer and electronic structure, either functional yields 
valuable and useful information. 

Cu(l 11), DFf-D3 BE(eV) D,un_..,,(A) Ecorr. (eV) Ll.<l> (eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) QPillow(e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -3.20 2.48 0.46 -0.73 +0.30 +16.1 -7.1 -0.229 -1.86 8 30 Hhq, 

Hydrophenylberyllium -2.75 2.47 0.33 -0.37 +0.20 +14.4 -10.6 +0.329 -5.94 Hhcp-30 Hrcc 
Pheny lborane -2.54 2.38 0.68 -0.39 -0.37 +12.3 -12.9 +0.219 -5.67 H hcp,JO Hrcc 

Toluene -1.61 2.71 0.16 -0.56 +0.01 +6.9 -7.8 -0.160 -0.31 Hhcp-o Hhop 
Aniline -1.86 2.55 0.22 -0.73 +0.09 +9.6 -8.1 +0.041 -1.51 H hcp-30 T 
Phenol -1.55 2.54 0.20 -0.44 +0.03 +8.1 -8.5 +0.014 -0.58 H hcp-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -1.22 2.61 0.13 -0.45 -0.02 +5.6 -6.8 +0.009 -0.87 H.......,, H,oo 

TABLE II: The binding energy (BE, e V), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the Cu(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
( e V), Bader charge of the adsorbate ( e ), P ACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Cu(l 11) as calculated with revPBE-D3. 

Cu(l 11 ), vdW-DF BE (eV) D,un-ad, (A) Ecorr. (eV) Ll.<l>(eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) Q Pillow (e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -2.00 2.51 0.42 -0.78 +0.31 +14.8 -5.3 -0.078 -1.79 8 30 Hhq, 

Hydrophenylberyllium -1.46 2.64 0.56 -0.34 +0.16 +10.8 -8.0 +0.261 -4.93 H hcp-30 Hrcc 
Phenylborane -1.27 2.55 0.57 -0.36 -0.35 +8.7 -10.8 +0.194 -5.07 Hhcp-30 H fcc 

Toluene -0.67 2.96 0.06 -0.47 +0.02 +4.2 -4.7 -0.106 -0.19 Hrcc-0 Hrcc 
Aniline -0.88 2.71 0.16 -0.72 +0.06 +6.1 -5.6 +0.071 -1.59 Hhcp-30 T 
Phenol -0.68 2.74 0.10 -0.44 +0.02 +4.6 -5.8 +0.037 -0.70 Hhcp-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -0.54 2.89 0.06 -0.36 -0.01 +3.5 -4.0 +0.024 -0.58 Hhcp-0 H"° 

TABLE III: The binding energy (BE, e V), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the Cu(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
(eV), Bader charge of the adsorbate (e), PACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Cu( 111) as calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE. 
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FIG. 1: Pictorial representations of each benzene derivative above their preferred binding 
sites and functional group positions on Cu(l 11), alongside isosurfaces of the COD 
produced by subtracting the charge density of the adsorbate and Cu(l 11), in their 
distorted geometries, from the charge density of the interacting surface-adsorbate system. 
The geometries and CDDs were produced with vdW-DF-optPBE, with the ones produced 
through revPBE-D3 not displayed. The isovalue was set to+/- 0.01 e/A3 for the side-view 
CDDs and the top-down CDDs on the left-most side of each benzene derivative panel for 
inspecting dominant charge transfer features, while an isovalue = +/- 0.0025 e/A3 was 
used for the COD on the right-most side of each panel for observing the charge pillow 
and vast majority of charge transfer within. The red/blue isosurfaces respresent a 
gain/loss of electronic charge density. 
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Monosubstituted Benzene Derivatives on the Ag(l 11) Surface 

The information computed in regards to Ag(l 11)-based data are in Figure 2, 
Tables IV and V, and the SI. Upon completion of the binding site and functional group 
positioning study, the binding energy was analyzed for the benzene derivatives adsorbed 
to Ag(l 11). Compared to the adsorption of the seven benzene derivatives to Cu(l 11), 
adsorption to Ag(l 11) yields smaller binding energies with revPBE-D3 but scattered 
comparisons between the two surfaces for the binding energy with vdW-DF-optPBE. 
Analyzing the results from revPBE-D3 in Table IV pinpoints descending binding energy 
moving from left to right across the periodic table, with aniline being the one exception 
just as before with Cu(l 11). Toluene holds a slightly stronger binding energy of -1.09 e V 
relative to the phenol binding energy of -1.08 eV with revPBE-D3, similar to the trend 
with Cu(l 11) adsorption. However, the differences in binding energy between revPBE
D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE for the Ag(l 11)-adsorbate systems are much closer in value 
relative to the Cu(l 11)-adsorbate systems. For vdW-DF-optPBE, the Ag(l 11) surface 
adsorption based data is shown in Table V with the same sort of descending binding 
energy moving from left to right across the periodic table and an exception observed at 
aniline. However, this time around the binding energy from phenol is stronger than that 
of toluene, being -0.69 eV vs. -0.68 eV, respectively. Overall, the surface to adsorbate 
distances are within 0.1 A when comparing adsorbates of the same atom type between 
functionals, and the corrugation energies are within 0.07 eV of each other between 
functionals and comparing the same benzene derivative. In fact, only 
hydrophenylberyllium and phenylborane hold smaller corrugation energies with vdW
DF-optPBE relative to revPBE-D3. Therefore, strong agreement is observed for the 
corrugation energies and surface-adsorbate distances with the Ag(l 11) based data, 
alongside somewhat good agreement for the binding energies between the two 
functionals and dispersion corrections. 

In regards to the changes in workfunction upon adsorption, all of the adsorbates 
barring aniline agree well between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE. The change in 
workfunction of -0.46 eV from vdW-DF-optPBE is exactly twice that of the -0.23 eV 
change in workfunction value from revPBE-D3 for Ag(l 11)-aniline. This observation is 
difficut to ascertain the reason behind, especially because there is a significant sum of 
good agreement amongst the other electronic properties computed for Ag(l 11)-aniline 
between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE. With the other six benzene derivatives on 
Ag(111), the largest discrepancy in change in workfunction between functionals and 
dispersion corrections is 0.07 e V. From the Bader charges of each Ag(l 11)-adsorbate 
system, there is good agreement between methods with phenyllithium having the largest 
sum of charge transfer and putting a +0.28/+0.29 e charge on the adsorbate for revPBE
D3/vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. Phenylborane and fluorobenzene gain charge within 
the adsorbate instead of donating charge to the Ag(l 11) surface like each other benzene 
derivative adsorbate. In fact, the charge transfer to the Ag(l 11) surface decreases moving 
from phenyllithium to hydrophenylberyllium to phenylborane, and then aniline is shown 
to donate much more charge to Ag(l 11) relative to toluene, phenol, and fluorobenzene. 

Inspection of the adsorption sites (BS, FGP) of each benzene derivative on 
Ag(l 11) highlights strong agreement between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, but this 
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is not easy to see at first glance because the binding sites and functional group positions 
do not align in name alone. If one considers the Hfcc and Hhcp sites as just hollow sites 
in the assessment, then only phenyllithium does not agree between revPBE-D3 and vdW
DF-optPBE in terms of adsorption sites because revPBE-D3 preferred the carbon ring 
being above a bridge site instead of a hollow site. The Ag(l 11) based CDDs from vdW
DF-optPBE in Figure 2 provide further information about the adsorption characteristics 
of each adsorbate on Ag(l 11), alongside the P ACDD data in the SI. First, from the 
CDDs, it is easy to say that the phenyllithium and hydrophenylberyllium adsorbed 
systems to Ag(l 11) are in line with characteristics of chemisorption, but compared to 
Cu(l 11)-phenylborane, Ag(l 11)-phenylborane does not appear to chemisorb herein and 
is most likely adsorbing as physisorption would. This observation is strongly supported 
by the weaker binding energy of phenylborane to Ag(l 11) relative to the binding energies 
of toluene, aniline, phenol, and fluorobenzene, and especially so because aniline binds 
stronger to Ag(l 11) compared to phenylborane with vdW-DF-optPBE. Ag(l 11)
phenylborane highlights large sums of charge transfer into the boron pi-hole, with this 
being completely absent in Ag(l 11)-aniline as the opposite is observed with charge loss 
about the nitrogen. With Ag(l 11)-toluene, similar charge transfer is observed as is seen 
with Ag(l 11)-benzene but with isosurfaces about the methyl group reminiscent of charge 
character. For phenol on Ag(l 11), charge gain on Ag(l 11) is observed on the hydroxyl 
hydrogen side, but virtually no isosurface character on the opposite end of the oxygen 
atom. Fluorobenzene, however, holds little charge pillowing about the fluorine atom with 
this being because of fluorine pulling charge into the adsorbate. Regarding the PACDD 
data in the SI, extremely strong agreement is observed between revPBE-D3 and vdW
DF-optPBE for each benzene derivative on Ag(l 11) due to the good overlap. 

Regarding LOBSTER calculations of the Ag(l 11)-adsorbate systems, 
hydrophenylberyllium holds the largest ipCOHP value of -4.16 and -3.59 with revPBE
D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively, and phenyllithium the second largest ipCOHP at 
-1.90 and -1.98, respectively. In regards to phenylborane, revPBE-D3 finds a bonding 
ipCOOP value with a -1.62 ipCOHP but with vdW-DF-optPBE the ipCOOP value 
depicts antibonding behavior and a much smaller -0.54 ipCOHP value. Therefore, 
phenylborane is interpreted much differently by the two different functionals, with this 
also being observed with aniline on Ag(l 11). For Ag(l 11)-aniline, revPBE-D3 depicts 
antibonding from the ipCOOP with a -0.31 ipCOHP value but vdW-DF-optPBE 
calculates bonding behavior from nitrogen in the ipCOOP with a -0.96 ipCOHP value. 
For toluene, fluorobenzene, and phenol on Ag(l 11), strong agreement is found between 
revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE with toluene being antibonding and having the smallest 
ipCOHP value while phenol and fluorobenzene are similar in regards to their ipCOOP 
and ipCOHP computation. 

All in all, the Ag(l 11) surface adsorption with each benzene derivative exhibits 
very similar results between vdW-DF-optPBE and revPBE-D3, with each computed 
electronic property being worth calculating for different interpretations. As can be seen 
amongst other computational studies, slightly different results from various functionals 
can provide the necessary information to deduce why some observations are seen 
experimentally. Therefore, the results from revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE are useful 
and provide similar conclusions in terms of adsorption and charge transfer characteristics. 
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Ag(! I I), DFf-D3 BE (eV) D,un-ad, (A) E cm (eV) ~ <t> (eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) QPillow(e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -2-17 2.70 0.24 -0.36 +0.28 + 11.6 -3.6 +0.045 -1.90 B30 Hhop 

Hydrophenylberyllium -1.82 2.76 0.33 -0.08 +0.10 +6.5 -6.0 +0.290 -4.16 H rcc-30 Hhop 
Pheny lborane -1.40 2.84 0.17 -0.1 1 -0.15 +4.5 -5.6 +0.042 - 1.62 H hcp-30 Hrcc 

Toluene -1.09 2.92 0.06 -0.29 +0.0 1 +4.5 -4.3 -0.119 -0.21 Hhq>-o Hhop 
Aniline -1.26 2.85 0.12 -0.23 +0.07 +6.2 -5.1 -0.031 -0.31 Hhq>-30 T 
Phenol -1.08 2.84 0.09 -0.23 +0.03 +4.8 -4.5 +0.024 -0.55 H hcp-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -0.90 2.92 0.06 -0.22 -0.01 +3.3 -3.5 +0.024 -0.60 H hco-30 T 

TABLE IV: The binding energy (BE, eV), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the Ag(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
( e V), Bader charge of the adsorbate ( e ), P ACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Ag(l 11) as calculated with revPBE-D3. 

Ag(l 11), vdW-DF BE (eV) D,un-ad, (A) E carr. (eV) ~<t>(eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) QPillow (e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -1-38 2.69 0.30 -0.38 +0.29 +10.0 -3.3 +0.032 -1.98 Hhcp-30 Hrco 

Hydrophenylberyllium -1.00 2.81 0.26 -0.14 +0.08 +5_1 -5.7 +0.186 -3.59 Hrcc-30 Hhop 
Pheny lborane -0.82 2.92 0.15 -0.18 -0.10 +2.2 -4.2 -0.011 -0.54 Hrcc-30 Hh'J> 

Toluene -0.68 3.01 0.09 -0.30 +0.02 +3.6 -3.5 -0.098 -0.18 Hrcc-0 Hrco 
Aniline -0.84 2.85 0.15 -0.46 +0.08 +4.9 -4.4 +0.045 -0.96 Hrcc-30 T 
Phenol -0_69 2.84 0.11 -0.28 +0.03 +3-8 -4.1 +0.030 -0.60 Hrcc-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -0.58 2.96 0.12 -0.24 -0.01 +2_9 -3.0 +0.025 -0.58 Hrcc-30 T 

TABLE V: The binding energy (BE, eV), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the Ag(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
( e V), Bader charge of the adsorbate ( e ), P ACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Ag(l 11) as calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE. 
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Phenyllitlriwn Hydrophenylberyllium Plbteny11borame Toluene 

Phenol JFfooro1bel!JlZene JBl©l!JlZ©fill© 

FIG. 2: Pictorial representations of each benzene derivative above their preferred binding 
sites and functional group positions on Ag(l 11), alongside isosurfaces of the COD 
produced by subtracting the charge density of the adsorbate and Ag(l 11), in their 
distorted geometries, from the charge density of the interacting surface-adsorbate system. 
The geometries and CDDs were produced with vdW-DF-optPBE, with the ones produced 
through revPBE-D3 not displayed. The isovalue was set to+/- 0.01 e/A3 for the side-view 
CDDs and the top-down CDDs on the left-most side of each benzene derivative fanel for 
inspecting dominant charge transfer features, while an isovalue = +/- 0.0025 e/A was 
used for the COD on the right-most side of each panel for observing the charge pillow 
and vast majority of charge transfer within. The red/blue isosurfaces respresent a 
gain/loss of electronic charge density. 
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Monosubstituted Benzene Derivatives on the Au(l 11) Surface 

The information computed in regards to Au(l 11)-based data are in Figure 3, 
Tables VI and VII, and the SI. First and foremost, it is worth mentioning that Ag(l 11) 
adsorbed benzene derivatives held the best agreement between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF
optPBE, and that Au(l 11) holds some discrepancies with respect to the binding energies. 
Comparing the binding energies outright for each benzene derivative between functionals 
and dispersion correction methods, it is clear that revPBE-D3 is overestimating the 
binding energy by approximately 0.4-1.1 eV, except with Au(l 11)-phenyllithium. The 
adsorbed phenyllithium calculations done with revPBE-D3 caused major distortions to 
the top layer of the Au(l 11) surface, making it change into layering the top layer Au 
atoms directly above the second layer Au atoms. With that said, it is hard to outright trust 
the results computed through Au(l 11)-phenyllithium with revPBE-D3 without 
experimental data suggesting such Au surface distortion. For Au(l 11)
hydrophenylberyllium, a significantly large sum of binding energy is attributed to the 
revPBE-D3 adsorption, alongside a closer adsorption of 0.21 A and larger corrugation 
energy of 0.17 eV. With phenylborane adsorbed to Au(l 11), the difference in surface
adsorbate distance is much improved to O.14 A and the corrugation energies are identical. 
However, phenylborane adsorbs in a much stronger manner through revPBE-D3 with a 
0.65 eV stronger binding energy relative to vdW-DF-optPBE. But, it is easy to see with 
the long surface-adsorbate distances for phenylborane to Au(l 11) that chemisorption is 
not existent therein compared to Cu(l 11)-phenylborane. Toluene and fluorobenzene 
when adsorbed to Au(l 11) have similar corrugation energies between revPBE-D3 and 
vdW-DF-optPBE, but the adsorbate to surface distances are not in the best agreement, 
with revPBE-D3 still overestimating the binding energy. With regards to aniline on 
Au(l 11), the corrugation energies between the two functionals are off by 0.10 eV but the 
surface-adsorbate distances are in extremely good agreement. Phenol on Au(l 11) exhibits 
the opposite results to aniline on Au(l 11), as the corrugation energies between the two 
functionals are off by just 0.03 eV while the surface-adsorbate distances are longer with 
vdW-DF-optPBE by 0.15 A. 

Interestingly enough, while the binding sites and functional group positions 
between revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE were in good agreement for Ag(l 11) and 
Cu(l 11) with the seven benzene derivatives, that is not the case with Au(l 11) as every 
single benzene derivative, barring toluene, has a different preferred binding site and 
functional group position depending on the functional chosen. This may explain some of 
the discrepancies observed between the binding energies, surface-adsorbate distances, 
and corrugation energies where applicable. This could also explain the relatively bad 
agreement in the change in workfunction data, with phenylborane, aniline, and 
fluorobenzene having nearly twice as larger change in workfunction values with vdW
DF-optPBE vs. revPBE-D3. The other benzene derivatives hold better agreement in the 
change in workfunction computed results which are on par with the worst agreements 
observed with Ag(l 11) and Cu(l 11). 

The adsorbate Bader charges are in good agreement when comparing revPBE-D3 
and vdW-DF-optPBE, but not a single benzene derivative has an overall negative charge 
when adsorbed to Au(l 11). However, relative to the Bader charge on benzene, it can be 
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seen that phenylborane and fluorobenzene are the most negatively charged. The worst 
agreement observed is with hydrophenylberyllium on Au(l 11), with a 0.12 e difference 
between the two functionals. However, with the rest of the adsorbates, the worst 
difference is 0.04 e through the Au(l 11)-aniline system. Therefore, the Bader charges 
hold good agreement between the two functionals and dispersion corrections. 

With respect to the P ACDD and CDD data shown in the SI and Figure 3, 
respectively, physorption and chemisorption character is observable along with how 
much charge is within the charge pillow and under the adsorbate. Phenyllithium and 
hydrophenylberyllium are reminiscent of chemisorption, while the rest of the adsorbates 
detail physisorption. Interestingly, phenylborane still shows charge gain beneath the 
boron atom, but phenol holds the largest sum of charge gain at the surface out of all the 
physisorbed adsorbates. This pinpoints how the Au( 111) surface undergoes the most 
charge transfer with the oxygen atom versus nitrogen, boron, carbon, and fluorine. 
Aniline details the second largest sum of charge transfer with Au(l 11) relative to 
Au(111)-phenol, with fluorobenzene and toluene holding the least amount of charge 
transfer. The charge gain above the Au(l 11) surface and the charge lost underneath each 
adsorbate are in good agreement between the two functionals, as can be seen through the 
P ACDD data in the SI holding good overlap. 

The LOBSTER calculations performed on the Au(l 11)-adsorbate systems detail 
results that are quite intriguing. First off, phenyllithium and hydrophenylberyllium with 
both functionals exhibit bonding ipCOOPs and large, negative, ipCOHP values. 
Phenylborane on Au(l 11), calculated with revPBE-D3, has a bonding ipCOOP value, but 
when calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE, the ipCOOP value is antibonding. This strongly 
supports the absence of any chemisorption for the boron atom when adsorbed to Au( 111) 
within phenylborane. Toluene and aniline have antibonding ipCOOP values for the 
carbon functional group and nitrogen functional group, respectively, which pinpoints the 
lack of a strong interaction for aniline above Au(l 11). Phenol, on the other hand, has 
bonding ipCOOP values, and so does fluorobenzene when adsorbed to Au(l 11). 

Au(l 11), DFI'-D3 BE(eV) D,""-"'' (A) E eoa. (eV) L'l.<I? (eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) Q Pillow (e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -3.98 2.85 1.31 -0.51 +0.60 +16.4 -6.1 +0.035 -2.79 H hcp-30 B 

Hydrophenylberylliurn -2.58 2.57 0.73 -0.13 +0.62 +10.1 -7.9 +0.270 -6.81 B,o Hr~ 
Pbenylborane -1.54 2.83 0. 14 -0.09 +0.02 +5.5 -6.5 +0.033 -1.72 B,o T 

Toluene -1.28 2.79 0.09 -0.27 +0.12 +6.3 -5.4 -0. 108 -0.24 Hhq>O Hbcp 
Aniline -1.49 2.89 0. 11 -0.15 +0.17 +6.6 -6.3 -0.023 -0.26 B,o T 
Phenol -1.24 2.66 0. 10 -0.24 +0.14 +7.2 -6.0 +0.025 -0.60 H rcc-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -1.03 2.70 0. 10 -0.16 +0.07 +4.8 -4.9 +0.004 -0.70 H......,. Hhco 

TABLE VI: The binding energy (BE, eV), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms, from the top layer of the Au(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy ( e V), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
(eV), Bader charge of the adsorbate (e), PACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Au(l 11) as calculated with revPBE-D3. 
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Au(ll l ), vdW-DF BE (eV) D,un-ad, (A) Ecorr. (eV) ll<f> (eV) Ads. Bader Charge (e) Q Pillow (e/A) Q Under Ads. (e/A) ipCOOP ipCOHP BS FGP 
Phenyllithium -2.24 2.78 0.51 -0.56 +0.58 +15.0 -6.0 +o.020 -2.59 Hrcc-30 Hhq, 

Hydropheoylberyllium -1.47 2.78 0.56 -0.21 +0.50 +9.3 -8.1 +o.248 -5.68 Hrcc-o Hrcc 
Phenylborane -0.89 2.97 0. 14 -0.18 +0.05 +3.5 -4_5 -0.028 -0.42 H hcp-30 Hrcc 

Toluene -0.79 2.98 0.09 -0.34 +0.12 +4.9 -4_7 -0.095 -0.22 H hcp-0 Hhq, 
Aniline -1.01 2.94 0.21 -0.33 +0.21 +7.0 -6.3 -0.018 -0.31 Hrcc-30 T 
Phenol -0.79 2.81 0. 13 -0.3 1 +0.14 +5.2 -5.5 +o.035 -0.66 Hhcp-30 T 

Fluorobenzene -0.65 2.89 0.08 -0.27 +0.08 +4.0 -4.2 +0.023 -0.65 Hrcc-30 T 

TABLE VII: The binding energy (BE, eV), distance of the adsorbate, taken as an average 
over all the adsorbate atoms , from the top layer of the Au(l 11) surface (A), corrugation 
energy (eV), change in workfunction upon adsorption of the adsorbate to the surface 
(eV), Bader charge of the adsorbate (e), PACDD determined charge pillow and charge 
under the adsorbate magnitudes (Q Pillow and Q Under Ads.), LOBSTER ipCOOP and 
ipCOHP values for the functionalized atom with the surface, binding site of the benzene 
ring (BS), and the functional group position (FGP) for the second-row monosubstituted 
benzene derivatives on Au(l 11) as calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE. 
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Phenyllitlriwn Hydrophenylberyllium Plbteny11borame Toluene 

Aniline Phenol JFfooro1bel!JlZene JBl©l!JlZ©fill© 

FIG. 3: Pictorial representations of each benzene derivative above their preferred binding 
sites and functional group positions on Au(l 11), alongside isosurfaces of the COD 
produced by subtracting the charge density of the adsorbate and Au(l 11), in their 
distorted geometries, from the charge density of the interacting surface-adsorbate system. 
The geometries and CDDs were produced with vdW-DF-optPBE, with the ones produced 
through revPBE-D3 not displayed. The isovalue was set to+/- 0.01 e/A3 for the side-view 
CDDs and the top-down CDDs on the left-most side of each benzene derivative panel for 
inspecting dominant charge transfer features, while an isovalue = +/-0.0025 e/A3 was 
used for the COD on the right-most side of each panel for observing the charge pillow 
and vast majority of charge transfer within. The red/blue isosurfaces respresent a 
gain/loss of electronic charge density. 
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Coinage Metal Surface to Benzene Derivative Adsorption Trends 

First, it is important to note that when the surface area of Cu(l 11) was made 
similar to that of Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) for each benzene derivative, Cu(l 11) remained in 
having a larger change in workfunction versus the other two coinage metal surfaces, with 
each change in workfunction on Cu(l 11) diminishing at a relative degree to the overall 
change in workfunction. With that said, the PACDD and CDDs did not produce different 
results whatsoever when using the larger surface area model for Cu(l 11) with each 
adsorbate. Therefore, the 120 atom Cu(l 11) surface model is good for comparing with 
the 120 atom Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) surfaces with respect to change in workfunction, 
producing a trend of Cu(l 11) > Au(l 11) > Ag(l 11) for the seven benzene derivatives 
herein. All of the data discussed within this section can be observed in Tables II, III, IV, 
V, VI, and VII and Figures 1, 2, and 3, along with the SL 

For phenyllithium, chemisorption was detected as governing the surface
adsorbate interaction on each coinage metal surface. Based on the PACDD data, 
phenyllithium undergoes the largest sum of charge reorganization on Au(111), then 
Cu(l 11) to Ag(l 11). It was also found that the lithium atom gains a slight amount of 
negative charge when adsorbed to each coinage metal surface compared to the gas-phase. 
Au(l 11) bound strongest to phenyllithium, with Cu(l 11) binding second strongest and 
then Ag(l 11) the weakest with each functional and dispersion correction, where the 
corrugation energies, Bader charges, and charge pillow followed the same trend of largest 
to smallest through Au(l 11) > Cu(l 11) > Ag(l 11). In regards to surface-adsorbate 
distances, Cu(l 11)-phenyllithium binds doest in proximity to one another, while 
Au(l 11)-phenyllithium binds the farthest away. As for the charge underneath the 
adsorbates being lost, Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) both have the largest observed magnitudes 
herein, depending on the functional and dispersion correction, with Ag(l 11) holding the 
smallest sum of charge loss under the adsorbate. However, based on the LOBSTER 
calculations investigating the Li-Cu interaction, Cu(l 11) holds antibonding ipCOOP 
values while Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) have bonding ipCOOP values. This preferred 
interaction through Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) can also be seen through the ipCOHP values 
being larger for these two surfaces relative to Cu(l 11). 

Hydrophenylberyllium adsorbed to the coinage metal surfaces is not as similar to 
phenyllithium as one might assume. First off, the binding energy of 
hydrophenylberyllium to Cu(l 11) is the strongest with revPBE-D3, while with vdW-DF
optPBE Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) are competitive (-1.46 eV vs. -1.47 eV, respectively). 
However, Ag(l 11) exhibits, still, the weakest binding energy with hydrophenylberyllium. 
Hydrophenylberyllium lies closest to the Cu(l 11) surface and farthest away with respect 
to the Ag(l 11) surface. The corrugation energies are hard to decipher a trend with 
because ofrevPBE-D3 holding the same corrugation energy for Cu(l 11) and Ag(l 11), 
and then vdW-DF-optPBE holding identical corrugation energies for Cu(l 11) and 
Au(l 11). Bader charges clearly show that the most charge transfer is to the Au(l 11) 
surface, then Cu(l 11) and, lastly, Ag(l 11) having the least charge transfer to the 
substrate. Analyzing the PACDD data yields a quick conclusion that the charge pillow is 
largest on Cu(l 11) with hydrophenylberyllium adsorbed, then Au(l 11)
hydrophenylberyllium, and Ag(l 11)-hydrophenylberyllium has the smallest magnitudes 
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for this property. Charge loss underneath the adsorbate is harder to acquiesce a trend with 
only when analyzing the vdW-DF-optPBE based magnitudes because of the very close 
agreement between Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) bound to hydrophenylberyllium, but overall 
Cu(l 11) has the largest charge lost under the adsorbate, followed by Au(l 11), and 
Ag(l 11) holding the least amount of charge loss under the adsorbate. The LOBSTER 
calculations all detail a bonding ipCOOP value for the beryllium atom to the coinage 
metal surfaces, with the ipCOHP values largest, in magnitude, for Be-Au and smallest for 
Be-Ag. 

The phenylborane molecule is the most diverse in its electronic properties when 
comparing its adsorption between the three coinage metal surfaces. First, the binding 
energies are now in favor of Cu(l 11)-phenylborane due to the chemisorption at play 
therein compared to Ag(l 11)-phenylborane and Au(l 11)-phenylborane, where Ag(l 11)
phenylborane has the weakest binding energy overall. Cu(l 11)-phenylborane is found to 
bind the phenylborane in closest proximity, have the largest corrugation energy, and 
largest sum of charge transfer to phenylborane, as seen in the Bader charges. Ag( 111)
phenylborane has larger corrugation energies relative to Au(l 11)-phenylborane and has 
charge donated into the adsorbate while Au(l 11) gains charge from phenylborane. 
However, phenylborane differentiates its surface-adsorbate height depending on the 
functional and dispersion correction when comparing Ag(l 11)-phenylborane with 
Au(l 11)-phenylborane. The charge pillow and charge loss under the adsorbate 
magnitudes follow the trend of Cu(l 11) > Au(l 11) > Ag(l 11) for phenylborane, which 
agrees with the binding energy trend. The ipCOOP and ipCOHP calculations inspecting 
the B-Cu, B-Ag, and B-Au interactions highlights the extremely strong binding of B-Cu 
and its bonding nature in the chemisorption, while the revPBE-D3 ipCOOP is bonding 
for B-Ag and B-Au, and the vdW-DF-optPBE ipCOOP is antibonding for B-Ag and B
Au. This observation emphasizes the lack of chemisorption, and the presence of 
physisorption, for the Ag(l 11)-phenylborane and Au(l 11)-phenylborane systems relative 
to Cu(l 11)-phenylborane. 

Toluene is difficult to ascertain clear data from in respect to its functionalized 
carbon atom because of the sp3 hybridization obstructing the carbon atom from 
interacting with the coinage metal substrates as the other functional groups do. However, 
the methyl group in itself does alter the charge transfer and elecronic properties of the 
molecule, albeit on a smaller scale relative to phenylborane, for example. The binding 
energies from revPBE-D3 favor Cu(l 11)-toluene in strength, then Au(l 11)-toluene 
followed by Ag(l 11)-toluene displaying the weakest binding energy. With vdW-DF
optPBE, the trend flips Cu(l 11)-toluene to have the weakest binding and then Au(l 11)
toluene having the strongest binding energy. Toluene lies closest to the Cu(l 11) surface 
with each functional and then toluene adsorbs farthest away when adsorbed to Ag(l 11). 
With revPBE-D3, Cu(l 11)-toluene holds the largest corrugation energy, but then with 
vdW-DF-optPBE Cu(l 11)-toluene has the smallest corrugation energy. The Bader 
charges detail very weak charge transfer for both Cu(l 11)-toluene and Ag(l 11)-toluene, 
with the same amount of charge transfer to the two surfaces found. However, Au(l 11)
toluene donates a significant amount of charge to Au( 111) compared to Cu( 111) and 
Ag(l 11) with toluene. The charge pillow and charge loss beneath the adsorbate 
magnitudes are smallest with the Ag(l 11)-toluene system, but differentiate compared to 
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one another for Cu(l 11)-toluene and Au(l 11)-toluene. LOBSTER calculations pinpoint 
an antibonding interaction for all the toluene to coinage metal surface systems. 

Adsorption of aniline to the coinage metal surfaces finds binding energies that are 
strongest when adsorbed to Cu(l 11) with revPBE-D3, but with vdW-DF-optPBE the 
Au(l 11)-aniline system has the strongest binding. Ag(l 11)-aniline holds the weakest 
binding energy with both functionals. The surface-adsorbate distances are shortest for 
Cu(111)-aniline and longest with Au( 111)-aniline, but when inspecting the Bader 
charges, Cu(l 11)-aniline and Ag(l 11)-aniline are in good agreement with each other in 
how much charge they donate into the surface from the molecule. Au(l 11)-aniline 
donates far more charge to the surface from the molecule. The corrugation energy varies 
quite a bit in terms of building a trend, mostly because of the Au(l 11)-aniline system 
ranging from being the smallest in corrugation from revPBE-D3 to the largest in 
corrugation from vdW-DF-optPBE. The charge pillow and charge under the adsorbate 
magnitudes vary as well for the aniline system and make for trouble building a trend. 
LOBSTER calculations highlight bonding ipCOOP values for the N-Cu interaction, 
alongside the largest N-Cu ipCOHP values compared to N-Ag and N-Au. However, N
Ag from revPBE-D3 has an antibonding ipCOOP, and then a bonding ipCOOP from 
vdW-DF-optPBE. The N-Au interaction always features an antibonding ipCOOP no 
matter the functional and dispersion correction used. 

The phenol adsorption to the coinage metals detail the same trends in binding 
energy as that observed with the toluene adsorption to the coinage metals. The trend 
contructs in such a way so that vdW-DF-optPBE places Cu(l 11)-phenol with the weakest 
binding energy while Au(l 11)-phenol has the strongest binding energy. However, with 
revPBE-D3 Cu(l 11)-phenol has the strongest binding energy and then places Ag(l 11)
phenol with the weakest binding energy. Cu(l 11)-phenol holds the shortest surface
adsorbate distances while Ag(l 11)-phenol has the longest surface-adsorbate distances. 
The corrugation energies are very comparable between Ag(l 11)-phenol and Au(l 11)
phenol, but Cu(l 11)-phenol either has the largest corrugation energy with revPBE-D3 or 
the smallest corrugation energy with vdW-DF-optPBE. The Bader charges, however, 
places slight positive charge on the phenol adsorbate on both Cu(l 11) and Ag(l 11), but 
much more positive charge when phenol is adsorbed to Au(l 11). Analysis of the CDD 
and PACDD pinpoints charge transfer with each coinage metal surface, with the largest 
sum of charge transfer present in the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) phenol adsorbed systems. The 
LOBSTER calculations state through the ipCOOP values that the interaction between the 
oxygen atom and all of the coinage metal surface nearest neighbor atoms is that of a 
bonding and favorable interaction. This is also highlighted in the ipCOHP values where 
the magnitude and energetically favorable values between the O-Cu, O-Ag, and O-Au are 
quite similar. 

In regards to fluorobenzene and its adsorption to the coinage metal surfaces, it is 
found to bind very weakly compared to the other seven benzene derivatives analyzed 
herein. Yet again, it is seen that Cu( 111)-fluorobenzene has the strongest binding energy 
with revPBE-D3, but with vdW-DF-optPBE it holds the weakest binding energy. 
Ag(l 11)-fluorobenzene holds the lowest binding energy with revPBE-D3 but is 
intermediate of the other two coinage metal surfaces when computing binding energy 
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with vdW-DF-optPBE. Au(l 11)-fluorobenzene has the strongest binding energy when 
computing with vdW-DF-optPBE but the second strongest binding energy through 
revPBE-D3. The surface-adsorbate distances are the same between Cu(l 11)
fluorobenzene and Au(l 11)-fluorobenzene when using vdW-DF-optPBE, but with 
revPBE-D3, Cu(l 11)-fluorobenzene has the fluorobenzene closest to the surface. 
Ag(l 11)-fluoroebenzene always places the adsorbate farthest from the slab compared to 
Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11). Interestingly, Ag(l 11)-fluorobenzene has the smallest corrugation 
energy with revPBE-D3, but the corrugation energy is largest with vdW-DF-optPBE 
relative to the other two coinage metal substrates. This observation is the direct opposite 
for Cu(l 11)- fluorobenzene, where revPBE-D3 calculates the corrugation to be largest 
and then smallest with vdW-DF-optPBE. The Bader charges, on the other hand, have 
slight negative charges on the fluorobenzene for Cu(l 11)-fluorobenzene and Ag(l 11)
fluorobenzene. With the Au(l 11)-fluorobenzene system, the observable Bader charges 
are similar to what was found with Au(l 11)-phenylborane, where the Bader charges do 
not end up placing a negative charge on the adsorbate but simply make them less positive 
in charge compared to the other benzene derivatives. The PACDD and CDD show that 
the fluorobenzene clears away charge pillowing about the fluorine atom on all three 
coinage metal surfaces. The LOBSTER calculations investigating the F-Cu, F-Ag, and F
Au interactions pinpoint a bonding interaction through the ipCOOP values. As with 
phenol and its ipCOHP values, fluorobenzene holds fluorine to surface interactions that 
are energetically comparable between all three surfaces. 

Conclusions 

By comparing the period two monosubstituted benzene derivatives and their 
adsorption to the coinage metal surfaces, trends were drawn in respect to binding energy, 
change in workfunction, charge transfer, and chemical interaction at these interfaces. 
While revPBE-D3 overestimates the binding energy, it still holds strong agreement with 
vdW-DF-optPBE in respect to other electronic properties computed. The charge transfer 
that takes place between the surface and adsorbate is found to be dependent on the 
adsorbate chosen moreso than the coinage metal surface used. Dispersion forces , 
accounted for with both revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE herein, must be treated well in 
order to interpret the electronic structure as dispersion controls the interaction between an 
adsorbate and the substrates discussed herein. The data presented concludes that vdW
DF-optPBE performs exceptionally well at interpreting the electronic structure of the 
systems studied, while revPBE-D3 does calculate each property investigated quite well, 
besides the binding energy. 
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Supporting Information Appendix (SI) 

Figure S 1: The modeling method for rotating each functionalized benzene derivative in 
respect to each coinage metal surface in order to energetically sample each functional 
group position viable. Note that each noted ring binding site was considered with the 0, 
30, and 60 degree rotations. 
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Figure S2: The electrostatic potential averaged along the z-axis to provide the data 
essential to calculating the change in work function for (top) Cu(l 11)-benzene, (middle) 
Ag(l 11)-benzene, and (bottom) Au(l 11)-benzene. 
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Figure S3: The preferred benzene adsorption sites as computed with vdW-DF-optPBE for 
Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11) with the O and 30 degree versions of each benzene noted. 
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Figure S4: The projected density of states of each benzene derivative and benzene on 
Cu(l 11), with every adsorbate atom totaled and projected with the black lines, and then 
the specific period two atom type projected with its respective color. 
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Figure S5: The projected density of states of each benzene derivative and benzene on 
Ag(l 11), with every adsorbate atom totaled and projected with the black lines, and then 
the specific period two atom type projected with its respective color. 
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Figure S6: The projected density of states of each benzene derivative and benzene on 
Au(l 11), with every adsorbate atom totaled and projected with the black lines, and then 
the specific period two atom type projected with its respective color. 
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Figure S7: The plane averaged CDD of phenyllithium on the coinage metal surfaces, with 
the red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. 
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Figure S8: The plane averaged CDD ofhydrophenylberyllium on the coinage metal 
surfaces, with the red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF
optPBE, respectively. 
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Figure S9: The plane averaged CDD of phenylborane on the coinage metal surfaces, with 
the red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. 
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Figure SlO: The plane averaged CDD of toluene on the coinage metal surfaces, with the 
red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. 
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Figure S 11: The plane averaged CDD of aniline on the coinage metal surfaces, with the 
red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. 
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Figure S12: The plane averaged CDD of phenol on the coinage metal surfaces, with the 
red and blue lines computed through revPBE-D3 and vdW-DF-optPBE, respectively. 
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Abstract 
Planar, 1D and hydrogen-bonded chains ofbenzimidazole molecules have been 

fabricated through surface-assisted self-assembly on Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) and 
investigated with scanning tunneling microscopy. The hydrogen bond between the 
benzimidazoles and the coupling to the molecular n-electron system, of the type 

-C=N· · ·H-N-C=, which exists in bulk crystals and gives rise to ferroelectricity 

at room temperature, is also observed in the supported 1D chains. Inspired by this 
finding, the proton-transfer mechanism in 1D chains ofbenzimidazoles in the gas phase 
and on coinage metal surfaces was investigated with density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations. It is demonstrated that the proton transfer, which is needed to reverse 
the dipole moment along a model chain, is a low-energy process in the gas phase. The 
substrate shapes this energy barrier and lowers it as compared with free chains. A 
hydrogen-transfer pathway via a tautomerized state is identified, and because of the 
relative instability of the tautomerized state, a concerted or cascaded proton transfer 
along the chains seems plausible. This study predicts that 1D organic ferroelectrics based 
on benzimidazoles can exist if the molecule-substrate interactions are appropriately 
controlled. 

Introduction 
The recent discovery of room-temperature ferroelectricity in crystals of croconic 

2acid and related oxocarbons, 1' as well as in benzimidazoles,3
'
4 has brought renewed 

emphasis on hydrogen-bonded organic ferroelectrics, with some focus on low
dimensional structures formed from those organics. s-s The origin of bistable and 
switchable electric polarization in these proton-transfer systems is the resonance-assisted 

hydrogen bonding between the keto and enol forms -C=X···H-X- C= +-+ 

=C-X-H· ··X=C- (where X = 0, N), where the electric dipoles, mainly determined by 

the n-electron system, are reversed via collective proton displacement in the hydrogen 
bonds between the molecules. Imidazoles typically form linear hydrogen-bonded chains 
that are aligned to form various 3D architectures,3 wherein the polarization is pointing 
along the chains. It has been demonstrated that some imidazole derivatives form a family 
of single-component ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics in the bulk state at room 
temperature.3 Benzimidazole (Bl) is a polar molecule consisting of both an imidazole and 
benzene ring, with a dipole moment of ~3.6 D that is directed nearly parallel to the N-H 
bond (Figure la). An outstanding feature of BI is the high level of substituent diversity 
that is possible, allowing for the systematic modification of its polarization properties. 
While the ferroelectric and antiferroelectric behavior in bulk crystals of BI is based on the 
collective polarization reversal in all chains that form the crystal, the bulk structure is, in 
principle, not required for reversible polarization to occur in the chains. Therefore, 1D 
ferroelectric behavior should be possible if strategies could be established to synthesize 
isolated chains of BL 
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Here we show that such ID chains, as well as 2D layers consisting of densely 
packed 1 D chains, can be synthesized on flat, crystalline metal surfaces through self
assembly. Those chains exhibit structural motifs as found in bulk crystals, with the 
exception that the substrate enforces such chains to be highly planar. Our first-principles 
calculations predict that polarization reversal in such chains will occur via a tautomerized 
state, where the substrate lowers the height of the barrier to intermolecular transfer of 
hydrogens along the bonds. While there is currently no method to test ferroelectricity in 
ID molecular systems experimentally, we predict here that chains ofbenzimidazole are a 
promising ID candidate system to form a switchable polar state. 

Experimental and Computational Methods 

Experimental 

An Omicron low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) operated at 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) with an electrochemically etched W tip, was used for all 
measurements. Ag(l 11), Au(l 11), and Cu(l 11) single crystals, purchased from Princeton 
Scientific, were cleaned using repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and subsequent 
annealing. Cleanliness of the crystals was checked by scanning with the STM prior to 
molecular deposition. Benzimidazole, 98% purity, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
and evaporated in a home-built Knudsen cell evaporator onto the Au crystal held at room 
temperature. All STM measurements were taken with the sample cooled to liquid
nitrogen temperature. 

Computational 

Periodic DFT calculations (geometry optimizations, electronic structure, dipole 
moments) were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (V ASP) 
version 5.3.5. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was used to treat the core 
states along with a plane-wave energy cutoff of 500 eV. The H ls, C/N 2s/2p, Cu 4s/3d, 
Ag 5s/4d, and Au 6s/5d electrons were treated explicitly. The revised GGA functional of 
Perdew-Burke-Emzerhof (revPBE)24 with the Grimme3 empirical dispersion 
correction25 (revPBE+D3) was used for treating the long-range interactions. The r
eentered Monkhorst-Pack scheme26 was used to generate 9 x 9 x 1 k-point grids for all 
of the calculations involving benzimidazole adsorbed to the Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and 
Au(l 11) surfaces, while a 1 x 1 x 1 mesh was sufficient for convergence of the gas phase 
networks. 
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Figure 1. (a) Structure model of a hydrogen-bonded chain ofbenzimidazole (Bl), 
illustrating the coupling ofH atom transfer along the N-H· · ·N bond (circled in red) and 
the chain polarization vector P. (b-f) Scanning tunneling microscopy images of BI 
molecules on coinage metal surfaces. (b,c) BI on Au(l 11) at ~0.5 monolayer and 1 ML 
coverage. The distance between every other BI in a chain as marked by a red scale in 
panel b is measured to be ~ 1.03 nm. ( d,e) BI on Ag(l 11), the distance between every 
other BI in a chain as marked in panel dis~1.07 nm. (f) BI on Cu(l 11). Tunneling 
parameters: (b-d) 0.5 V, 500 pA; (d) 0.75 V, 300 pA; and (f) 1.0 V, 200pA. 

STM Imaging - Paulo Costa and Jacob Teeter 
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Results and Discussion 

The starting point of the experimental investigation is BI powder, which we 
evaporate and deposit on the Au(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Cu(l 11) surfaces under ultrahigh 
vacuum, capitalizing upon surface-assisted molecular self-assembly. STM images of 
condensed layers of BI on the three metal surfaces are shown in Figure 1. The images in 
Figure 1b-e show that BI molecules form ID chains on both Au(l 11) and Ag(l 11). At 
low coverage in the submonolayer regime, those chains are found to be separated on 
Ag(l 11), while tightly packed bunches of chains can be observed on Au(l 11) at any 
coverage. The length of the molecular chains depends on the coverage and can be on the 
order of tens, even hundreds, of nanometers. The chains are typically straight and aligned 
parallel. However, on Ag(l 11) we observe some degree of disorder, which includes 
sometimes short, bent, or curved chains and deviations from perfect parallel alignment. 

These and other differences between the arrangement of the structures on Au and 
Ag become more apparent at an increased coverage of nearly one full mono layer: On 
Ag(111), some spacing between the molecules remains, being indicative of slightly 
repulsive interactions between the chains. As the coverage increases on the Ag substrate, 
the chains are forced to pack closer together, as is commonly observed on other repulsive 
networks where the attraction to the substrate is considerably larger than the repulsion 
between the adsorbates.9 On Au(l 11), in contrast, the chains condense into a monolayer 
wherein they remain intact, straight, and stacked together neatly. Note that there is 
hydrogen bonding only within each chain, whereas the attractive interaction between the 
chains is likely due to van der Waals forces. There is clearly an epitaxial orientation of 
the structures to the Au surface, as can be seen from a comparison of the direction of the 

11chains and the orientation of the well-known herringbone reconstruction of Au(l 11),10
, 

which is still visible as a periodic contrast underneath the molecular layer in Figure le. 
This reconstruction aids in identifying the orientation of the chains to the substrate, and it 
reveals chain alignment along the ( 11-2) direction of the Au(l 11) surface. 
Characteristic linear "cracks" are visible in the BI layer at monolayer coverage, which are 
located at the "soliton walls", or ridges, in the topmost layer of the Au(l 11). Careful 
counting of the chains in the STM images shows that for each pair of ridges, one ridge 
matches up perfectly with a molecular chain, and the other ridge falls between two such 
chains. The cracks appear only along those ridges that are aligned parallel to the chains 
and only at those ridges where the top of the ridge falls between two molecular chains. 

A very different observation is made if BI molecules are deposited on Cu(l 11), as 
is seen in Figure 1 f. While the molecules seem to coalesce into some form of clusters, no 
chain formation is observed. In fact, no particular order can be made out inside the 
clusters, and there is some separation between any two molecules that keeps them from 
forming H bonds. 3D island growth, that is, nucleation of a second layer before 
completion of the first layer, is frequently observed (not shown), and the molecular 
packing in the second layer is much denser than in the first layer that is in direct contact 
with the Cu(ll 1). 
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It is evident from these experimental observations that the substrate has 
significant influence on the molecular self-assembly. This is in fact well known for 
several molecular adsorbates9

'
12 

'
13 and now demonstrated here for BI on three coinage 

metal surfaces. The chains of BI on Ag and Au are most interesting, as they represent 1D 

H-bonded structures wherein the -C=N· · · H-N-C= motif is still preserved. Probing the 

polarization and the ferroelectric properties of these chains is experimentally not feasible 
with any current method, although we do ?,oint out that recent studies have been able to 
demonstrate hydrogen relay in real space. 7

'
28 Such ultra-high-resolution images, which 

are highly desirable here, were thus far only possible for selected suitable systems and 
impossible for this system, given the sample temperature during STM, the coverage, and 
the overall stability of the adsorbate layer. We thus resort to first-principles calculations 
based on density functional theory (DFT) to elicit insight into the fundamentals of proton 
transfer and polarization in BI chains, and to determine the role of the substrate. 

We begin with a brief analysis of the structure and adsorption geometry of models 
for the isolated molecules. The binding energies of a BI monomer adsorbed on Cu(111), 
Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11) in their lowest-energy optimized adsorption geometries are -1 .81, 
-1.31, and -1.54 e V. Our calculations find only small corrugation energies, or site 
specificity, of adsorbed BI on the Cu(l 11), Ag(l 11), and Au(l 11) substrates. The 
differences in energy between the most stable and least stable binding sites are 0.17, 0.06, 
and 0.13 eV on Cu, Ag, and Au, respectively. The corrugation energies seem to be 
largely governed by an energy penalty that is associated with placing the center of the 
benzene ring at a top site, that is, directly over a metal atom on the surface. 

The lack of self-assembly on Cu( 111) of molecules that do self-assemble on 
Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) has been repeatedly described in the literature, wherein it is 
attributed to the formation of a charge pillow around molecular adsorbates on the 
Cu(l 11) surface due to Pauli repulsion between the molecule's and the substrate's 
electrons. 14

-
16 This charge pillow prevents molecules from approaching one another to 

form a bond.9 For the present system of BI on Cu(l 11), the change in workfunction of 
0.49 eV suggests that Pauli repulsion and the resultant pillow effect disrupt the ability for 
chain formation. The difference in the electronic charge density between the system and 
the sum of its components and the change in the work function upon molecular 
adsorption14

'
17 confirms that the redistribution of electron density at the BI-substrate 

interface is more pronounced on Cu(l 11) than on either Ag(l 11) or Au(l 11). 

The model network that we use to represent the observed chains of BI on both 
Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) is labeled network "A" in Figure 2a. Network A mimics the H
bonded chain-like motifs of BI described elsewhere4

'
18 

'
19 and optimizes the number of 

hydrogen bonds along a chain. The binding energy of a BI molecule to form network A 
in the gas phase was computed to be approximately -0.59 eV per molecule, which is 
weaker than the binding energy we computed for a single molecule adsorbing over any of 
the metal surfaces investigated. Other less stable possibilities for a network with a similar 
structure is shown in Figure 2a for comparison. For example, network C, which we will 
discuss in more detail later in the text, corresponds to a tautomerized form of network A. 
Network D corresponds to a variant without any N-H· · · N hydrogen bonds. In network 
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A, the optimal distance between adjacent BI molecules along a chain is correlated 
directly with the length of the 'a' lattice vector, as labeled in Figure 2. The optimal 
distance of 'a' is dependent on the type of density functional that is used to model it, but 
it consistently falls in the range of 9.7 to 10.0 A. We compute the net dipole moment of 
network A to be 1.12 eA per molecule (5.37 D) and find it to lie along lattice vector 'a' as 
expected. 

The simple two-molecule simulation cell of the BI chains highlighted by a box in 
Figure 2a can be modeled on Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) slabs such that (1) the chains are 
oriented along a ( 11-2) direction and (2) the length of the 'a' lattice vector is within 
0.02 A of 10.0 A using the metals' experimental lattice constants. An example of a 
BI/Ag(l 11) slab model, which we derived from network A and used to explore the 
polarizability of the BI chains, is shown in Figure 2b. The crystallographic direction is 
consistent with what is observed through STM (Figure le). The length of the lattice 
vector ' a' is measured from our STM images to be 1.03 nm on Ag and 1.07 nm on Au, 
which is within reasonable agreement with the calculated values. 

The binding energy of network A is found to be -1.66 on Ag(l 11) and -1.87 
eV/BI on Au(l 11). Of these binding energies, the contributions that come from the 
interaction of the BI network, as a whole, with the surface are found to be -1.15 e V /BI on 
Ag(ll 1) and -1.36 eV/BI on Au(ll 1). This implies that the BI-substrate interactions are 
weaker for the BI chains than for isolated molecules, as has been noted in other 
hydrogen-bonded networks deposited on noble-metal surfaces.20 The weaker binding 
energies of the periodic networks suggest that the electronic properties of the adsorbed 
molecules, like their dipole moments, may be less affected by the interactions with the 
surface. We inspected the nature of the electrostatic potential (ESP) in planes above and 
below the BI molecules on both Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11) and found them to agree closely 
with the ESP profiles around the same network of molecules modeled without the 
substrate. The computed estimates of the net dipole moment of network A on Ag( 111) 
and Au(l 11 ), which is illustrated in Figure 2b, confirm that the surface does affect the 
polarization both by reducing the net dipole moment along a and by adding a component 
to the total dipole along b; however, a large component along a remains on both 
substrates. We note that it has been shown recently that the permanent dipole moment of 
a hydrogen-bonded network of rhodizonic acid is maintained over the course of a 
molecular dynamics simulation when modeled under the influence of an electric field; 21 

the rhodizonic acid networks were similarly found to be weakly influenced by the 
Au(ll 1) substrate.6 
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Figure 2. (a) Extended structures of the A, C, and D networks ofBl. The relative energies 
of each network in the gas phase when a = 10.00 A and b = 11.00 A are also shown. (b) 
Slab model ofBI network A adsorbed over a metal surface. The computed net dipole 
moment of network A is shown to the right, along with an estimate of the net dipole 
moment when adsorbed to Ag(l 11) and Au(l 11). (Credit - James Hooper) 

Finally, we investigated the hydrogen-transfer mechanism that would reverse the 
direction of the dipole moment of network A to that in network B, as shown in Figure 3. 
The dipole moment reversal is achieved by moving each amine hydrogen atom to the 
adjacent molecule along the hydrogen bonds, that is, from N-H· · ·N to N· · ·H-N. Two 
mechanisms were considered: In the first, which is illustrated in Figure 3 as A ---+ C ---+ B, 
only one hydrogen atom is moved at a time. This mechanism passes through the 
tautomeric C network. In the second mechanism proposed, called A ---+ B, both reactive 
hydrogen atoms are moved simultaneously and pass through a centrosymmetric A-B 
intermediate geometry. 

The relative energies of intermediary snapshots along both hydrogen-transfer 
pathways are found to be smaller for supported networks on both substrates as compared 
with the respective gas-phase networks in the same simulation cells, also for the tautomer 
network C. This implies that the energy barrier is lowered on both surfaces to a similar 
degree; most of the differences between the substrates can be attributed to the elongated 
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and disproportionate lattice constants of the underlying bulk crystals. For reference, the A 
-----+ A-B-----+ B mechanism is found to have an energy barrier of 0.37 eV/BI (0.37 eV per H 
atom) on Ag(l 11) and 0.44 eV/ BI (0.44 eV per H atom) on Au(l 11). The barriers for the 
A-----+ C-----+ B mechanism are comparable, being 0.22 eV/BI (0.44 eV per H atom) and 
0.27 eV/BI (0.54 eV per H atom) on Ag and Au, respectively. 

The tautomeric C network is locally stable with respect to the proton 
displacements that were generated to look at the A -----+ C transition, as sketched in Figure 
3. The energy barriers required to destabilize network Care very small, however, <0.10 
e V per molecule, and it was found that the tautomer network would sometimes 
spontaneously optimize to network A when pushed slightly out of the equilibrium 
position laterally and vertically and then reoptimized on Au(l 11). This suggests that the 
tautomeric C network is likely, at best, in a very shallow well on the potential energy 
surface. Thus, we do not expect the tautomers to be preferred over the polar A and B 
networks, which are predicted to be the dominant species in this system. 

A C B 

0.30 no substrate 
; 0.25 
> 0.20 
a> 0.15 

Ag111 
Au111 

- 0.10 
w 0.05 

0.00 

A C B 

Figure 3. Relative energies of networks A, C, and B without a substrate (black lines) and 
with a substrate, on Ag(l 11) (blue lines) and on Au(l 11) (red lines). The isolated BI 
networks are modeled in a simulation cell with the same lattice parameters as the 
Ag( 111) model to show the effect of the substrate. The dashed lines represent the 
curvature of the potential energy surface between A and C, as computed from a linear 
interpolation of seven geometries between them. (Credit - James Hooper) 
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Conclusions 

Several important conclusions can be drawn from this study. BI molecules self
assemble into H-bonded 1D chains on the (111) surfaces of Ag and Au, and at surface 
coverage approaching one monolayer those chains pack densely. The calculated barriers 
for proton transfer along the N-H· · ·N hydrogen bonds are low in the gas phase and are 
further decreased if an Ag or Au substrate supports them. Comparison of two hydrogen
transfer pathways, concerted transfer and single proton transfer via a tautomerized state, 
suggests that low-energy pathways for concerted or cascaded proton transfer along the 
chains are quite plausible. The tautomerized state, even if it is a stationary point on the 
potential energy surface as suggested by the computations, is in a very shallow minimum. 
A proton-transfer mechanism that involves the tautomer thus likely corresponds to what 
is, in effect, a concerted proton transfer along the chain. Thus, the BI chains likely exist 
as a two-state system, where concomitant polarization reversal can exist in the presence 
of an electric field, as shown in Figure 3. In this scenario, the polarization reversal would 
be initiated by an electric field that would change some of the BI molecules into a 
tautomerized state via the low-energy H-transfer pathway, followed by domino-like 
complete reversal of the chain polarization. This work demonstrates the power of surface
assisted coordination chemistry, which can help create aligned 1D molecular structures 
that cannot be fabricated any other way. Moreover, it shows that the substrate shapes the 
energy barrier for proton transfer along the chains. This study thus predicts that 1D 
organic ferroelectrics based on BI can exist if the molecule- substrate interactions are 
appropriately controlled, but the challenge remains to demonstrate this experimentally. 
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Abstract 
We report a combined experimental and theoretical study of the adsorption and 

assembly of a nitrogen-boron-containing heterocycle, 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborine, on 
Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11). Despite the inherent molecular dipole moment, the self-assembly 
behavior is found to be highly surface dependent, with isolated molecules prevalent on 
Cu( 111) and discrete ("magic") clusters on Au(111). The ability to form clusters of a 
particular size can be understood in terms of a balance between attractive intermolecular 
interactions, including directional B-H·· ·H-N dihydrogen bonding, and repulsive forces 
from Coulombic interactions between the charged molecules dictated by differences in 
the charge transfer and Pauli repulsion between the adsorbate and the surface. This work 
highlights the importance of metal-molecule charge transfer in the adsorption and 
assembly of dipolar molecules on surfaces and demonstrates that their surface-bound 
properties cannot be predicted a priori from gas-phase dipole moments alone. 

Introduction 
The phenomenon of "magic clustering," where particular cluster sizes are 

energetically favored over all other cluster sizes, has been extensively studied in gas
phase cluster physics. 1 Experimentally, magic clusters can be identified by their increased 
abundance and stability as compared to clusters of other sizes. Magic clusters of metal 
atoms have been shown to fredominately form due to stabilization effects such as 
geometrical considerations ·3 and electronic shell filling 4 or because they represent 
minima in terms of the Gibbs free energy.5 These established concepts are not easily 
transferred to molecular clusters, and the situation is even more complex for organic 
clusters adsorbed on surfaces, where different factors driving cluster formation must be 
considered.6

-
15 In the simplest case, such as one in which there are no strong dispersion 

forces, a cluster of organic molecules can appear to be magic if all functional groups it 
possesses are already involved in intermolecular chemical bonds so that no attachment 
points for additional molecules exist. A consequence of molecular adsorption onto 
surfaces is the restriction of directional intermolecular interactions to two rather than 
three dimensions. This restriction has been used with functional groups that form 
directional intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, to control 
supramolecular assembly. 16

'
17 Dihydrogen bonds are a subgroup of hydrogen bonds with 

a comparable bond strength and directionality. To date, their potential to template 
surface-supported 2D assemblies, including magic clusters, has not been examined. 18 

Additionally, unlike metal atoms, molecules can possess an intrinsic dipole moment, and 
their interaction with a supporting substrate can result in charge redistribution between 
the molecule and the surface, leading to intermolecular interactions differing from those 

17 19in the gas phase, which can be either attractive or repulsive. 14
• • This redistribution of 

charge can modify the magnitude and orientation of an existing molecular dipole,6 can 
induce electrostatic interactions between neighboring molecules, 19 and can, in general, 

17 cause substrate-mediated intermolecular interactions. 14
' ' 

19 The impact and relative 
importance of charge transfer and dihydrogen bonds on magic cluster formation is not 
well understood. It is generally assumed that when intrinsic molecular dipoles are 
present, dipole-dipole interactions will drive surface-bound assembly. However, it has 
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previously been found that these dipole-dipole interactions play a minor role upon 
adsorption onto surfaces and other interactions dictate the assembly. 15 

To further understand magic cluster formation of supported organics, we 
examined the assembly of the simplest boron- nitrogen heterocycle 1,2-dihydro-1,2-
azaborine (shortened to 1,2-azaborine) on Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11).20 Boron-nitrogen 
heterocycles have shown promise in hydrogen storage and molecular devices.21 

-
25 1,2-

Azaborine is an isostere of benzene, where the substitution of a C-C unit with a B-N unit 
leads to a molecular dipole of 2.15 D and the potential to form dihydrogen bonds. 26 

Optimized geometries of 1,2-azaborine and its dihydrogen-bonded dimer are illustrated in 
Figure 1. By means of experiment and theory we show that the clustering behavior of 
1,2-azaborine is highly surface dependent. It is observed experimentally that clusters of 
predominately three monomers form on Au(l 11), while clustering is highly disfavored on 
Cu(l 11) and monomers are the predominant species. First-principles calculations were 
performed to better understand these experimental findings. Gas-phase calculations were 
carried out to find the most stable geometries for dimers, trimers, and tetramers. Whereas 
the dimers and tetramers had a center of inversion and therefore did not possess a net 
dipole moment, the dipole moments of the monomer and trimer were computed as being 
2.12 and 1.97 D, respectively. We find that attractive interactions, such as dihydrogen 
bonds, dictate the assembly of the molecular clusters, with the upper cluster size limit 
apparently set by the epitaxial fit to the underlying Au(l 11) surface. In addition, 
repulsive interactions between surface-bound molecules arise as a result of charge 
transfer between the molecule and the given surface, with a vastly different impact on the 
two surfaces; the redistribution of charge from the molecule to the surrounding surface 
leads to severe Pauli repulsion and pushback between monomers. This effect plays a 
major role on the Cu surface but is less significant on the Au surface. 

Experimental and Computational Methods 

Experimental 

All STM experiments were performed in an Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH 
low-temperature microscope at Tufts University, operating under ultra-high-vacuum 
conditions (< 1 x 10-11 mbar). The Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) samples (MaTecK GmbH) were 
prepared by cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing at 1000 K. The cleanliness of the 
metal surfaces was confirmed with STM prior to 1,2-azaborine depositions. 1,2-
Azaborine was synthesized at Boston College and contained 3% isopentane 
contamination. 27 The 1,2-azaborine was transferred to the deposition vial under an argon 
atmosphere in order to prevent degradation of the sample. The 1,2-azaborine sample was 
degassed by repeated freeze/pump/thaw cycles. The isopentane contaminant was 
determined to desorb without decomposition from Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) below 125 K by 
temperature-programmed desorption experiments. 28 Therefore, following deposition of 
1,2-azaborine onto the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) crystals held at 5 K, the crystals were heated 
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to 140 K to desorb the isopentane contaminant. The crystals were recooled to 5 K for 
high-resolution STM imaging. Typical STM imaging conditions were with a voltage :S 
1501 mV and a tunneling current set point :S 50 pA in constant current mode. 

Computational 

Molecular density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the 
Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) software package,29 the revPBE generalized 
gradient functional, 30 and the semi-empirical Grimme3 dispersion correction (abbreviated 
as revPBE-D3 in the text).31 The basis functions for all atoms consisted of a zeroth-order 
relativistic approximation (ZORA) quadruple-s Slater-type basis set with polarization 
functions (QZ4P) from the ADF basis set library. Second-order M0ller-Plesset 
calculations were conducted with the Gaussian software package. 32 The basis functions 
for all atoms consisted of a triple-s Gaussian-~e basis set with polarization functions 
( cc-p VTZ) from the Gaussian basis set library.3 

Periodic DFT calculations (geometry optimizations, charge densities, dipole 
moments, work functions) were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation 
Package (V ASP) version 5 .3 .5.34 The projector augmented wave (PAW) method35 was 
used to treat the core states along with a planewave energy cutoff of 500 eV. The B/C/N 
2s/2p, H ls, Cu 4s/3d, and Au 6s/5d electrons were treated explicitly. The optimized 
GGA functional of Perdew-Burke-Emzerhof (optPBE) with the van der Waals 
correlation functional of Langreth and Lundqvist36 

-
40 was employed to account for 

dispersion interactions. Previously, we studied the interaction of 1,2-azaborine with the 
Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) surfaces and benchmarked the performance of various functionals 
that seamlessly account for dispersion within the vdW-DF framework. 28 The vdW-DF
optPBE functional provided binding energies that best matched the experimental TPD 
data for benzene and 1,2-azaborine, and so we adopted this functional in our current 
work. 

The r-centered Monkhorst-Pack scheme41 was used to generate 3 x 3 x 3 k-point 
grids for the calculations involving a gas-phase 1,2-azaborine monomer, dimer, trimer, 
and tetramer, and 20 x 20 x 30 A unit cells were employed in these calculations. A 13 x 
13 x 1 k-point grid was used for the monomer of 1,2-azaborine adsorbed to the Cu(l 11) 
and Au(l 11) surfaces, and the unit cell sizes were 10.3 x 8.9 x 30 and 8.9 x 10.3 x 30 A, 
respectively. A 5 x 5 x 1 k-point grid was used for the cells containing a dimer, trimer, or 
tetramer cluster of 1,2-azaborine molecules on Cu(l 11)/ Au(l 11) with unit cells 
measuring 12.9 x 13.4 x 30 A/ 14.8 x 15.4 x 30 Afor the dimer and 15.5 x 17.9 x 30 A/ 
17.8 x 20.6 x 30 A for the trimer and tetramer. The k-meshes used gave rise to energies 
that were converged to within 0.005 eV per unit cell for those calculations done with a 13 
x 13 x 1 (as compared to a 15 x 15 x 1) k-point grid, while a convergence of 0.02 eV per 
unit cell for the 5x5x l(as compared to a 7x7x 1) k-point grid was sufficient, since we 
were primarily interested in the electronic structure of the adsorbed clusters. The surface 
was simulated using a three-layer slab with ~22 A of vacuum space between images in 
the z direction. During the geometry optimizations, the bottom two layers of the slab 
were fixed at the bulk lattice constant as calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE, while the top 
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layer of the surface and the 1,2-azaborine adsorbates were free to relax fully.28 The 
IDIPOL and LDIPOL tags were used to calculate the dipole moment of the gas-phase 
1,2-azaborine and the z component of the dipole in the metal- organic systems. The work 
function was found by referencing the Fermi level of the system to the average Coulomb 
potential in a plane parallel to the surface at the center of the vacuum layer, as calculated 
using the L VHAR tag in V ASP. 

a) b) 

BH 
I 

NH 

c) 

1.88 

Figure 1. (a) Skeletal structure and (b) ball and stick model of 1,2-azaborine. (b) revPBE
D3-optimized geometry of a 1,2-azaborine monomer with Hirshfeld charges indicated. 
(c) revPBE-D3-optimized geometry of a 1,2-azaborine dimer. N-H·· ·H-B interactions 
are highlighted with black dashed lines. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of 1,2-azaborine on 
Cu( 111) and Au( 111) at 5 K at a range of submonolayer coverages after thermal 
annealing to equilibrate the molecular assemblies. While distinct cluster sizes are 
preferred on the Au( 111) surface, as quantified in the accompanying histograms for a 
representative coverage (Figure 2G), 1,2-azaborine exists predominately as monomers on 
Cu(l 11) from low to near monolayer coverages. No island formation is observed despite 
sufficient mobility for Cu(l 11) step decoration to occur (not shown). Our previous first
principles calculations carried out with vdW-DF-revPBE estimated the corrugation in the 
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potential energy surface (PES) as being quite small, with 0.06 and 0.02 eV for Au(l 11) 
and Cu(l 11), respectively, which further supports facile surface diffusion.28 With the 
vdW-DF-optPBE functional, we calculated a corrugation of 0.09 and 0.08 eV for 
Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11), respectively, instead.28 The molecules remain roughly equally 
spaced on the terraces of Cu(l 11) (Figure 2 A-C). On Au(l 11), the cluster sizes are more 
varied, but trimer configurations are preferred over all other assemblies at submonolayer 
coverages (Figure 2 D-F). At low coverage, 1,2-azaborine preferentially binds in the 
face-centered cubic (fee) regions of the herringbone reconstruction. As the coverage 
increases, structures larger than trimers are observed, and these larger structures also exist 

. l . h c . 42 43predommate y m t e 1cc regions. ' 

Figure 3 displays STM images of the trimer structure on Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) 
and the tetramer structure on Au(l 11). On Au(l 11), the lobes of the trimers, as 
determined by separate STM imaging of the molecules and the bare metal surface, align 
with the ✓3 direction of the underlying lattice. STM measurements put the distance 
between the centers of the lobes at 0.54 ± 0.02 nm on Au(l 11). This value is slightly 
larger than the ✓3 spacing of the Au(l 11) lattice. Trimers are a minority species on 
Cu(l 11) and only present at near monolayer coverages; one such trimer is highlighted in 
the bottom-left of Figure 2C. The separation between the lobes of trimers on Cu(l 11) 
measures 0.75 ± 0.06 nm; this distance and the angle of the lobes with respect to the 
underlying lattice are consistent with alignment in the ✓7 direction. The larger spacing of 
the trimers on Cu(l 11) suggests stronger repulsive forces between the individual 
monomers on Cu and in part explains why trimers are only observed at higher coverages: 
at near monolayer coverage, the surface state of Cu is suppressed, removing a possible 
origin of repulsive interactions. 
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Figure 2. 1,2-Azaborine adsorption across a range of surface coverages on Cu (A-C) and 
Au (D-F). Histogram in G shows the distribution of cluster sizes on Cu and Au. Scale 
bar= 5 nm. Scan conditions: 20 m V, 30 pA, 5 K. 

STM Imaging - Colin Murphy 
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Figure 3. STM images and schematics showing the trimer configurations on Cu(l 11) (A) 
and Au(l 11) (B) and the tetramer configuration on Au(l 11) (C). Scan conditions: (A) 40 
m V, 300 pA; (B) 40 m V, 40 pA; (C) 40 m V, 40 pA. Measured distances (in nm) between 
the centers of each 1,2-azaborine molecule within the trimers and tetramer are shown. 

STM Imaging - Colin Murphy 

Upon reaching saturation coverage of the first layer, molecules nucleate into 
islands on top of the monolayer, forming an ordered bilayer (Figure 4). Those islands, 
which are mostly decoupled from the substrate, are composed almost exclusively of 1,2-
azaborine tetramers for both substrates and resemble the tetramer observed in the 
submonolayer coverage on Au(l 11). The superstructure oftetramers in the bilayer is 
extremely ordered on Au(l 11) and to a lesser degree on Cu(l 11). Measurements taken 
from STM images suggest that the molecules within the bilayer tetramer are similarly 
spaced to the tetrameron Au(l 11); the long and short spacing distances (as measured in 
Figure 3C) measured in the Au bilayer are 0.90 ± 0.03 and 0.75 ± 0.04 nm, compared to 
the same distances measured in the monolayer, 0.89 ± 0.04 and 0.74 ± 0.06 nm. 

In order to quantify the effect of surface packing density and lateral interactions 
between adsorbates, nearest-neighbor analysis was performed on STM images of 1,2-
azaborine on the two metal surfaces. On Cu(l 11), the distances between the monomers 
were measured, and on Au(l 11), the distances between the centers of the clusters were 
measured. Generally, as the coverage increases, these nearest-neighbor distances decrease 
in a manner reminiscent of a two-dimensional gas. In the absence of interactions between 
adsorbates, the distribution of intermolecular distance will be modeled by a random 
model.44

•
45 Any deviation from the prediction of the random model is indicative of 

intermolecular interactions, with attractive interactions shifting the distribution to lower 
values and repulsive interactions shifting the distribution to higher values. As seen in 
Figure 5, the nearest-neighbor distances measured match the random model only at 
extremely low coverages. As the coverage increases, the distributions of nearest-neighbor 
distances measured on both surfaces are shifted to higher values compared to what is 
predicted by the random model, indicating that the structures are not distributed randomly 
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but that repulsive interactions occur between both the monomers on Cu(111) and the 
trimers on Au(l 11). 

Figure 4. Bilayer structure on (A) Au(l 11) and (B) Cu(l 11 ). Scan conditions: (A) 300 
mV 50 pA, (B)-300 mV 400 pA. 

STM Imaging - Colin Murphy 

0.03 mol/nm2 Cu(111) 0.04 mol/nm2 Au(lll ) 
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Figure 5. Histograms of the nearest-neighbor separation of adsorbed 1,2-azaborine 
molecules, monomers on Cu(ll 1) and trimers on Au(ll 1), at various surface coverages. 
Dotted curves display the random separation distribution for fran(r).44

'
45 Overlap of the fit 

and data at low coverage indicates a random distribution. As the coverage increases, the 
lack of overlap between fit and data indicates repulsive interactions between particles. 
Experimental sample sizes are as follows: Cu 0.03 mol/nm2

, 794; Cu 0.5 mol/nm2
, 417; 

Au 0.04 mol/nm2
, 100; Au 0.6 mol/nm2

, 663. (Credit - Colin Murphy) 
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In order to investigate the potential energy landscape for trimers and tetramers of 
1,2-azaborine in the gas phase, an automated stochastic docking program, 
RandomDock,46 was used. RandomDock has previously been employed successfully to 
predict the structures of planar trimers of 4-fluorostyrene,6 croconic acid,47 and 3-
hydroxyphenalenone.48 RandomDock generates random conformers and configurations 
(subject to user-defined interatomic distance constraints and the constraint of planarity), 
whose geometries were optimized by an external molecular quantum chemistry program 
using revPBE-D3. The six lowest energy structures obtained from our revPBE-D3 
calculations are provided in Figure 6a,b. The lowest energy trimer in Figure 6a matches 
well with the trimer observed in the STM images of 1,2-azaborine on Au(l 11), as seen in 
Figure 3. This global minimum trimer cluster was found to have Cs symmetry, an overall 

dipole of 1.97 D, and an orientation that evokes four dihydrogen bonds through the 
N-H· · ·H-B motif. This can be compared to the computed dipole of 2.12 D for the 
monomer (Figure 6h). The dipole of the dimer in Figure le and the tetramer in Figure 6g 
are OD because these clusters have a center of inversion. The average N-H·· ·H-B 
distances in this trimer, 2.09 A, and the computed Hirschfeld charges are in line with 
those previously calculated for dihydrogen bonds between 2D hydrogenated BN sheets.49 

In this trimer, each of the monomers exhibits the same 2D chirality, and the average 
center-to-center distance between the 1,2-azaborine molecules measures 6.45 A, which 
lies between the values obtained for the trimer aggregates on Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) via 
STM, being 5.4 ± 0.2 and 7.5 ± 0.6 A on Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) (Figure 3). The C3v 

symmetry trimer, in which the center-to-center distances measured 6.85 A and each 
N-H· · ·H-B distance measured 1.79 A (see Figure 6b), was 0.077 eV higher in energy. 
This is likely because the C3v symmetry trimer exhibits only three dihydrogen bonds, 

one less than the Cs symmetry cluster. Similarly, a trimer composed of monomers of 

mixed chiralities, see Figure 6f, was 0.055 eV higher in energy than the global minimum, 
because this cluster has three N-H· ··H-B dihydrogen bonds instead of four, as in the 
global minimum. 
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Figure 6. Geometries of neutral ( a-f) trimers and (g) tetramer optimized using the 
molecular ADF package and revPBE-D3 in the gas phase. Relative stabilities oftrimers 
(b-f) are compared to the most energetically stable trimer in a. Visual representations of 
the dipole moments of the monomer and lowest energy trimer (h). Hydrogen, boron, 
carbon, and nitrogen atoms are colored white, pink, gray, and blue, respectively. 
Hirschfield charges of the lowest energy 1,2-azaborine trimer in a are provided. (Credit
Scott Simpson) 

Table 1 shows a synopsis of the energies involved in forming the dimer, trimer, 
and tetramer for 1,2-azaborine in the gas-phase. These values show that the formation of 
a cluster composed of (n + 1) molecules, that is an "(n + 1 )-mer", from an n-mer is an 
exothermic process. However, in order to rigorously determine the distribution of an 
ensemble of 1,2-azaborine n-mers (that is, an ensemble composed of a variable number 
of building blocks) we would need to calculate the free energies of a wide range of 
possible clusters and refer them to the chemical potential of the building blocks. Whereas 
the entropy is likely to favor smaller clusters, the substrate- adsorbate interaction could 
promote attraction or repulsion between nearby molecules. 19

•
50 The substrate-adsorbate 

interactions are particularly important in determining which clusters are the most stable 
when there is notable charge reorganization at the interface. Therefore, we carried out 
periodic planewave density functional theory calculations with the vdW-DF-optPBE 
functional to study the interaction of the 1,2-azaborine molecules with Cu(l 11) and 
Au(l 11) along with the factors that direct their assembly on these surfaces. 

energy 

revPBE-D3 vdW-DF-optPBE MP2 
(eV) (eV) (eV) 

dimer formation -0.18 -0.16 -0.19 

trimer formation -0.19 -0.19 -0.18 

tetramer formation -0.22 -0.20 -0.22 

Table 1. Energy Required To Form the 1,2-Azaborine Dimer, Trimer, and Tetramer As 

Calculated Through revPBE-D3, vdW-DF-optPBE, and MP2a 

~he formation energies were calculated by subtracting the energy of the monomer and 
the (n-1) cluster from then cluster in question. The revPBE-D3 calculations were 
performed using the molecular ADF program with atom-centered ZORA QZ4P basis 
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sets; the vdW-DF- optPBE calculations were performed using the periodic plane wave 
V ASP program; the MP2 calculations were carried out using Gaussian with atom
centered basis sets. 

Table 2. Calculated Dipole Moment of 1,2-Azaborine in the Gas Phase and Adsorbed to 
the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) Surfaces in Debye/molecule, along with the Chan~e in Work 
Function ( e V) of the Surface upon Molecular Adsorption, Surface Area (nm ), Surface to 

Adsorbate Distances (A), and Center to Center Distances (A)a 

change in center to 
dipole work surface surf-ads center 

moment function area distance distances 
(D) (eV) (nm2

) (A) (A) 

gas phase 

monomer 2.12 

dimer 0.00 6.2 

trimer 1.97 6.3 

tetramer 0.00 6.3 

Cu(lll) 

monomer 2.20 -0.90 0.92 2.56 

dimer 1.74 -0.75 1.73 2.84 6.2 

trimer 1.45 -0.59 2.77 3.04 6.4 

tetramer 1.24 -0.67 2.77 3.09 6.4 

Au(lll) 

monomer 1.89 -0.76 0.92 2.92 

dimer 1.79 -0.60 2.29 3.04 6.4 

trimer 1.50 -0.47 3.66 3.12 6.4 

tetramer 1.34 -0.55 3.66 3.18 6.4 

aFor the surface-adsorbate systems, the z component of the dipole is provided in 
D/molecule. The change in work function for the tetramer is larger than the change in 
work function for the trimer due to the surface area being the same value for both models. 
The experimental center-to-center distances are shown in Figure 3. 

The most stable models for the adsorbed isolated molecules from our previous 
study were used in calculations for interrogating the perturbation of electronic structure 
occurring at the metal-organic interface and how this influences the self-assembly of 1,2-
azaborine molecules on Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11).28 We calculated the binding energy for a 
1,2-azaborine monomer, with a coverage of 0.92 nm 2/molecule, as 0.68 and 0.75 eV to 
Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), respectively. These values were found to be in good agreement 
with experimental estimates from TPD (0.64 and 0.69 eV for Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), 
respectively). The surface to adsorbate distances, calculated by taking the difference 
between the average z component of the six atoms in the ring and the top layer of surface 
atoms, were calculated to be 2.56 and 2.92 A for Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), respectively, as 
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given in Table 2. The computations from vdW-DF-optPBE suggested that the 
corrugations in the potential energy surface were 0.08/0.09 eV on Cu/Au with the lowest 
energy configuration having the nitrogen atom above a top site on both surfaces, the 
boron atom above a 3-fold hollow Hfcc site and a 3-fold hollow Hhcp site for Cu(l 11) 

and Au(l 11 ), respectively, and the center of the ring above a Hhcp site and Hfcc site for 

Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11 ), respectively. 

We analyzed the charge reorganization upon molecular adsorption to the Cu(l 11) 
and the Au(l 11) surfaces by examining isosurfaces and contour plots of the charge 
density difference (CDD) as well as the CDD averaged in planes parallel to the surface, 
see Figure 7. The CDD is obtained by taking the difference between the self-consistent 
charge density of the interacting system and a sum of the densities of the isolated 
substrate and isolated adsorbate (from the geometry of the interacting system). The loss 
of charge density above and below the molecular plane and the fact that the plane
averaged CDD at the molecular plane is close to zero suggests a net transfer of charge 
from 1,2-azaborine orbitals of n-symmetry to both surfaces. The projected density of 
states (PDOS) shown illustrate that the Fermi level (EF) of both Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) 

falls between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) of 1,2-azaborine, which are of n-symmetry. It is likely that 
there is minimal HOMO-----+ substrate charge donation because a majority of the HOMO
like states are occupied and the center of the peak corresponding to these states lies far 
below EF ( ~1 e V on Au( 111) and at even lower energies on Cu( 111) ). The computed 

Bader charges on the 1,2-azaborine molecules suggest that more charge is donated from 
1,2-azaborine to the Au(l 11) surface, +0.02 e for Cu(l 11) and +0.15 e for Au(l 11).49 

The charge accumulation above the surface, evident in the CDD plots, may result 
from charge donation from the molecule to the surface or from Pauli pushback of surface 
charge by the adsorbate. 51

'
52 In a bare metal, electrons spill out into the vacuum above the 

surface, producing a screening effect that raises the work function of the metal. When a 
molecule adsorbs onto the surface, Pauli repulsion arises between the wave function of 
the molecule and these electrons, forcing the charge back into the bulk and potentially 
displacing the charge density laterally from between the substrate and the adsorbate. The 
contour plots of the CDD indicate Pauli repulsion with a region of charge depletion 
extending below the molecular plane to the surface. From the CDD plots it is apparent 
that the lateral displacement of charge is more pronounced on Cu( 111) than on Au(111). 
In addition, 2D contour plots of the CDD taken in different planes show regions of charge 
accumulation just above and below the Au(l 11) surface, indicative of charge donation 
from the adsorbate to the substrate, which is in agreement with our Bader charge 
calculations. Such regions are rarely observed in the CDD computed for the Cu(l 11) 
surface. The plane-averaged CDD plots in Figure 7 show that the maximum charge 
gained per Angstrom in the region directly above the surface, which is related to the 
magnitude of the charge pillow, is 4.8 and 4.2 e/A for Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), respectively, 
whereas the minimum charge lost per Angstrom in the space directly below the 
adsorbate, which is a result of Pauli repulsion, is -5.9 and -4.5 e/A for Cu(l 11) and 
Au(l 11 ), respectively. This illustrates that the Pauli repulsion on Cu(l 11) is more 
pronounced than on Au(l 11) and also that the charge pillow on Cu(l 11) is larger. This 
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has to be seen in the context of the surface-adsorbate distance, which is smaller for 
Cu(l 11) than for Au(l 11) (see Table 2). The closer proximity of the adsorbate on 
Cu(l 11) leads to an increased overlap between the adsorbate and the surface wave 
functions, thereby producing a larger Pauli repulsion cushion composed of laterally 
displaced charge. Thus, the PDOS, CDD plots, and Bader charges combined illustrate 
that the main mechanism of charge redistribution between 1,2-azaborine molecules and 
the Cu(l 11) surface arises because of Pauli repulsion, whereas both Pauli repulsion and 
molecule-----+ surface charge donation occur on Au(l 11).53

•
54 

The considerably larger charge pillow around each molecule in part explains why 
the monomers remain isolated on Cu(l 11). Near monolayer coverages on Cu(l 11) are 
necessary to push these charge pillows away from the molecular planes into the substrate 
and in combination with the gradual suppression of the surface state and the increased 
compressive strain within the adsorbate layer allow the molecules to form bonds. These 
effects should dominate over forces that may result from dipole-dipole interactions 
between the molecules, as has been discussed in ref 15. 
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Charge Density Difference Plot 
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Figure 7. (Top) Isosurfaces (±0.0025 e/A3
) of the charge density difference (COD) 

detailing the redistribution of electronic charge upon adsorption of the monomer of 1,2-
azaborine onto the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) surfaces. Red (blue) indicates an increase 
( depletion) of electronic charge. Under each image is a two-dimensional cut of the CDD 
bisecting the molecule. (Bottom) Plane-averaged CDD in the z axis for 1,2-azaborine on 
Cu( 111) and Au( 111), with the charge accumulation above the surface and the charge 
depletion just below the adsorbate being given. 
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Figure 8. (A) Energetically minimized structure of 1,2-azaborine in two planar adsorption 
positions (surface bound enantiomers) in clear view. Scale bar 0.5 nm. (B) Simulated 
STM image of 1,2-azaborine on Cu(l 11), detailing the transition from dark, dim, to 
bright areas for the two enantiomers of the surface-bound molecule. Simulated 
conditions: 30 mV, 30 pA. (C) STM images of monomers on Cu(l 11). Imaging 
conditions: 30 m V, 30 pA, 5 K, and scale bar 2.5 nm. Arrows show dark, dim, to bright 
sense of rotation. (Insert) Histogram of molecular orientation with respect to underlying 
lattice. Error bars are standard approximate Poisson error, --JN. Hydrogen, boron, carbon, 
nitrogen, and copper atoms are colored white, pink, black, blue, and copper. 
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Comparison of STM images with charge density images (Figure 8) allows us to 
identify the rotational orientation and planar adsorption of 1,2-azaborine relative to the 
Cu(l 11) surface by examining the three discrete areas of the STM color map; the darker 
areas correspond to where charge is depleted in the surface and the brighter areas to 
where charge accumulates in the molecule, with a dim area in between. This asymmetric 
charge density allows us to identify the orientation of the molecule relative to the surface. 
Due to the 6-fold symmetry of the Cu(l 11) surface, there are six possible rotational 
orientations of the molecule relative to the surface, and we observe an equal number of 
the molecules oriented in all six directions (Figure 8C, insert). Additionally, since the 
prochiral molecule can adsorb onto the surface in two orientations (Figure 8B), the 
clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the dark, dim, to bright areas allows us to 
identify the chirality of individual monomers adsorbed to the surface. 

To examine how modification of the electronic characteristics at the surface may 
impact molecular adsorption and assembly, the change in work function was analyzed for 
the metal surface upon molecular adsorption by calculating the plane-averaged local 
potential.55

'
56 We first computed the work functions of bare Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) as 4.95 

and 5.43 eV respectivel,r, which are in excellent agreement with the experimental values 
of 4.94 and 5.48 eV. 53

'
5 

'
57 Molecular adsorption is found to decrease the work functions 

of both metals, with a larger decrease for the Cu(l 11) system than the Au(l 11) system as 
seen in Table 2. Charge donation from the adsorbate to the substrate can lower the work 
function by raising the Fermi level. Additionally, Pauli repulsion reduces the surface 
dipole, which results from the spill out of electron density from the metal surface, which 
concomitantly reduces the work function of the system. On Cu(l 11), the decrease in 
work function of the system can be explained primarily by Pauli repulsion, reducing the 
spill out of charge density, and on Au(l 11) both charge donation and Pauli repulsion are 
likely to be important factors. 
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Charge Density Difference Plots 

Figure 9. Isosurfaces (±0.0025 e/A3
) of the charge density difference (COD) plots 

showing the redistribution of electronic charge upon adsorption of the dimer, trimer, and 
tetramer of 1,2-azaborine onto the Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11) surfaces. Red (blue) indicates an 
increase ( depletion) of electronic charge. Under each image is the respective two
dimensional cut of the COD bisecting the molecule with the same scale used in Figure 7. 
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Building on our analysis of the electronic redistribution that occurs at the 
surface-adsorbate junction upon adsorption of a single 1,2-azaborine molecule onto 
Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), we examine larger clusters, dimers, trimers, and tetramers of 1,2-
azaborine (Figure 9). Table 2 shows that substrate-adsorbate distances are markedly 
influenced by cluster formation on Cu(l 11) with larger aggregates resulting in larger 
substrate- adsorbate distances. As seen is Table 2 the trimer is calculated to be 0.20 A 
farther from the surface than the monomer on Au; a much larger increase is seen on Cu 
where the trimer is 0.48 A farther from the surface than the monomer. Thus, clustering 
increases the surface-adsorbate distance, and this change in distance for the 1,2-
azaborine-Cu system is more than twice that of the 1,2-azaborine-Au system. 
Interestingly, as the cluster size increases, the substrate-adsorbate distances on the two 
metals converge since trimers and tetramers have substrate-adsorbate distances differing 
by less than 0.1 A on the two metal surfaces. Comparison of the CDD plots in Figure 9 
with Figure 7 qualitatively illustrates that as the cluster size increases the charge pillow 
surrounding 1,2-azaborine decreases significantly more on Cu(l 11) than on Au(l 11). 
This matches the larger increase in surface-adsorbate distance going from monomer to 
dimer for the Cu(l 11) systems as seen in Table 2. Table 2 illustrates that the decrease in 
the work function due to molecular adsorption is, in general, smaller for the larger 
clusters. This is because both the Pauli repulsion and the molecule-metal charge donation 
decrease as the adsorbate- substrate distance increases. Since the surface area of the 
trimer and tetramer models is identical for both Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), an exception to the 
trend in the change in work function compared to cluster size is observed, see Table 2. 
Moreover, the dipole moment per molecule that lies perpendicular to the plane of the 
surface decreases with increasing coverage, thereby allowing for cluster formation. 
Therefore, these systems follow the depolarization model of Langmuir58 in which the 
strength of the dipoles induced as a result of charge transfer between the substrate and the 
adsorbate decreases as the number of induced dipoles increases. This observation 
pinpoints that cluster formation can only occur on Cu if the interaction with the surface 
state is diminished through pushing the trimer cluster far from the Cu surface. Therefore, 
to retain a dihydrogen bonding trimer motif on the Cu surface, the surface state must be 
suppressed, either by increasing coverage or by manipulating the molecules. 

Finally, epitaxial fit may also play a role in influencing which clusters/networks 
are formed.15 

'
59 In ref 28 and its Supporting Information we provide the adsorption 

energies for various binding sites as calculated with vdW-DF-optPBE. Assuming that the 
1,2-azaborine molecule adsorbs at its most stable site and remains here upon dimerization 
then in order to produce a dimer, the second 1,2-azaborine molecule is forced to bind at 
the least stable binding site on Cu(l 11) and the second most stable binding site on 
Au(l 11). For a single monomer, the difference in binding energy between these sites and 
the preferred orientation is 0.08 and 0.001 eV on Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11), respectively. 
Adsorption of the third 1,2-azaborine molecule to form the trimer would place the 
molecule above the fourth most stable site on both surfaces (0.04 eV/Cu, 0.02 eV/Au vs 
preferred), which suggests that a compromise is reached between adsorbate-adsorbate 
and surface-adsorbate interactions for the epitaxy of the dominant trimer cluster in the 
Au(l 11) system. Lastly, addition of a fourth 1,2-azaborine molecule necessary to create 
the tetramer places the fourth molecule above the fifth most stable site in regards to the 
most stable binding site for Cu (0.04 eV) and Au (0.02 eV), respectively. Therefore, (the 
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lack of) epitaxial fit is likely one of the reasons why tetramers are not more readily 
observed on Au(l 11 ). However, the tetramer is the dominant structure observed in the 
bilayer, and this is most likely due to the absence of surface-adsorbate interactions. Thus, 
when clusters can form, such as on Au(l 11 ), the epitaxial fit can direct magic cluster 
formation for 1,2-azaborine. 

Conclusions 

We determined by experimental and theoretical means the factors that direct the 
adsorption and self-assembly, including magic cluster formation of 1,2-azaborine, an 
isostere of benzene, on Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) surfaces. Different structures are formed at 
submonolayer coverages on each metal, with isolated molecules preferred on Cu(l 11) 
and trimer arrangements dominating on Au(l 11 ). The dominant cluster size remains 
constant as surface coverage increases, which infers trimers on Au(l 11) are a form of 
"magic clusters". Surface charge pillowing due to Pauli interactions around the 
monomers on Cu(l 11) suppresses clustering until near-monolayer coverages, when the 
surface states are suitably repressed. Our calculations and experimental work reveal that 
the differences in behavior on these surfaces derive from the charge-transfer properties of 
the two surfaces, which shift the delicate balance between attractive interactions and 
repulsive forces. The charge interplay between the Au(l 11) surface and the 1,2-azaborine 
molecule is more conducive toward the formation of trimer and tetramer motifs, while 
tetramer formation is epitaxially disadvantaged and therefore observed less often. 

An additional mechanism that could limit the growth of clusters can arise from 
the screening of adsorbate dipoles and charge by the delocalized electrons in the 
substrate. This has a similar effect as the charge pillows around the monomers on 
Cu(l 11) from Pauli repulsion but is of different physical origin. While we have not 
quantified this effect, it is well known from the literature and might play a role if the 

61cluster charge or dipole moment increases with cluster size.60
• 

We hypothesize that this investigation could be extended to other surface facets or 
metals, and a range of magic cluster sizes from monomer to tetramer and possibly beyond 
could be grown by controlling the interfacial charge transfer. Many of the physical and 
chemical pro~erties of clusters depend critically on their size, 62 where sometimes every 
atom counts. 3 Hence, the ability to fabricate clusters of particular size with molecular 
accuracy through exploiting the magic cluster concept can be a successful strategy to 
build materials with desired properties. 
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Abstract 
Atomically precise chevron graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have been synthesized 

on Cu(l 11) substrates by the surface-assisted coupling of 6, l 1-dibromo-1,2,3,4-
tetraphenyltriphenylene (C42Br2H26) and thermal cyclodehydrogenation of the resulting 
polymer. The GNRs form on Cu(l 11) epitaxially along the <112> crystallographic 
directions, which was found to be in agreement with the computational results, and at 
lower temperatures than on Au(l 11). This work demonstrates that the substrate plays an 
important role in the on-surface synthesis of GNRs and can result in new assembly modes 
of GNR structures. 

Introduction 
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are an emerging class of sp2carbon-based 

semiconductor nanomaterials that recently attracted a great deal of attention because of 
their promise for electronic applications. 1 Theoretical studies have shown that a narrow 
GNR may possess interesting electronic and magnetic properties that strongly depend on 
the nanoribbon's width and edge structure. 1 The synthesis of atomically precise GNRs 
has been demonstrated in the pioneering work by Cai et al.2This study has shown that 
GNRs that are only a few benzene rings wide can be synthesized on metallic surfaces by 
coupling halogenated molecular precursors and subsequent cyclodehydrogenation of the 
resulting polymers. The GNRs demonstrated in that study,2 namely the straight armchair 
GNR that is 7 carbon atoms wide (7-AGNR) and the chevron GNR (Figure la), have 
since become the two most popular objects in the following studies on atomically precise 
GNRs. In particular, chevron GNRs have been successfully synthesized by a different 
chemical approach in solution,3

,4 doped with heteroatoms,5
-
10 and have even become the 

basis for the GNR cross-junctions 11 and heterojunctions comprising pristine and N-doped 
GNR fragments. 8'

9 

a 

b Cu(111) 

-or -Au(111) 11 

n 
Monomer 1 Polymer2 GNRs3 

Figure 1: Synthesis of chevron GNRs. (a) Scheme of a fragment of chevron GNR; large 
spheres - carbon atoms, small spheres at the edges - hydrogen atoms. (b) Scheme of the 
on-surface synthesis of chevron GNRs; see text for details. Credit - Jacob Teeter 
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Computational Methods 

The density functional theory (DFT) calculations performed used both VASP12 

and ADF 13
-
15 for the periodic and molecular calculations, respectively. With both 

software packages, the PBE16 (Perdew-Burke-Emzerhof) GGA functional was used in 
conjunction with the Grimme3 dispersion correction, 17 coined PBE-D3. A plane wave 
basis set with an energy cutoff of 500 e V was used for all periodic calculations while a 
TZP18 (triple-zeta with polarization functions) basis set was used within the molecular 
calculations. The projector augmented wave (PAW) method19·20 for treating the core 
states was used as implemented within V ASP, while the core electrons were frozen 
within the ADF calculations. In both sets of calculations, the Cu ( 4s/3d), C (2s/2p ), and H 
(ls) electrons were treated explicitly. The k-space consisted of a 3 x 3 x 1 Monkhorst
Pack21 scheme for all calculations performed on the chevron-type GNR, and the 
molecular model used to represent it (C42H1s) while adsorbed to the Cu(l 11) surface. For 
the gas-phase systems, we employed 3 x 3 x 1 k-point meshes if the results were 
compared with the surface-adsorbed systems, and 3 x 3 x 3 k-point meshes otherwise. All 
atoms were allowed to relax fully within the surface-adsorbate systems, except for the 
bottom two layers of the three layer Cu( 111) surface, which were kept fixed using the 
experimental lattice constant of 3. 62 A. For the periodic calculations of the chevron-type 
GNR adsorbed to the Cu(l 11) surface, we employed either a 23.01 Ax (17.71 A) x 30.00 
A unit cell or a (17.89 A) x 22.14 Ax 30.00 A unit cell, depending upon the growth 
direction of the GNR (see Figures 3 and 4). The number in parentheses denotes the 
periodic vector for the GNR lattice. Note that in both cases this unit cell vector is 
somewhat larger than the optimal lattice vector for the gas-phase GNR, being ~17.2 A. 
However, it was prohibitively expensive to use larger unit cells that would potentially 
result in less substrate-induced strain within the adsorbate. Table 1 provides the 
destabilization of the gas-phase GNR over a variety of lattice vectors. 

Table 1: The relative energy of the gas-phase GNR versus the lattice vector employed. 
The optimized lattice length was 17.24 A. When the experimental Cu(l 11) lattice 
constant was employed to model the surface, the GNR lattice was stretched to 17.71 
A/17.89 A so that it would fit on a periodic slab of the <112>/<110> surface. This lattice 
vector would lead to a destabilization of the gas-phase lattice by about 0.84/1.16 e V. In 
the calculations the z-direction was fixed for all of the atoms so that the system remained 
flat for each lattice vector chosen. 

Length (A) 6E (eV) 
16.84 0.23 
16.94 0.10 
17.04 0.01 
17.14 0.02 

Gas-1 7.24 0 
17.34 0.08 
17.44 0.19 
17.54 0.36 
17.64 0.58 

<112>/17.74 0.84 
<l 10>/17.84 t.16 
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Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 b shows a scheme of the synthesis of chevron GNRs on Cu(l 11) and 
Au(l 11). Details on the synthesis and characterization of the monomer 1 ( 6, 11-dibromo
l ,2,3 ,4-tetraphenyltriphenylene, C42Br2H26)can be found in our previous work.3 An 
Omicron low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM), operated under 
ultrahigh vacuum with an electrochemically etched W tip, was used for all measurements. 
Au(l 11) and Cu(l 11) single crystals, purchased from Princeton Scientific, were cleaned 
using repeated cycles ofAr+ sputtering and subsequent annealing to 640 °C. Cleanliness 
of the crystals was checked by STM prior to the molecular deposition. Monomer 1 was 
sublimated in a Knudsen cell evaporator onto substrates, which were held at room 
temperature during deposition and annealed afterwards to promote polymerization and 
cyclodehydrogenation. All STM measurements were taken at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

In accordance with the scheme shown in Figure 1 b, the polymers on Cu(l 11) 
were gradually annealed to promote thermal cyclodehydrogenation and produce chevron 
GNRs. A representative STM image of the GNRs on Cu(l 11) obtained by annealing the 
polymers to 170 °C is shown in Figure 2a. These ribbons look very similar to the chevron 
GNRs that were previously produced on Au(l 11), so unlike in the case ofDBBA, the 
polymerization and cyclodehydrogenation of the monomer 1 does not result in different 
products on Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11). Interestingly, as is evident from Figure 2a, the 
epitaxial orientation of the polymers on Cu(l 11) is conserved in the ribbon state as well. 
Here, the preferential directions of the GNRs were also correlated with the 
crystallographic directions of the Cu(l 11) surface, as shown by the reference frame. The 
histogram of orientation angles of the GNRs in Figure 2b reveals the same preferential 
alignment of the ribbons along the <112> directions of the Cu(l 11) surface. The only 
outlier in this histogram observed at 30° is the trimer close to the tip of the 60° arrow in 
Figure 2a, and its rotation was likely hindered by the long adjacent GNR. This 
preferential alignment of GNRs is in stark contrast to the arrangement of the same 
chevron GNRs on Au(l 11), which did not show such preferential orientations in previous 
studies.2

'
9 In addition, in Figure 2c we provide a typical STM image of chevron GNRs 

grown on Au(l 11) in our own control experiment. Similarly to the previously reported 
observations, these GNRs do not show such a clear epitaxial alignment as chevron GNRs 
on Cu(l 11). 
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.

Figure 2: GNRs on Cu(l 11) and Au(l 11). (a) STM image of chevron GNRs on Cu(l 11) 
with visible epitaxial arrangement. Scan parameters: 0.25 V, 500 pA. Scale bar is 10 nm. 
(b) Angle distribution of GNRs. (c) STM image of the control experiment on the growth 
of chevron GNRs on Au(l 11), with no directional preference evident. Scan parameters: 
0.5 V, 500 pA. Scale bar is 10 nm. 
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Figure 3: Simulated alignment of chevron GNRs on Cu(111). Inset: The optimized 
geometry for C42H1s, a molecular model for the chevron GNR, in the Hhcp-30 
configuration on the Cu(l 11) surface. Main figure: The periodic model of the GNR built 
from the Hhcp-30 structure places half of the carbon atoms on top of the Cu atoms, and 
corresponds to the ribbon growth along the <112> direction of Cu(l 11). 
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We used density functional theory (OFT) calculations to gain insight into the 
preferred alignment of chevron GNRs along the < 112> directions of the Cu( 111) surface. 
Initial calculations studied the adsorption of the aromatic C42H1smolecule (see the inset 
in Figure 3), a molecular model for the chevron GNR, on Cu(l 11). Geometries were 
optimized wherein the central carbon ring was placed over a hexagonal closed packed 
(Hhcp, as illustrated in the inset), a hollow face centered cubic (Hfcc), a bridge (B), and a 
top (T) site on the Cu( 111) surface. We also considered orientations wherein the 
molecule was rotated by 30 degrees. These sites were employed because they are 
analogues of the eight high-symmetry positions commonly considered for the adsorption 
of benzene to a (111) surface. In the most stable geometry, the Hhcp-30, shown in the 
inset, half of the carbon atoms lay directly on top of the Cu atoms. The relative energies 
of two other geometries (Hfcc-30, B30) differed by ~0.05 eV (0.18 meV per atom), 
which is within the error of our computational method. The former had 21 carbon atoms, 
and the latter had 21 C-C bonds positioned on top of the Cu atoms. The binding energies 
of the configurations wherein 15-16 carbon atoms lay on top of the Cu atoms (TO, Bo, 
Hhcp-0 and Hfcc-0) were ~0.15 eV less stable, whereas the T30 site, wherein no carbon 
atoms were placed above the Cu atoms, was 0.46 eV higher in energy. Thus, even though 
the C-Cu distances in these favourable positions are too long for a covalent bond 
formation (2.95-3.32 A), they are important for the stability of the system. See Table 2 
for a compilation of the data discussed in respect to the C42H1s molecular model for the 
chevron-type GNR. 

Table 2: Binding site analysis of the C42H1s molecular model used for the chevron-type 
GNR on Cu(l 11), with the difference in energy relative to the most stable Hhcp-30 
binding site (~E) and the binding energy (BE) displayed. The corrugation energy was 
calculated to be at least 0.46 eV. The number of carbon atoms on top sites (#Con T Site) 
and the range of C-Cu distances for the observed carbon atoms on the top sites (C-Cu 
Dist. on T Site) are given. The number of carbon atoms on top sites of the Cu( 111) 
surface was determined by counting a carbon atom on a top site as a contribution of 1, 
and a C-C bond above a top site as a contribution of 1. 

- - -~ 

Binding Site BE (eV) ~E (eV) #Con T Site C-Cu Dist. on T Site (A) 
HJKp-30 -5.00 0 21 2.95-3.22 
Hrec-30 -4.97 0.03 21 2.95-3.21 

Bridge-30 -4.95 0.05 21 3.01-3.32 
Top-0 -4.86 0.14 16 2.99-3.19 

Bridge-0 -4.86 0.14 16 3.04-3.22 
Hbcp-0 -4.85 0.15 15 3.01-3.31 
H rcc-0 -4.85 0.15 15 2.99-3.30 

Top-30 -4.54 0.46 0 -
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For the most stable geometries, Hhcp-30, Hfcc-30 and B30, construction of 
periodic GNRs gave rise to the orientation of the ribbons along the <112> directions, as 
illustrated in Figure 3 for the Hhcp-30 system. Less stable geometries, Hhcp-0, Hfcc-0, 
Bo, and To, resulted in the periodic GNRs oriented along the <11 0> directions. 
Generally, the epitaxial fit of the C atoms to the Cu(l 11) surface in the molecular model 
is preserved in the extended network. This suggests that the Hhcp-30 and Hfcc-30 GNR 

networks should be most stable, in agreement with our OFT results, which showed that 
their energies differed by less than 0.07 eV. Thus, OFT illustrates that epitaxial fit of the 
GNR to the Cu( 111) surface that maximizes the number of carbon atoms sitting on top of 
Cu atoms is the driving force for the network formation along the <112> directions of the 
surface. Figure 3 displays the most stable <112> oriented chevron-type GNR adsorbed to 
the Hhcp-30 site while the less stable <11 0> oriented chevron-type GNR adsorbed to the 
Hhcp-0 site, being unfavored by 0.16 eV, is shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: The chevron-type GNR on Cu(l 11) at the Hhcp-0 binding site. Within this 
model, the six membered carbon rings are centered on Hhcp-0, Hfcc-0, bridge, and top 
sites, with ~3 6% of the carbon atoms on top of a Cu atom, as calculated using the method 
explained in the caption to Table 2. The periodic lattice vector is 0.18 A longer herein 
compared to Figure 3. This model corresponds to growth along the <110> direction as 
opposed to the <112> direction. Since the lattice vector employed herein was larger than 
the growth in the <112> direction (see Table 1 ), the energetic destabilization of a gas 
phase GNR sheet in this geometry would be larger. The total binding energy for the 
Hhcp-0 site is 0.09- 0.16 eV smaller than the Hfcc-30 and Hhcp-30 sites. 
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Conclusions 

In summary, we synthesized atomically precise chevron GNRs on Cu(l 11) and 
demonstrated that they, as well as the preceding polymer chains 2, align along the <112> 
crystallographic directions of the surface. Such alignment has not been observed in the 
previous studies of these GNRs on Au(l 11). DFT calculations showed that the reason for 
this is the large energetic preference for carbon atoms to sit on top of Cu atoms , which is 
a pronounced epitaxial effect. Also , the directional growth of atomically precise GNRs 
may eventually facilitate fabrication of GNR-based electronic devices. 
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Abstract 
Croconic Acid (CA), a known organic ferroelectric with a computed dipole 

moment of 6.0 D, and a p-benzoquinonemonoimine derivative zwitterion (PZI), with at 
least a computed dipole of 8.2 D, formed a 2D hydrogen bonding cocrystal, called the 
CA-PZI cocrystal herein, through adsorption to an Au(ll 1) surface. The hydrogen bonds 
exhibited by the CA-PZI cocrystal are of type O-H-O and N-H-O. STM imaging of 
the deposited organic molecules on the substrate found two unique structures of the 
cocrystal ( close packed and porous phases) that emerge in the overall system, 
independent of attempts at changing the stoichiometric ratio of the two molecules. 
Computational modeling of the CA-PZI cocrystal was able to determine the overall 
structure of both structures, with the close packed network produced through a periodic 
tetramer-based unit cell and the porous phase network created with a dodecamer
contained unit cell. The charge and proton transfer of the 2D CA-PZI cocrystal were 
analyzed and found that CA readily transfers one proton to PZI, with relative ease, 
through a hydrogen bonding structural motif ofO-H-O to O-H-O and creating a 
negatively and positively charged CA and PZI, respectively. The proton transfer 
mechanism within CA-PZI may be manipulated and controlled with external forces, such 
as an electric field, due to the relatively small energetic barrier necessary to shift specific 
O-H-O orientations to O-H-O. The induced polarization upon specific proton transfer 
shifts in the CA-PZI close packed and porous phases are associated with large dipole 
values on the order of 8 D, 13 D, and 16 D. 

Introduction 
Croconic acid and a p-benzoquinonemonoimine zwitterion derivative (PZI) 

[C6H2(- ...NH2)2(...O)2] were cocrystallized two-dimensionally (2D) on Au(l 11) to study 
its electronic structure, hydrogen bonding (H-bonding), proton transfer and dipolar 
mechanism, and inherent charge transfer within the overall system. Experimentally, 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was used to image the self-assembled networks 
while dispersion-corrected density functional theory was used to computationally model 
the electronic capabilities of the CA-PZI/Au(l 11) system. CA is a well-researched 
molecule that exerts a large ferroelectric response in its crystal structure and possesses a 
strong dipole on the order of 6.0 D due to the double bond between the hydoxyl groups of 
the molecule.1

'
2 PZI was chosen for cocrystallization with CA because PZI has two amine 

H-bonding donor substituents and two ketone H-bonding acceptor sites on its six
membered ring that can undergo H-bonding with CA, and a dipole of at least 8.2 D.3 

Molecules with a strong inherent dipole and viable H-bonding interactions are notorious 
for exhibiting unusual physical and chemical behavior, and so the combination of these 
two molecules was found to be worth investigating to see what manifests when restricting 
their self-assembly to two-dimensions on Au(l 11). 
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Computational Details 

Periodic OFT calculations (geometry optimizations, Bader charges, polarizations, 
and wavefunctions) were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package 
(VASP) version 5.4.1.4

'
5 The projector augmented wave (PAW) method6

'
7 was used to 

treat the core states along with a plane-wave energy cutoff of 500 eV, and the C/N/O 
2s/2p, H ls, and Au 6s/5d electrons were treated explicitly. The GGA functional of 
revised Perdew-Burke-Emzerho:£8 with the Grimme3 dispersion correction9 (revPBE-D3) 
was used to calculate the correlation, exchange, and dispersion forces. The r-centered 
Monkhorst-Pack scheme was used to generate k-points, and a 3x3x3 k-mesh was 
employed to treat the gas-phase networks. For the Au(l 11) surface-adsorbate models, a 
k-mesh of 7x7xl was used for the monomer and close packed phase models, a k-mesh of 
3x3xl was used for the dimer models, and a k-mesh of lxlxl was used for the porous 
phase. The Au(l 11) surface was constructed with the revPBE-D3 computed lattice 
constants, plus a 30.0 A vacuum space. The CA and PZI monomer models were placed 
above their preferred adsorption sites on Au(l 11) as found in Ref. 10, 11. The top two 
layers were allowed to relax within all of the calculations involving a 4 layer Au(l 11) 
surface. Note that the only atoms ever fixed in the calculations herein are the bottom two 
layers of Au( 111) or hydrogen atoms so that they are near a specific oxygen atom to 
assist in modeling the proton transfers and polarizations. Geometry optimizations were 
performed with the quasi-Newton algorithm implemented in VASP, the Bader charges 
with the LCHARG and LAECHG tags, polarizations with the LCALCPOL tag, and the 
wavefunctions made with the L WAVE tag. All of the proton transfer data was produced 
by linear interpolation between standing geometry optimized electronic structures with 
seven or five images inbetween for the gas-phase or Au(l 11) systems, respectively. 
Quantum molecular dynamics simulations were performed on a multitude ofCA-PZI 
porous phase models so as to assist in identifying the electronic structure of the porous 
phase because the CA and PZI molecules appear similarly in the experimental CA-PZI 
STMimages. 

J 
8.2D 4.0D 6.0D 

FIG. 1: The structure, dipole vector, and dipole magnitude of (A) PZI, (B) the most stable 
CA structural motif, called CA-opposite, and (C) the less stable CA structural motif, 
called CA-aligned. The oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms are colored red, 
blue, black, and white, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 
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CA and PZI Monomers 

A preliminary computational analysis was performed on the CA and PZI 
molecules separate from one another to determine their dipolar strength and interaction 
with the Au(l 11) substrate. In Figure 1, the gas-phase dipole of CA and PZI were 
calculated and plotted, with the two most prominent CA structures of three being 
presented. PZI, as depicted in Figure IA, is calculated to have a dipole of 8.2 D where the 
dipole vector points directly towards the positive (-... NH2) end of the molecule. CA is 
found to have a 4.0 Din its most stable hydroxyl group positioning (Figure 1B), but when 
the CA molecule orients its hydroxyls to face in the same direction and becoming less 
stable by 0.20 eV, as shown in IC, the dipole is calculated to be 6.0 D. The CA molecular 
dipoles are found to point towards the pi-bond between the carbons bonded to the 
hydroxyl groups. Thus, each molecule studied herein holds a strong dipole moment. 

Upon adsorption of CA to the Au(l 11) surface, regardless of its hydroxyl group 
orientation, 0.08 e is donated from the surface to the molecule. In fact, the surface
adsorbate distance, calculated by subtracting the average z-axis coordinates of the top 
layer of Au(l 11) from the average z-axis coordinates of the molecule, is essentially 
equivalent for the two CA structural motifs, being 3 .11 A and 3 .10 A for the most stable 
and less stable CA structures, respectively. However, the CA with the hydroxyl 
orientation displayed in Figure 1 C ( called CA-aligned) becomes more stable upon 
adsorption, being 0.11 eV less stable than the CA orientation in Figure 1B (called CA
opposite ). This growth in stability results in a binding energy of -1.19 e V for CA-aligned 
to Au(l 11) while CA-opposite has a binding energy of -1.10 e V to Au(l 11). The 
structure of CA-opposite and CA-aligned on Au(l 11) is displayed in Figure 2A. The 
charge density difference (CDD) isosurfaces for CA-opposite and CA-aligned are 
displayed in Figure 2B. The CDD for the two CA structural motifs pinpoint a charge 
transfer interaction about the ketones that take charge away from the Au(111) surface and 
put into the CA molecule. About the hydroxyl groups, however, charge is donated to the 
Au(l 11) surface from CA, with the charge gain on the surface being underneath and in 
front of the hydrogen atoms. Further, in Figure 2C, the plane-averaged charge density 
difference (P ACDD) plot for CA on Au(l 11) is shown to depict a very similar interaction 
with the substrate for CA-opposite and CA-aligned. For the CA PACDD, the charge 
gained above the surface is 2.0 e/ A (1. 7 e/ A), the charge lost underneath the adsorbate is 
-2.1 e/A (-2.1 e/A),the charge about the CA is 0 e/A (-0.le/A), and the charge lost above 
the CA molecule is -0.6 e/A (-0.8 e/A), where the number in parentheses is for CA
aligned while the other is for CA-opposite. Note that the quantitative charge lost 
underneath the adsorbate is relatively equivalent to the quantitative charge gained just 
about the Au(l 11) surface. The side-view of the CDD for the CA motifs on Au(l 11) is 
displayed in the inset of Figure 2C. Worth noting, for better understanding of the CA 
molecular adsorption, is that the C=C pi-bond between the hydroxyl groups has a bond 
length of 1.39 A in the gas-phase and while adsorbed to Au(l 11), while the 0-H groups 
have bond lengths of 0.99 A. 

PZI being adsorbed to the Au(l 11) surface results in a charge transfer event of 
0.10 e charge from the molecule to the surface, the opposite charge transfer channel of 
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that seen with CA adsorbed to Au(l 11). Calculating the surface-adsorbate distance by 
subtracting an average of the z-axis coordinates in the top layer of the Au(l 11) surface 
from an average of the z-axis coordinates within the PZI molecule results in a surface
adsorbate distance of 3.00 A.This PZI adsorption geometry on Au(l 11) results in a 
binding energy of -1.76 eV, being greater than that of the binding strength of CA to 
Au(l 11), even when inspecting the binding energies per adsorbate atom. The PZI 
monomer adsorbed to Au(l 11) is shown in Figure 2D. The CDD isosurfaces of PZI on 
Au(l 11) are displayed in Figure 2E, which highlights a charge gain within the oxygen 
(negative) end of the zwitterion while there is charge lost within the nitrogen end of the 
zwitterion. The charge gain in the oxygen end of the molecule is coupled with charge lost 
on the Au(l 11) surface below while the charge lost on the nitrogen end of the molecule is 
connected to charge gained on Au(l 11). Very close inspection of the CDD shows weak 
chemisorption of the C atom between the ketones with the Au(l 11) surface. In Figure 2F, 
the PACDD for PZI on Au(l 11) displays a significantly large sum of charge gain and 
loss above the surface and below PZI, respectively, when compared to the CA monomer 
adsorbed to Au(l 11). In fact, there is an incredibly large sum of charge loss and charge 
gain above the adsorbate and about PZI, respectively, as well when comparing with CA 
on Au(l 11). Therefore, the CDD and P ACDD data highlights a much stronger interaction 
for PZI with Au(l 11) when directly compared to CA adsorption to this coinage metal. 
Lastly, the C-C bonds that connects the nitrogen and oxygen ends of the zwitterion 
measures out to be 1.55 A in the gas-phase but becomes slightly tighter, to 1.54 A, upon 
adsorption to Au(l 11). The N-H bonds of the PZI molecule have been found to measure 
out to be 1.02 A. 
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FIG. 2: (A) CA-opposite adsorbed to Au(l 11), with CA-aligned shown in the inset. The 
charge gain in the adsorbate (negative charge), binding energy, and surface-adsorbate 
distance are provided, with the values in parentheses being for the data of CA-aligned on 
Au(l 11) and the other numerics for CA-opposite on Au(l 11). (B) The CDD of CA
opposite and CA-aligned (inset) on Au(l 11) set so that the red/blue isosurfaces represent 
charge gain/loss, respectively (isovalue = +/- 0.003 e/A3

). (C) The PACDD plot of CA on 
Au(l 11) where the numerics displayed correlate to CA-opposite and CA-aligned as 
discussed in (A), with the side-view of the CDD for CA-opposite and CA-aligned shown 
in the top-left and bottom-right, respectively. (D) PZI adsorbed to Au(l 11). The charge 
lost in the adsorbate (positive charge), binding energy, and surface-adsorbate distance are 
provided. (E) The CDD of PZI on Au(l 11) set so that the red/blue isosurfaces represent 
charge gain/loss, respectively (isovalue = +/- 0.003 e/A3

). (F) The PACDD plot ofPZI on 
Au(l 11) with the side-view of the CDD for PZI shown in the top-left. The oxygen, 
nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and gold atoms are colored red, blue, black, white, and gold, 
respectively, and these colors are used for the structures displayed. 
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CA and PZI Dimers 

Before analyzing the full-bodied hydrogen bonding networks of CA-PZI, the CA
PZI dimer was analyzed to better understand the chemical interaction, proton transfer 
capabilities, and induced polarizations. The crucial CA-PZI dimers are displayed in 
Figure 3 alongside their CDDs. CA-PZI dimer A on Au(l 11) in Figure 3A displays a 
hydrogen bonding interaction of type N-H-O that has a binding energy strength of -3.28 
e V that encompasses both the adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-surface interaction. 
Isolation of the CA-PZI dimer A produces a binding strength of -0.31 eV. CA-PZI dimer 
A adsorbs 2.96 A away from the Au(l 11) surface, being closer to the substrate than even 
the PZI and CA monomers upon Au(l 11). This close proximal adsorption supports the 
conclusion that the CA-PZI dimer A interacts strongly with the gold surface, which is 
observable within the CDD plots but not in the neutral adsorbate and surface charges. 
However, PZI is shown to have a +0.16 e charge while CA has a -0.16 e charge, 
indicating the PZI and CA grow positive and negative in charge, respectively, during the 
hydrogen bonding interaction. See Figure 3A to consult the CDD isosurface for CA-PZI 
dimer A, highlighting the gain of charge upon the ketone functional groups in CA and the 
loss of charge about the amine functional groups in PZI within the N-H-O hydrogen 
bonding interaction. Further, Figure 3A displays similar isosurfaces about the Au(l 11) 
surface as the monomers of Figure 2 show. See Table I to consult the energetic 
decomposition, surface-adsorbate distances, charges, and bond length data for CA-PZI 
dimer A. Note that attempting to transfer either hydrogen from N-H---O to N---H-O 
hydrogen bonding is found to not be viable. 

CA-PZI dimer Band CA-PZI dimer Con Au(l 11), displayed in Figure 3B and 
3C, depict a hydrogen bonding interaction of type O-H-O that has a binding strength of 
-3.25 eV and -3.35 eV, respectively, where the two structures are related by a proton 
transfer along the O-H-O to O-H-O. Interestingly, the greater binding strength of CA
PZI dimer Con Au(l 11) versus that of CA-PZI dimer B does not hold in the gas-phase as 
CA-PZI dimer B has a binding strength of -0.59 eV versus a CA-PZI dimer C binding 
strength of - 0.44 eV. This pinpoints the influence of the Au(l 11) surface on the 
tautomerization of CA-PZI dimer B to CA-PZI dimer C upon adsorption. In fact, CA-PZI 
dimer C was inaccessible in the gas-phase and was only obtained by geometric 
constraints of the hydrogen that was shifting from CA to PZI. The greater binding 
strength of CA-PZI dimer C whilst adsorbed to Au(l 11) is supported by the closer 
adsorption height compared to CA-PZI dimer B (3.00 A versus 3.04 A, respectively). 
Furthermore, CA-PZI dimer B undergoes charge transfer with the Au(l 11) surface that 
places a -0.04 e charge within the adsorbates, alongside a -0.10 e and +0.06 e charge on 
CA and PZI, respectively. Upon proton transfer from CA-PZI dimer B to CA-PZI dimer 
C, the charge within the adsorbates elevates to -0.16 e due to more charge transfer from 
Au(l 11) to the molecular adsorbates, with CA and PZI having charges of -0.81 e and 
+0.65 e, respectively. This pinpoints the understanding that CA and PZI are becoming 
charged species due to the proton transfer event between CA-PZI dimer B and CA-PZI 
dimer C. Analysis of the proton transfer between CA-PZI dimer Band C through linear 
interpolation results in a lack of an energetic barrier within the gas-phase and simply 
highlighting that CA-PZI dimer C is less stable than CA-PZI dimer B by 0.15 eV. 
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However, this proton transfer to CA-PZI dimer C produces a polarization of 6.13 D upon 
completion. In fact, CA-PZI dimer C becomes a readily stable structure when adsorbed to 
Au(l 11) so much so that it is more stable than CA-PZI dimer B by 0.10 eV and holds an 
energetic barrier between CA-PZI dimer Band CA-PZI dimer C that is 0.32 eV and quite 
accessible. Therefore, the polarization effect produced by these dimers is better achieved 
when adsorbed to Au(l 11) even with the greater stability oftautomerization of the CA
PZI dimer along O-H-O type hydrogen bonds. See Table I to consult the energetic 
decomposition, surface-adsorbate distances, polarization, charges, and bond length data 
for CA-PZI dimer Band CA-PZI dimer C. The CA-PZI dimer B to dimer C transition is 
made possible by the negatively charged oxygen end ofPZI being attracted to the 
positively charged acidic protons present on CA. Two other CA-PZI dimer structural 
motifs are discussed (CA-PZI dimer D and E) and presented alongside proton transfer, 
polarization, and CDD data for the two structures. The resulting polarization of the 
transition between CA-PZI dimer D and Eis 9.15 D with an energetic barrier of 0.29 eV 
and 0.83 eV in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), respectively. CA-PZI dimer Dis more 
stable than CA-PZI dimer Eby 0.23 eV and 0.35 eV in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), 
respectively. This energetic and polarization information reiterates the already present 
emphasis that these two molecules create strong polarization switches as displayed with 
CA-PZI dimer Band C. The proton motion holds a barrier that is between CA-PZI dimer 
D and E even though structure E had to fix the proton close to the oxygen atom on PZI 
for the gas-phase, but no constraints required on Au(l 11), similar to CA-PZI dimer C. 
However, the CA-PZI dimer D and E structural motif is not readily observed in 
experiment while CA-PZI dimer A, B, and Care, but are still introspective into the 
molecular and electronic behavior between the two molecules. See Table I to consult the 
energetic decomposition, surface-adsorbate distances, polarization, charges, and bond 
length data for CA-PZI dimer D and CA-PZI dimer E. 

CA-Pl! Dimers BE(eV) D'"n-,d, (A) P (D) Ads. Charge (e) CA Charge (e) PZI Charge (e) N-H-O(A) O-H-O(A) CACa=C(A) PZI C-C(A) O-H(A) 
Dimer A -3.28 (-0.31) 2.96 0 -0.16 +0.16 2. 14 1.39 1.54 0.99 
DimerB -3.25 (-0.59) 3.04 6.13 -0.04 -0.10 +0.06 1.96 1.40 1.54 1.00 
DimerC -3.35 (-0.44) 3.00 6.13 -0.16 -0.8 1 +0.65 1.51 1.43 1.49 1.06 
Dimer D -3.38 (-0.68) 2.98 9.15 -0.02 -0.10 +0_08 1.79 1.68 1.41 1.54 1.01 
DimerE -3.04 (-0.45) 2.98 9.15 -0.23 -0.84 +0.61 1.77 2.18 1.44 1.48 0.99 

TABLE I: CA-PZI dimer A, B, C, D, and E adsorbed to Au(l 11) with the binding energy 
( e V) of the adsorbate-adsorbate and surface-adsorbate interactions shown, coupled with 
the gas-phase CA-PZI interaction in parentheses. The surface-adsorbate distances (A), 
calculated by subtracting an average of the z-axis coordinates of the top layer of the 
Au(l 11) surface from an average of the z-axis coordinates of the respective CA-PZI 
dimer atoms, polarization strength (D), Bader charges (e) of the adsorbates, CA, and PZI, 
hydrogen bonding interaction distances(A), CA C=C, PZI C-C, and O-H bond lengths 
(A) are provided. 
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FIG. 3: (A) The N-H-0 hydrogen bonding CA-PZI dimer adsorbed to Au(l 11). (B) The 
0-H-O hydrogen bonding CA-PZI dimer adsorbed to Au(l 11). (C) The 0-H-O 
hydrogen bonding CA-PZI dimer on Au(l 11) from B, but with a protonated PZI and a 
deprotonated CA, deemed a tautomer. (D) The N-H---0 and O-H---0 hydrogen bonding 
interacting CA-PZI dimer. (E) The O-H---0 to 0---H-O proton transfer from D. In the 
insets of (A), (B), and (C) are the surface-adsorbate distance, binding energy, total charge 
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of the CA-PZI adsorbates, charge in the CA, charge in the PZI, and the top-view and 
side-view CDDs created so that the red/blue isosurfaces represent charge gain/loss, 
respectively (isovalue = +/- 0.003 e/A3 or 0.03 e/A3

), for each CA-PZI dimer adsorbed to 
Au(l 11). The larger isovalue was used for the top-view inset CDD. (Bottom Panel) The 
proton transfer data in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), calculated through linear 
interpolation on CA-PZI dimer B to CA- PZI dimer C plus CA-PZI dimer D to CA-PZI 
dimer E, is displayed alongside the resulting polarization from the proton motion. The 
4.53 D measurement, in parentheses, was determined using molecular calculations and 
comparing the starting and final structures. Each debye measurement was produced by 
computing the difference in polarization with the starting CA-PZI dimer B or dimer D 
structure depending. 

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Imaging 

After investigating the CA-PZI dimer and the monomers of CA and PZI on 
Au(l 11) computationally, CA and PZI were deposited together at room temperature on 
Au(l 11) experimentally to produce cocrystallization. As shown by Figure 4, pure CA and 
pure PZI deposition on Au(l 11) separate from one another results in STM images that are 
distinctly different from those produced by combined CA and PZI deposition on 
Au(l 11). Therefore, CA and PZI were found to combine heterogeneously and not form 
indepedent molecular islands on Au(l 11). CA was deposited first as it is in the gas-phase 
at room temperature, followed by PZI deposition second. Initial deposition of CA and 
PZI creates disorderly samples, but annealing at 398 K results in two distinct CA-PZI 
cocrystals, deemed the (1) close packed phase and (2) porous phase. The STM images for 
the close packed and porous phases are displayed in Figure 4. The close packed phase 
consists of two alternating CA-PZI tetramer motifs that bind together to form the 
resulting CA-PZI network, as pictorially displayed in Figure 4. The porous phase, 
however, is quite complicated in comparison to the close packed phase as a dodecamer 
unit cell makes the porous phase. Varying the stoichiometry of CA and PZI did not alter 
the phases that were observed as the close packed and the porous networks were both 
present. Experimental STM imaging displayed the close packed and porous phases of the 
CA-PZI cocrystal on the exact same sample, which suggests that the two CA-PZI 
networkings are very close energetically. Moving forward, the electronic structure of 
both the close packed phase and porous phase of CA-PZI will be investigated 
computationally to uncover their polarizability, proton transfer data, and charges. 
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Porous Phase 

D 

FIG. 4: (A) STM image of CA on Au(l 11). (B) STM image ofPZI on Au(l 11). (C) 
Close packed phase of the CA-PZI cocrystal on Au(l 11) alongside the computed CA-PZI 
tetramer-based periodic electronic structure. Sections that pinpoint the different 
molecular sections in the STM image and the electronic structure are depicted with blue, 
purple, and red squares/circles for the supercelled tetramer unit cell. (D) Porous phase of 
the CA-PZI cocrystal on Au(l 11) alongside the computed CA-PZI dodecamer-based 
periodic electronic structure. The dodecamer unit cell is highlighted by a green 
parallelogram. Due to the similar appearance of CA and PZI in the experimental STM 
images of the CA-PZI cocrystals, two likely candidates for the identification of CA and 
PZI are proposed that are based upon the deduced electronic structure for the CA-PZI 
porous phase (red circles - CA, blue circles - PZI) 

STM Imaging - Paulo Costa 
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CA-PZI Close Packed Phase 

From the STM data displayed in Figure 4C, three dominant CA-PZI gas-phase 
tetramer models were built from the encircled tetramers, where two CA and two PZI 
molecules build out the tetramers. All three of these CA-PZI gas-phase tetramers form 
through hydrogen bonding interactions, but with the kind of hydrogen bonding differing, 
where 4 N-H-O hydrogen bonds form in one, 4 O-H-O hydrogen bonds in another, 
and 4 N-H-O hydrogen bonds and 2 O-H-O hydrogen bonds in the last. Due to the N
H-O and O-H-O bound tetramer (purple circle in Figure 4C) holding the most 
hydrogen bonds, being six, it makes sense why it holds the strongest binding energy of 
-2.70 eV. However, having both N-H-O and O-H-O type hydrogen bonds, alongside a 
tautomerization that pushes one proton from each CA to PZI, produces much tighter 
hydrogen bonding interactions relative to the other two tetramer models (see Table 11). 
The O-H-O bound tetramer (blue circle in Figure 4C) has a binding energy of -1.70 eV, 
which is exactly 1.00 eV less stable than the N-H-O + O-H-O bound tetramer ofCA
PZI. The N-H- 0 bound tetramer (red circle in Figure 4C) comes in as the weakest 
tetramer at -1.11 eV, proving that the N-H-O hydrogen bonds are the weakest type 
amongst the CA-PZI tetramers when directly compared to the O-H-O bound tetramer. 
All of the gas-phase tetramer data crucial to the CA-PZI close packed phase are presented 
in Table II. 

With the knowledge that O-H-O hydrogen bonds are stronger than the N-H-O 
hydrogen bonds in CA-PZI interactions, plus tautomerization being readily observed in 
the preferred gas-phase CA-PZI tetramer N-H-O + O-H-O model, periodic CA-PZI 
models for the close packed phase were constructed in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11). 
Multiple CA-PZI tetramer based unit cells were built and compared energetically but the 
CA-PZI close packed phase displayed in Figure 5 stood out with the most stable binding 
energy. The preferred model to the CA-PZI close packed phase in Figure 5 holds an 
obtuse gamma angle to the primitive unit cell, plus CA and PZI molecules that are 
reflections relative to the other CA and PZI molecules. Fortunately, and quite intuitively, 
the preferred CA-PZI close packed model produced computationally fits exceptionally 
well with the experimental STM image for the CA-PZI close packed phase, as shown in 
Figure 4. Further calculations were then performed on the CA-PZI close packed phase to 
identify polarizability and other properties inhabiting the system. 

As shown in Figure 5, four dominant morphs were identified for the CA-PZI close 
packed cocrystal, with the models being called CA-PZI close packed A, B, C, and D 
where the protons are pushed from CA to PZI along the O-H-O hy- drogen bonding 
interactions. The N-H-O hydrogen bonds can undergo a transition to form N-H-O 
tautomers, but these transitions require a substantial amount of energy relative to the 
O-H---O type transitions (~1 eV). The O-H-O to O-H-O proton transitions resulting in 
the CA-PZI tautomer models making A and B produce the greatest stability in the gas
phase, with the CA-PZI tautomer model in C, the standard model, being less stable by 
only 0.01 eV. The CA-PZI tautomer model in Dis not found to be stable in the gas-phase 
as it can only be produced by constraining the geometry optimization for the 0-H-O 
hydrogen bonds, with it being less stable than A and B by 0.18 eV. On Au(l 11), this 
binding energy trend changes amongst the four CA-PZI close packed models because 
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model D is stabilized significantly by the Au(l 11) surface, having a binding energy of 
-8.58 eV. In fact, model Bis found to be the least stable on Au(l 11) at a binding energy 
that is 0.31 e V less stable than model A, where model A is the most stable on Au(l 11). 
This difference on Au(l 11) is due to a breaking of the symmetry of the 0-H-O 
hydrogen bonds, where one CA-PZI 0-H-O hydrogen bond is shorter than the other 
(see Figure 5 which highlights the weaker 0-H-O hydrogen bond in the CDD). Model 
Bis the result of a proton transfer along the longest 0-H-O hydrogen bonds while 
Model A is the result of a proton transfer along the shorter 0-H-O hydrogen bonds, 
hence the greater stability for Model A. Model Con Au(l 11) is also found to be less 
stable than it was in the gas-phase, being 0.23 eV less stable than the preferred Model A. 
See Table III for a detailing of the binding energy decomposition of the CA-PZI close 
packed models shown in Figure 5. Also, the CA-PZI close packed C model in Figure 5, 
due to the model having each molecule in their standard forms, displays antipolar 
behavior through the positioning of the dipole vectors for each molecule being opposite 
of the other molecule of the same type in the primitive cell. 

Each of the four CA-PZI close packed phase models in Figure 5 lie at quite 
similar surface-adsorbate distances of either 3.06 or 3.08 A. Analysis of the Bader 
charges and CDDs displayed in Table III and Figure 5 provide insight into the proton 
transfer effect, the hydrogen bonding interaction, and the interaction with the Au(l 11) 
surface. CA-PZI close packed C holds the least amount of charge transfer with the 
Au(l 11) surface and a relatively low charge gain and loss on CA and PZI, respectively, 
relative to the other three models of the CA-PZI close packed phase due to it being the 
standard model absent of any proton transfer. CA-PZI close packed A versus B pinpoints 
a larger charge transfer event with Au(l 11) for model B, but the PZI molecule is more 
positively charged in model A. Lastly, CA-PZI close packed D holds the largest sum of 
charge transfer with the Au(l 11) surface at -0.53 e adsorbate charge being donated from 
the surface. This immense charge transfer sum being donated by Au( 111) is supported by 
the CA-PZI close packed D model being stabilized profoundly on Au(l 11) versus its gas
phase binding energy being weaker than the other models. CA-PZI close packed D holds 
a doubly protonated PZI molecule while the other PZI molecule holds its standard form, 
which is why the PZI charge is not as positive relative to models A and B. The CDDs are 
quite similar amongst all four CA-PZI close packed models when analyzing the CA
PZI/Au(l 11) isosurfaces with a smaller isovalue, except in regards to the parititioning of 
charge about the CA and PZI molecules. Production of the CDD with a larger isovalue 
details more of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, with hydrogen bonding isosurfaces 
holding similar charge loss and gain character. Charge loss is found on the hydroxyl and 
amine groups while charge gain is observed on the ketone groups. Also, the CDD 
emphasizes that the longer 0-H-O hydrogen bonds hold less charge transfer and thus a 
weaker binding energy contribution from that bonding. This reiterates as to why CA-PZI 
close packed B is less stable than model A as this longer 0-H-O hydrogen bond holds 
charge gain/loss in model B but at the cost of a weaker contribution within the shortest 0-
H-O hydrogen bonds relative to model A. This logic correlates to the CDDs for models 
C and D, and the CDDs are shown in Figure 5. 

Investigation of the polarizability of the proton transfers for the close packed 
models in Figure 5 were carried out computationally. Proton transfers between models A 
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and B, models C and A, and models C and B are not displayed due to quite weak 
polarizations from the structurings remaining antipolar. However, proton transfers that 
include CA-PZI close packed Das a structure included, relative to the other three models, 
hold quite strong polarization switches that are all approximately 8 D, as shown in Figure 
6. Mentioned previously, model D is not found to be stable in the gas-phase and, 
therefore, the proton transfers done in the gas-phase do not hold an energetic barrier with 
model D being less stable by 0.17 eV or 0.18 eV, as shown in Figure 6. However, model 
Dis stabilized profoundly on Au(l 11) as discussed previously, and so the proton 
transitions to model D from A, B, and C produce energetic barriers with model D being 
an energetic well. Proton transitions A to D, B to D, and C to D have energetic barriers of 
0.84 eV, 0.99 eV, and 0.67 eV, respectively, with polarization strengths of 7.94 D, 7.84 
D, and 7.67 D, respectively. These proton transitions to model D result in a doubly 
protonated PZI that then breaks the antipolarity of the CA-PZI close packed phase. In 
fact, if a proton transition was performed that shifted CA-PZI close packed D back to A, 
to then doubly protonate the other PZI of the unit cell, you would, potentially, induce a 
15.88 D polarization switch. This very observed polarization may be controlled through 
an external electric field. 

CA-PZI Gas-Phase etratners BE (eV) -H-0 ( ) O-H-0 ( ) 
-H-OH-Bond -1.11 2.05 

0-H-O H-Bond -1.70 1.77 
-H-0 0 -H-O H-Bond -2.70 1.96 1.39 

TABLE II: CA-PZI gas-phase tetramers formed through N-H-O bonds, O-H-O bonds, 
and combined N-H-O and O-H-O bonds with the binding energy ( e V) of each 
tetramer shown. The hydrogen bonding interaction distances are displayed as well. The 
N-H-O+O-H-O H-Bonds tetramer forms tautomers due to preferred proton transfers 
therein, which creates tighter H-bonding interactions. 
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FIG. 5: (A) Electronic structure of the most stable close packed CA-PZI cocrystal 
adsorbed to Au(l 11) where the CA-PZI is tautomerized (note the circled 0-H-O 
hydrogen bonds). (B) The same electronic structure of CA-PZI adsorbed to Au(l 11) from 
(A), but with the other 0-H-O hydrogen bonds undergoing proton transfer to form the 
tautomer. (C) The standard non-tautomer electronic structure of the close packed CA-PZI 
cocrystal adsorbed to Au(l 11). Note the inset dipole vectors that display how the CA and 
PZI dipoles cancel each other out in the unit cell, resulting in an antipolar structure. (D) 
The same electronic structure of CA-PZI adsorbed to Au(l 11) from (C), but with one PZI 
molecule in the cell being doubly protonated by proton transfer along 0-H-O hydrogen 
bonds. (A-D) CDDs with red/blue isosurfaces representing electronic charge gain/loss, 
respectively, where the isovalue = +/- 0.03 e/A3 (left) or 0.003 e/A3 (right) are displayed 
with each four CA-PZI structures. 
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FIG. 6: The proton transfer data in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), calculated through 
linear interpolation on CA-PZI close packed A to D, CA-PZI close packed B to D, and 
CA-PZI close packed C to D, is displayed alongside the resulting polarization from the 
proton motions analyzed. Each debye measurement was produced by computing the 
difference in polarization at each respective reaction coordinate point with the starting 
close packed CA-PZI structure. Note that in the gas-phase there are no proton transitions 
to CA-PZI close packed D that are considered stable, but CA-PZI close packed Dis 
accessible and stable on Au(l 11). 
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CA-PZI Close Packed BE (eV) D,""_""(A) Ads. Charge (e) CA Charge (e) PZI Charge (e) N-H---O (A) O-H---0 (A) CAC=C (A) PZIC-C (A) O-H (A) 
Close Packed A -8.79 (-4.51) 3.08 -0.22 -0.84 +0.73 2.14 2.03/1.45 1.43 1.50 l.00/1.06 
Close Packed B -8.48 (-4.51) 3.06 -0.39 -0.90 +0.70 2.14 1.51/1.95 1.46 1.48 1.0511.00 
Close Packed C -8.56 (-4.50) 3.08 -0.15 -0.17 +0.09 2.16 1.70/- 1.42 1.53 1.05/-
Close Packed D -8.58 (-4.33) 3.06 -0.53 -0.85 +0.59 2.15 1.77/1.68 1.45 1.47 l.04/1.03 

TABLE III: CA-PZI close packed phase A, B, C, and D adsorbed to Au(l 11) with the 
binding energy ( e V) of the adsorbate-adsorbate and surface-adsorbate interactions shown, 
coupled with the gas-phase CA-PZI interaction in parentheses. The surface-adsorbate 
distances, calculated by subtracting an average of the z-axis coordinates of the top layer 
of the Au(l 11) surface from an average of the z-axis coordinates of the respective CA
PZI atoms, Bader charges ( e) of the adsorbates, CA, and PZI, hydrogen bonding 
interaction distances, CA C=C, PZI C-C, and 0-H bond lengths are provided. Note that 
when CA-PZI close packed phases form that deprotonate CA and protonate PZI, the CA 
C=C and PZI C-C distances modify accordingly relative to CA-PZI close packed C to 
stabilize the resonance forms. The slash present in the 0-H-O and 0-H columns are 
because the left-side and right-side numerics divided by the slash are for CA and PZI, 
respectively. 

CA-PZI Porous Phase 

After breaking down the electronic structure of the CA-PZI close packed phase on 
Au(l 11), the porous phase of CA-PZI on Au(l 11) was analyzed profusely through 
quantum mechanical molecular dynamics simulations in the gas-phase. This was 
performed in order to better understand where the CA and PZI molecules likened to 
arranging themselves when being placed two-dimensionally in a vacuum space. The 
molecular dynamics simulations performed were done so that the molecules were 
randomly placed initially, but some governance on the starting structures took chemical 
intuition into account (i.e. maximizing hydrogen bonding, steric repulsion, adequate unit 
cell size). The information acquired from the molecular dynamics CA-PZI calculations is 
that the PZI molecules tend to move towards interacting with other PZI molecules, while 
CA molecules do the same with other CA molecules. It is still easy to see that the CA and 
PZI molecules do interact favorably still from the molecular dynamics data, and so a 
structure that favors CA-CA and PZI-PZI interactions, while still having CA-PZI regions 
for interacting, was constructed within a dodecamer based periodic network. This 
networking for the CA-PZI porous phase is observable in Figure 4D. In fact, when further 
molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the network in Figure 4D, the 
molecules remain tightly bound to their positions in the unit cell and supporting the 
strength of this approximated computed porous network. 

Off of the determined CA-PZI porous phase network, there is a CA-CA region, 
PZI-PZI region, and CA-PZI region. This partitioning of hydrogen bonding interactions 
with the two molecules is largely due to the unit cell being so intensely large on a nano
scale. Breaking down the CA-PZI porous phase in terms of binding energy, it is quite 
evident that the porous phase is less stable than the close packed phase in the gas-phase 
when comparing on a binding energy per molecule basis (-1.08 eV vs. -1.13 eV). 
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However, when adsorbed to Au(l 11), the porous phase holds a -2.31 e V binding energy 
per molecule while the close packed phase has a binding energy per molecule of -2.20 
eV. This highlights that the CA-PZI porous phase may not be the most stable networking 
in the gas-phase, but the adsorbate-surface interaction due to Au(l 11) being present as 
the support is most likely responsible for the STM observed porous phase upon annealing 
of the disordered CA-PZI phase experimentally. See Tables III and IV for the most stable 
binding energies, prior to division by per molecule, in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11) for 
the two periodic CA-PZI phases. 

From the CA-PZI porous phase, proton transfers were analyzed that are promising 
candidates for strong polarization switches. Such proton transfers are displayed in Table 
IV and Figure 7, where CA-PZI porous A is the most stable network in the gas-phase, 
followed by CA-PZI porous C then B, and finally CA-PZI porous D and E are found as 
the second lowest and least stable networkings, respectively. Note that CA-PZI porous 
model Eis the least stable in the gas-phase while the most stable on Au(l 11) due to the 
charge transfer and favorable interactions produced for a doubly protonated PZI 
molecule, as seen with the CA-PZI close packed model D. Interestingly enough, when the 
interior CA molecules of the CA-CA region of the porous phase are protonated instead of 
being deprotonated (porous D versus porous A), the network is less stable by 0.04 eV and 
0.18 eV in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), respectively (see Table IV and Figure 7. 
Comparison of porous B and porous C pinpoints CA-PZI porous phase C as the most 
stable of the two proton positionings. This difference for quite similar structures is likely 
due to the PZI molecules within the CA-PZI tetramer-like motif of the cell contributing to 
more resonance assisted hydrogen bonding for model C, but not very much whatsoever. 
In fact, concise comparison of the CDDs of CA-PZI porous phase B versus C in Figure 8 
highlights the great similarity of the two structures electronically, with the difference in 
energy between the two structures also being due to inherent DFT-D3 error. N-H-0 
hydrogen bonding transitions to N-H-0 were not performed since their effect was 
elaborated upon within the CA- PZI close packed phase. 

All five of the analyzed proton positionings of the CA- PZI porous phase holds 
the molecular layer at similar heights above the Au(l 11) surface (2.99 A or 3.00 A). The 
CA-PZI adsorbate layer charge is negatively charged for each model of the porous phase, 
with porous D having the smallest sum of charge (-1. 02 e ), followed by porous B and C 
(-1. 06 e ), then porous A (-1. 08 e ), and with porous E holding the most negative charge (-
1.22 e). This makes sense comprehensively when looking at the binding energy trend on 
Au( 111) as the larger sums of charge transfer indicate more stable porous models on 
Au(l 11) (see Table IV for the data alongside the CA and PZI charges). The N-H-O 
hydrogen bonds throughout the porous phase are longer than the O-H-O hydrogen 
bonds by 0.31 A (1.84 Avs. 1.53 A), with the distances taken as averages from the 
system. In fact, the proton transfers that occur in CA and PZI for the porous phase do 
highlight the weakening of the CA C=C bond upon deprotonation and the strengthening 
of the PZI C-C bond upon protonation (1.45 Afrom 1.43 A for CA and 1.49 A from 1.53 
A for PZI). Last, and elaborated upon later, is the O-H bond lengths within the system, 
where most of the O-H bonds have lengths of 1.03 A. These lengths expand to 1.06-1.08 
A for the O-H bonds that are present in the O-H-O hydrogen bonds that shift between 
porous phase Band C presented in Figure 8. 
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The proton transfers performed with the porous phase network of CA-PZI and 
how they effect the polarization switches are depicted in Figures 8 and 9. When inducing 
a proton shift from porous structure D to A, it is quite evident that structure D is just 
simply 0.04 eV less stable in the gas-phase, but on Au(l 11) has an energetic barrier of 
0.24 eV. The polarization strength of the D to A shift is 1.53 D, with this value being 
somewhat low due to the CA dipoles opposing one another and not in the same direction. 
Moving towards the shift from B to C of the CA-PZI porous phase, the energetic barrier 
is 0.03 e V and 0.16 eVin the gas-phase and Au(l 11), respectively, with B being slightly 
less stable than C as seen in Figure 9. Not only is the proton transfer very possible 
moving from CA-PZI porous B to C, it also has an absurdly large polarization strength of 
13.30 D. As portrayed in Figure 8, this strong polarization is a result of the standard CA 
molecules in CA-PZI porous phase B completely swapping in direction of the dipole 
vectors upon proton transfer to porous structure C. The last analyzed porous phase proton 
transfer from B to E is quite similar to what was observed with the polarizations in the 
CA-PZI close packed D structure in Figure 6 with respect to a doubly protonated PZI 
molecule, where a 8.82 D shift is observed herein. Porous structure E is less stable and 
found somewhat unstable in the gas-phase relative to structure B, but on Au(l 11) there is 
an energetic barrier of 0.20 eV with structure E now being the most stable system. Most 
of the N-H-O to N-H-O proton transfers attempted in the porous phase resulted in the 
hydrogen returning to the amine group on PZI, much like the close packed phase, but it 
may be possible that such N-H-O to N-H-O based proton transitions could enhance 
the observed polarization strength. This theory is largely due to the studied N-H-O to 
N-H-O transition in the close packed phase for CA-PZI that was possible, but note that 
such N-H-O based proton transfers herein caused other proton transfers elsewhere in the 
system in order for resonance assistance throughout the adsorbates. 

CA-P'ZI Porous BE (eV) D surf-ads (A) Ads. Charge (e) CA Charge (e) P'ZI Charge ( e) 
Porous A -27.66 (-12.99) 3.00 -1.08 -0.62 +0.44 
Porous B -27.53 (-12.98) 2.99 -1.06 -0.62 +0.44 
Porous C -27 .57 (-12.99) 2.99 -1.06 -0.62 +0.44 
Porous D -27.48 (-12.95) 2.99 -1.02 -0.62 +0.45 
Porous E -27.70 (-12.83) 3.00 -1.22 -0.73 +0.53 

TABLE IV: CA-PZI porous phase A, B, C, D, and E adsorbed to Au(l 11) with the 
binding energy ( e V) of the adsorbate-adsorbate and surface-adsorbate interactions shown, 
coupled with the gas-phase CA-PZI interaction in parentheses. The surface-adsorbate 
distances, calculated by subtracting an average of the z-axis coordinates of the top layer 
of the Au(l 11) surface from an average of the z-axis coordinates of the respective CA
PZI atoms, Bader charges (e) of the adsorbates, CA, and PZI, and O-H bond lengths are 
provided. The slash present in the O-H column is because the left-side and right-side 
numerics divided by the slash are for the longer and shorter O-H bonds, respectively. 
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~I D-~ E 

~I -
FIG. 7: Zoom-in of the CA molecular section for the CA-PZI porous phase from Figure 
4D. (A) The initial geometry optimization of the CA-PZI porous phase on Au(l 11), 
where the protons are pushed onto the CA molecules within the CA-PZI tetramer motif, 
as displayed with the inset circles. (B) The same as (A), but where the 0-H-O hydrogen 
bond in the bottom circle went through a proton transfer. (C) The same as (A), but where 
the 0-H-O hydrogen bond in the top circle went through a proton transfer. (D) The 
same as (A), but where both of the 0-H-O hydrogen bonds highlighted by circles went 
through a proton transfer. (E) The same as (B), but where one of the PZI molecules in the 
CA-PZI tetramer motif is doubly protonated by an 0-H-O hydrogen bond proton 
transfer. 

FIG. 8: The electronic structure of the CA-PZI porous phase Band C from Figure 7, but 
displaying the whole unit cell. Note the inset dipole vectors for the CA molecules in B 
and C that contain two hydroxyl groups and a pi-bond between them. The CDD displayed 
underneath both B and C hold red/blue isosurfaces representing charge gain/loss, 
respectively, with an isovalue = +/- 0.03 e/A3

. 
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FIG. 9: The proton transfer data in the gas-phase and on Au(l 11), calculated through 
linear interpolation on CA-PZI porous D to A, CA-PZI porous B to C, and CA-PZI 
porous B to E, is displayed alongside the resulting polarization from the proton motions 
analyzed. Each debye measurement was produced by computing the difference in 
polarization at each respective reaction coordinate point with the starting porous CA-PZI 
structure. The CA-PZI porous D to A and the CA-PZI porous B to E proton transfers do 
not have energetic barriers associated with them, but on Au(111) there is an energetic 
barrier present for both of these aforementioned transitions. 
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Conclusions 

Overall, the cocrystallization of CA and PZI resulted in two phases that exhibit 
high dipolar values using Berry phase calculations. The Au(l 11) surface undergoes 
noticeable charge transfer with the hydrogen bonding adsorbate layer and facilitates the 
polarization switching observed within due to stabilizing tautomeric forms of CA-PZI. 
The close packed phase was easy to identify the electronic structure of using the 
experimental STM imaging for assistance. However, the structure of the porous phase 
was found to be more difficult to ascertain exactly. The working porous phase found 
computationally exhibits strong dipolar shifts even still and so, experimentally, if there is 
such dipolar behavior observed, then the molecular dynamics computations herein that 
were used to identify the porous phase qualitatively are introspective towards future 
studies in surface science. 
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